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EXPEIUU3TA.L INVESnGATION OF ICE ACCRETIOK EFFECTS ON A 
SWEPT WWG 
The FAA W i C h i  J. Hughes T e c h c d  Center Technical Monitor was James Riley. 
ie 
Ancxpcmm tal mvtstipatlrn was caduted to d y  the effects of 2-, 5, lo-, and 225-min ice accretions on tk d p a m i c  
performance ofa swept kite wing. The ice shspes tested included castings of ice acaetim obtained fnrn icing tests atthe 
NASA G h  Icing Research T u ~ c l  (LRT) and srmullrPn ice shapes obtplned with the LEWICE 2.0 ice accretion code. The 
cadtrims used far the icing tests were selected provide five glaze ice shapes with compkte and &ete scallop fatunx 
and B anall rime ice shape. The LEblCE ice shrpes w m  defined far the sanx d u m s  a s t h e  used in the icing tests. All 
d y n a m i c  perf'- tcsts were conducted in the 7- x 10-A Low-S@ Wind Tunnel Facility at Wichta State University. 
Six component fonx and moment measmmenb dm hngc m o m &  and surface p a s u e s  were cbuud for a Reynolds 
numbq of 1.8 nullion b a d  on mean serodynar IC chord a d  aileron deflections in the range of -15% 20". Testb were perhued 
with the clcan wing, six LRT ice shap: castrsgs, s=wn smooth LEWICE ia: shapes. and seven rough LEWICE ice shapes 
~JU@IXS f a  tbe LEWICE ice ts umhcted showed that the gla2e ia: 
Ccrstmgs ~edr;rzd tk maximum lilt wfficicnt clean wmg by 11.5% to 93.696, whk the 5-mm rime ice cas- iumaed 
inaximum lifi by 3.4%. Iv!?mimum iced wing dag was 133% to 3533% greater with mpx? to the c h  case. Tte dmg of the 
Wmmg rxa~tbe clean wmg stall angle ofat'ak 17% to 104% hghezthanthat of the clean case. In geaed. the aileron 
r e m a m e d e f f i  m changq the 1A of tk clean and iced wmgs far all q i e s  of attack and d e m n  deflections tested Ailcnm 
lunge naomecis forthe iced wmg co6e6 mnamedwthm the maximum and mintmlim huts  defined by the clanwmg hmge 
monapts. Teas condllcted with the LEWICE ice shapes showed that in e,enaal the trends m ~ ~ M I I U C  pdimmue 
degrsdaum oftbe uiq witfi the simulated k fhapes were sim~lar to those obttuaed wth the IRT ice shape castmgs. Howmu, in 
most cap(5 th- ice ~ ~ r e d ~ m g r c a u a e r o d a e ~ o d y n a r m c ~ ~ c e  lossesthantbose obtamdwith the LEWICEicz shapes. 
Fa tbrj majonrj of thr: LEH'ICE ice shapef, the addhcu of 3 h ~ e  gnt roughwu to t& anodh ice shapes haeased 
was sin:&td with 36-siae gnt. Tk 
acrodynarCpafipmancciosses 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Aircraft certification requires he evaluation of the efrects of ice accretions on aircraft 
Becodynamic components such as wings, tails, and control surfaces. Ice arcumulatior on 
aeroaynamic surfaces can have a significant impact on a i r c d  performance. handling qualities, 
and thus, aircraft safety. In general, ice accumulation on aerodynamic surfaces can cause flow 
s e v o n  whose extent over the d p a m i c  surface is; 3 b c t i o n  of ice dupe snd wing 
geometty. The tcrm critical is ofkn usi to identify ice duyles res,panSible fbr large dqpdatmn 
i n t h e a e r o d y n a m i c p e l f o ~ o f ~ s u r f a c e s .  
A number of experimental stuhes have been conducted over the years in an effort to assess the 
effcct of various forms of ice accretions on aircraft aerodynamic performance and handhg 
qualities. Most of these d e s ,  however, have been limited to twodmensional airfoil sections 
due to tunnel and model cost constraints. Only a small number of investigationS have a d d r d  
the impact of ice shanef on i-xd thmdimensionai (3D) finite wings. 
To address the lack of experimental data for iced 3D finite wring configurations, the Federal 
Aviation Administdon (FAA), Wichita State University (WSU), the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA), and general aviation aircraft mauficturers initiated a 
coilhrative research program in the fall of 200C for a systematic evaluation of ice accretion 
effecLs on finite wings. The main objective of this research pmgram was the development of a 
3D exprimcntal dathise of ice accretion effwts on a swept 3D finite wing. The database can 
be used for dcveloping certification guidance material and for improving and validatq 
simulatton tools for aerodqnamic analysis and design. A research grant was awarded to WSU to 
design and fabricate a wind tunnel model and to conduct icing and aerodynamic pe.rformance 
tats to develop the required cbatabase. 
The specific goals of the r w m h  program were to (1) investigate wing sensitivity to karious 
f o m  of ice accretions, (2) compare the effects of actual ice shapa h m  icing tunnel tests with 
equivalect simulated ice shapes, (3) wess the effects of glaze ice shape features such as horn 
mgle, horn height and sllrface roughness on wing d y n a m i c  performance, and (4) develop an 
rqwimental databa(ie of ice shape effecb on the aerodynamic performance of a swept finite 
,pie wing with an aileron mntrol surface. The principal accomplishments of this research 
program, which was cottylaed in the fall of 2002, are s lted below. 
A number of meetings were wnducted with the FAA, NASA, and general aviation 
mandam to select a wing model, ice shapes, a d  test conchtions, and to define experimental 
uethodologies and procedures. A 5-A semispan swept finite wing reflection plane model 
equipped with an aileron control surfiice was designed, fabricated, and instrumented at WSU. 
Tests were condated at the KASA Glenn Icing Research Tunnel (IRT) to generate five g h  ice 
shapes with complete and incomplete scallop festures and one rime ice shape. Ice shape castings 
were produced by NASA pelsome1 h r n  the tictual ice accretions for aerodynamic testing. 
S i r d u d  3D ice shapes were defmcd with the NASA Glenn LEWICE ice accretion code for the 
same icing conditions used in the IKT ichg tests. The 3L) ice shapes were fabricated out of 
wood or aluminum at WSU and were prepared for d y n a m i c  testing. Extensive experiments 
were co- at the WSU 7- x left wind tunnel facility over a period of 10 weeks to generate 
the required data for the clean and iced wing. Twenty ice shapes and eight roughness cases were 
tested along with the clean Wing. The ice shapes included six IRT castings and seven smooth 
and seven rough LEWICE dupes. The roughness cases included 120- and 1SOjgit sandpiper tu 
simulate the effect of f b s t  on wing aerodynamic performance. Lift, drag, p i t c h  moment, 
lunge moment, and prewre di&tribu.ioru were obtained for all coLlfig&ns tested 
The experimental results obtained showed that the stall lift coefficients for the wing with the 
glaze ice shape castings were 11.5% to 93.6% less than the clean wing. For the 5-min rime kx 
shape, the stall lift coefficient was 3.4% W e r  than the clean wing. The IRT ice shape castings 
tested increased the minimum clean wing drag coefficient by 133% to 3533% and increased drag 
near stall by 17% to 104%. In general, the aileron remained effective in changmg the lift of the 
clean and i d  wings for all angles of attack and aileron deflections tested. Aileron w e  
moments for the iced wing remained within the maximum and minimurn limits defined by the 
clean wing hmge-moment data. In general, the trends in aerodynam~c performance d e w o n  
of the wing with the sundated rough LEWICE ice shapes were simiiar to those obtained with the 
IRT ice shape castings. However, in moa cases, the ice shape casings resulted in greater 
d y n a m i c  performance losses than that obtained with the rough LEWICE shapes. ‘m most 
c~ses, the rough LEWICE ice shapes caused greater aerodynamic depdaticm than 
didtheirsmodhcounterparts. 
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1. ISlRODUCTIOh’. 
Aircraft certitiicatin requires the evaluation of the effects of ice accretions on aircraft 
aerodynamic components such as wings, tails, and control surfaces. Ice accumulation on 
aerodynamic surfaces c8n have a significant impact on airaafi perfiormawe, handhg qualities, 
and &us, aircraft safety. A wide range of ice accretions is m i b l e ,  dependmg on a i r d i  
d g u r u i o n ,  icing. and flow conditions. Potential ice accretions include glaze ice, rime ice, 
runback, and beak ice, as well as small ice shapes which can have considerable degradatmn in 
aircrafi ppn^ormance. In general, ice accumulation on aerodynamic surfaces can cause flow 
separation whose extent over the aerodynamic surface is a function of ice shape and wing 
geometry. The term critical is often used to identify ice shapes m b l e  for large degrdatmn 
inthe~odyn8micperfonntlnceof~surfaces.  
A number of experimental studies have been conducted over the years (refer to reference 1 for a 
comprehenslve review) in an effort to assess the effect of various f o m  of ice accretions on 
aircraft aerodynamic performance and handling qualities. Most of these studies have been 
Limited to twoaUnensional(2D) airfoil sections dire to tunnel and model cost consh-aints. Only a 
small number of investigations have a d d r c u ~  . *theimpactoficeshapesonfinitevriW 
To address the lack of experimental data for three-dimensional (3D) iced wing configurations, 
scientists and engineers from the Federal Aviation Admhistmtion (FAA), the Eiational 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (EjASA), the general aviation aircraft industry, and 
Wichita State University (WSU) conducted a meeting to plan a research program for a 
systematic evaluation of ice accretion effects on finite wings. The main objective of this 
research p g r a m  was the development of a 3D experiinental database of ice accretion effects on 
a swept finite wing. The database was needcd for developing certification guidance ma+& and 
for improving and validating simulation tools for ae;;odynamic analysis and design. A research 
grant was awarded to N’SU to design and fibrime a wind tunnel model and to conduct icing and 
aerodynamic performance tests to develop the required database. The specific goals of the WSU 
research effort were to 
0 investigate wing sensitivity to varioub forms of ice accretions. 
0 c o v e  the effects of actual ice shapes from icing tunnel tests with qivalent  timdakd 
ice shapes. 
0 awxs the effects of glaze ice &ape featureti such as horn angle, horn height., and surface 
roughnessonwing aerodymmc performance. 
0 develop an experimental database of ice shape effects on aerodynamic performance of a 
swpt finite wing with an aileron control surface. 
To accomplish the above objectives, wind tunnel tests were p h e d  with a wing representative 
of modern business jet and regional jet aircraft wing planforms. The wing selection was based 
on input h m  the FAA, NASA, and the air& industry. An important consideration in the 
selection of the airEDil section for the t’inite wing was the availability of 2D iced airtbil 
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aerodynamic performance data for comparison with the 3D iced wing aemdpamic performance 
Wi. The airfoil selected was a GLC-305 section, which is representative of a modern 
business jet wing section. NASA b conducted extensive 2D wind trrnnel tests with thL &il 
in recent years using a range of ice Pcaetions. 
Fo'-wthane castings or ice accretiow obtained from icing tests at the NASA Glenn 
Icing Research Tu.md (IRT). 
Smooth LEWICE ice  dupe^ obtained for the same icing ConditioIlS as the ones d in 
the gwrerationofthe ice shape castmg~ 
0 Rough LEWICE ice &apes obtained by aching grit roughness to the suTf8ce of the 
smooth LEWICE ice shrpes. 
This report describes the icing tests performed in the IRT and the aerodynamic tests 
conduct& at WSU with the ice castings and the simulated LEWICE ice shapes. 
Experrmental data presented includes l& drag. titdug moment, aileron huge moment, 
and&presSUredata. 
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2. LWERIMEKTAL FAClLlTlES AKD PROCEDLWS. 
The experimental i---esugahon consisM of ice accretion tesu a d  aerodynarmc performance 
wind tunnel tests. The icing tests wete conducted over a time period of 5 days at the IKT facility 
to ob& bix ice shape castiqp for aerodynamic testing. The aerodynarmc performan~;e 
investigation took piace at the 7- x 1 0 4  Low-Speed Wind Tunnel hility at WSU. The clean 
wing and 20 ice shape configurations were tested at the WSU wind tunnel over a time period of 
10 weeks. This Section describes the test model and ice shapes tested, the experimental sew, 
test conditions, test measwmnents, and procedures used in the experimentd investigations 
coaducd 
The f n t  part of the experiment was conducted at the NASA GkM 6- x 9-ft king Research 
Tunnel to obtain castings of ice accdons fomed on a swept wing d l .  Details of the icing 
tests are provided in the following sections. 
The LRT is a closed-loop refigerated wind tunnel. Its test Section is i A (1.8 m) high, 9 A 
(2.7 m) wide, and 20 ft (6.0 m) long. In the test section, the total air temperature can be varied 
between -20°F (-30°C) and +33"F (+lCC), within accuracy of f l ° F  (fOS"C), and a maximum 
velocity of 390 mph (160 d s )  can be attained. A spray system allows control of the liquid water 
content (LWC) between 0 2  to 3.0 g'm3 and provides droplet median volumetric diameters 
(MVD) h m  15 to 40 pm. Figure 2-1 shows the planview of the NASA Glenn Icing Research 
Tunnel. 
FIGURE 2-1. NASA GLENN ICING RESEARCH TUNNEL PLANVIEW 
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2.1.2 Test Model. 
Aerodynamic considerations and facility size limitations determined the overall size of the wing 
model. Details of the swept wing model are provided in figures 2-2 and 2-3. The model wbj a 
swept finite wing with a GLC-305 airfoil section aligned in the sueamwise directioa. The airfoil 
section had a maximum thickness to chord ratio of 0.087 at approximately 38% local chord. The 
airfoil section remained constant h m  the wing root to the wing tip. The wing had a 28" leadmg 
edge (LE) sweep, a 15.6" traillng-edge (TE) sweep, a 60-in. semispan., a 7.35 I? area (halfwing), 
an aspect d o  (AK) of 6.80 (left and right wing), a tapx ratio of 0.4, and : - %metric twist of 0" 
at the mot and -4" (washutit) at the tip. The wing root and tip chords were 25.2 inches and 10.08 
inches respectively. In addition, the wing mean aerodynamic chord (MAC) was 18.72 inches 
and was located 25.74 ioches h m  the Wing root. The model was instrumented w,th 203 
pressure ports distributed chordwise at five spanwise locations cOrreSpOndng to 15'3'10, 30%, 
5S%, S%, and 85% UXIUQWL 
F I G W  2-2. WING PLWFORM FIGURE 2-3. AIRFOIL SECTlON AND WING 
PARAMETERS 
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2.1.3 Test Model Hardware for the Icinv Tests. 
The icing tests conducted for the piupose of generating ice castings for the swept finite wing 
requirtxi considerable planning to maximize the number of test rum during each day of testing. 
In general, once an icing test was completed, the ice casting process required approximately 1 
day to provide a mold. Thus, the Wing cannot be used until the mold was completed and 
removed from the wing. Anomer limitation of the ice casting pnw;ess was the spanwise length of 
the castmg cannnt exceed 25 inch=. 
The goal of the icing tests conducted in the 1RT facility with the 60-in. semispan finite Wing was 
to produce six ice castings approximately 68 inches long (the length of wing measured along the 
swept LE) in 5 days of testmg. Due to the limitatioas of the ice casting process, only five 25-in. 
segments could be produced in 5 days, unless significant modifications were made tu the Wing 
model to allow d t i g l e  ice castings during each test day. This was accomplished by desl;.Ping 
ana constructhg four wing leading edges. The first leading edge was for d y n a m i c  
measurements only and extended the full span of the wing. Leadug edges two through four, 
however, were divided into three spanwise segments each, as shown in figures 2-4 and 2-5. 
Thus, a total of nine leadingedge segments were produced in addition to the full-span leading 
edge. The removable leading edg, were labeled top, middle, and bottom. The bottom 
removable leading edge (RLE) was 25 inch= long and extended f b m  the wing root to 36.79% 
semispiui. The middle segment was also 25 inches long and extended from 36.79% semispan to 
73.78% szmispan. The top RLE had a length of 17.95 inches and extended from 73.78% 
semispan to the wing tip. Note that the sum of the lengths of the three RLEs was 67.98 inches, 
which is the distance fmm the wing root to the wing tip measufed along the swept leading edge. 
This distance is equal to the wing semispan divided by the mine of the leachg4ge sweep 
). The advantage of having 18 leadmg-edge segments was that every time an 60 
co6 28" 
angle (Le., 
ice accretion test was campleted, the leading-edge segment with the ice shape was removed for 
the ice mol- process and a clean segment was placed on the wing. This permitted multiple 
icing runs to be conducted each test day. 
Additional model hardware had to be designed and fabricated to support the icing tests at the 
NASA Glenn IRT. The additional hardware included brackets and a 1-ft Wing extension to 
pemut the placement in the wing from 5.5 inches below the IKT floor to 11.5 inches above the 
floor. This was required to placc the wing inside the uniform LWC region of the icing cloud. 
By lowering the wing below the tunnel floor, LWC uniformity was maintained ovcr the middle 
and top segments of the wing. With the wing in the high position, the middle and bottom 
segments of the wing leading edge were exposed to the uaiform region of the icing cloud. For 
aerodynamic -mssure measurement, it was necessary to install the wing with its mot &on 
placed on the tunnel floor. This required additional hardware to be fabricated. The thrce wing 
placements with respect to the IRT tunnel floor m shown in figures 2-6 to 2-8. 
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FIGURE 2-23. CLOSE-UP OF " N C  FIGWRE 2-24. CLOSE-UP OF WING 
ROOT AND DENTAL ROOT AND DENTAL 
DAM-PRESSURE SURFACE DAM-SL'C"W3N SURFACE 
The ice s h p  sefecte?d for &Q a d y n a m i c  expenmats included SIX polyurethpme castings of 
actual ice etcchom md seven sirnufated ice shapes defined with the NASA Glean LEWCE 2.0 
icc d o n  code Icing conditions and ice shape notatiim are provided in tmtbles 2-1 to 2-3, To 
the eff@ct% of ice roughness on tieradynamic pdommcc, the LEWlCE ice shapes were 
t ~ t e d  with and without simulated roughness. A total of 20 ice shapes were investigitted dunng 
the ex-rmtarl study. 
The ice shapes tested w m  polyumkane castings of actual ice accretionrc obtained at the NASA 
Glmn IRT fwifity with the GLC-305 wing model, as wnmnzed in tables 2-1 md 2-2 Far 
each icing condition, a set of three castings were rn& h r n  the top, middle, anat bottom RLEs, 
md  the^ cerstings were glued together wing q a x y  to m&c a full span IRT ice shape: costing. A 
total of six IRT ice castings WCV produced. IRT-C:SlO, IRT-ISM, IRf-SCO, XR'T-CS2, IRT- 
CS22, and IRT-IPSF22, cclrrc,sponding to icing condition4 1 thnrugh 6, wspcctively. Figures 2- 
25 to 2-32 sllow the instaliatlttn of various 1R'T ice shpe caqtmgs on the wing model. Also, 
figure 2-33 premts clsuc-sip views ofalt six IkT ice shape castings. 
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For ease of installation during testing, ice shape castings were made with cut& that wrapped 
around the wing LE. The small ice shape castings were mounted to thc wing using dlumiuum 
tape. The largtsr castings, IRT-CS10, IRT-CS22, and lRT-IYSF22, hiid aluminum brackets at 
se1,zt.d spanwise locations that allowed these cas*hgs to be attached securely to the wing. This 
was necewuy due tu zbe considerable a d y n a m i c  loads experienced by these l q r :  shapes. 
The letrding-cdge cuffs and the brackets on the IRT castings provided the additiod benefit of 
consistent ice shapc attachment to the wing during repeated installations. 
2.2.3.2 Smooth LEWiCE Ice ShaDes. 
The simulated shapes were 3D ice shapes that were defined from a i,.ries of 2D ice sec2ions 
obtained with the LEWICE Ice accretion code [ 5 ] .  Table 2-2 s e e s  all icing conditions for 
LEWICE analyses. The procedure used to define the 3D LEWICE ice shapes is detailed in 
reference and is S u m m a r i z e d  below: 
1. Streamwise wing sections at 0% (wing root), 15%, 50%, 85%, and lW% (wing tipj 
semispan werc selected for the development ofthe LEWICE ice shapes. 
2. Next, four adciitional wing sections were defined by taking the intersection of the Wing 
with planes normal to the wing LE at 15%, 50%, 85%, and 100% semkpan. The LE of 
the normal sections wes at the same soanwise lou+ion as the streamwise ut ions  defined 
instep 1. 
3. 3D Navier-Stokes computations were performed at V'SU with the clean wing. In the 
computations, the IRT walls were included to simulate the tunnel wall effects on the wing 
flow field. The geometric angles of attack (a) used in the analysis were 4" and 6" to 
match the angles of attack in the icing tests. Analysis pressures for streamwise sections 
at 15%, 50%, and 85% semispan were compared with experimental pressure distributions 
obtained in the IRT facility. Good conelation between experinlent and analysis was 
demccutnted. From the computed flow fields, pressure distributions were obtained far 
the four wing sections normal to the wing LE defined in step 2 and for the streamwise 
section at the wing root. 
4. 2D ice accretion analyses were conducted with the LEWICE 2.0 computer code. The 
computations were performcd using five sections of the GLC-305 swept finite wing. 
These included the streamwise section at the wing mot and thc four sections normal to 
the wing LE at 15%, 50%, 85%, and 100% semispan (see step 2 above). The icing 
conditions for the LEWICE analysis were identica! to those used in the IKT icing tests 
(see tabla 2-1 and 2-3). However, the LEWICE angle of attack for each wing section 
was adjusted to match the pressure distributions from the Navier-Stokcs analysis 
described in stcp 3. The velocity for the ice accretion computations conducted with the 
four sections dcfmed normal to the wing leading edge was set to qual the component of 
the free-stream normal to the wing LE. 
5.  For each icing condition in table 2-3, five LEWICE ice shape actions (one streamwise 
a d  four n o m 1  to thc: wing leading edgc) were obtained. The Eve ice shape sections 
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along with the wmg geometry werc irgarted inh a computa-aidd design sohaze  
package and were used to define 31) I.WICE ice shapes. The 2D ice shape sections at 
the five spanwise locations were comectea with spline surf- and with plane surfaces. 
A comparison of the 3D ice shapes obtained using s p h  interpolation with 
corresponding ice shapes obtained with linear intcrpolatim showed very small 
differences. Since the spline interpolation method provided t: smooth transition in the 
spanwise direction between t!ie fivz 2D mtions, it was used to definc tbe 3D LEWCE 
ice &apes, compondhg to icing conditions 1 to 4 (ice shapes LS-CSlU, LS-ISlO, LS- 
SC5, and LS-CS2). Siaight-line interpolation was used for the remaking two ice shapes 
(LS-CS22N and LS-IPSF22), which were the large 22.5-min glaze ice acc-etions. The 
reason for using straight-line interpolation for LS-CS22N nd LS-lPSF22 was to mat& 
the method used by some ahcraft wu.facturen in defining 3D LEWCE ice shapes h m  
2D sectiofls. 
The use of airfoil sectioris normal to the wing LE along with the n o d  component of tb: 
velocity vector for the LEWICE analysis w3s based on input from NASA. riowever, some 
S i r f r a m c ~  prefer to use ztreainwise airfoil sections and the straniwise velacity in definirrg 3D 
ice shapes with the LEWICE computer code. Typically, strean?rise ice secretion analyses 
produce ice shapes with larger horns (fL glaze ice shapes) due to the &ha  water load rewking 
from the higher speed (streamuise velo:i:j is greater than the velocity component norma! to the 
LE). To compare the acr0ciymm.i~ effects of LEWICE icc shapes based 3n ~ormal and 
streamwise wing sections and flow velocities, one more (seventh) LEWICE ice shape was 
defined. This dupe was obtained using the p;edure discussed 'm steps 3 u) 3 above. tIowzver, 
for this ice shape, streamwise wing scctiom at 0%, :5%, jO%, 85%, and 100% smispsr, w a ~  
used along with the stream= free-stream speea to define five 2D LEWICE ice .sha,-vs. The 
icing condition used for the seventh LEWICE ice shape (LS-CS22S) was icug conation a In 
table 2-1, which in the IR?' icing tcsts produced a 22.5-min ScajLOpeO ice shape wih h g c  ~OIT.S. 
* .  
Close-up ~''ews of all LEWCE ice shapes are shown in figure 2-34. The smooth LEWIf.2 
sections mc' - mesponding IRT ice shape tracings are compared in figures 2-35 to 2-40. S d m  
comparisons were made at spanwise locations labeled cut A, cut B, and cut C in figure 2-5. The 
sections at stations A and 13 wcie taken normal to the wing leading edge. The sation at station 
C was in the streamwise dkction. Section C was at the wing sot, section B was 25 inches h m  
the root (measured along the Wing leading edge), aud section A was at 50 inches from the root 
(measured along the wmg leading edge). Note that the distance from the wing root to the w i g  
tip measured along the wing leading edge was 67.95 inches. Figures 2-35 to 2-40 detranstratc 
that the icc accretions hiid a notable twist from the tip of the wing towards the root. This was 
due to the geometric twist of the wing. For all ice shapes obtaind at a of 4", the wing tip 
sectiorl was kt a14 of 0": while the wing root was at +4". Thus, the ice on the m t  accreted 
towards the :owcr surface of the wing; while at the wing tip, it was allnost equally distributed on 
both surfaces. In comparing the LEWICE sezt'ons with the tracings of the IRT ice shape,, it is 
important to redize that the traces do not rcflect the complex 3D features of the IR'I ice shapes. 
A cornparkon between the 3D LEWICE atld IRT ice cssting stapes for icing mndition 2 is 
provided in figure 2-41. Figires 2 4 2  and 2 4 3  compare the profiles of LEWICE ice shapes 
obtained for icing condition 5 using streamwise and n o m 1  sectio~s. to the Wing LE as Cfiscuxd 
above. 
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limited Rcynolds number study was also conductcd with the clean and selected iced wing 
C o n f ~ t i o n s  for ReMc of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 1.8 d o n .  A complete run log fbr all the 
production runs is Listed in appendrx B. 
Dynamic pressure, Q @sf) 
Free-stream Mach riumkr, M, 
Free-stream velocity (V-) 
Mach number normal to ~-Uiing LE 
Wing geometric u-range (deg.) 
Aileron deflection, 8~ (deg.) 
TABLE 24 .  TEST COI.;DITIONS FOR AERODYKAMIC FERF'OEWANCE DATA 
50 
0.185 
225.3 Ws, 68.7 tds, 153.7 mph, 133.5 kts 
0.16 
-8 to +20 by 1" 
-15, -10, -5, -2.5,0,2.5,5, 10, 15,20 
I Reynolds number based on wing MAC (million) I 1.8 I 
Static tares were obtained for the clean wing and for all ice shapes investigated. There was no 
need to obtain dynamic tam for the wing model since the m&l mount was not expased to the 
flow, and the streamline body fairing was riot connected tothe externaliralance. 
Flow angularity and wing downwash were measured for a portion of the runs. This was 
accomplished with two, seven-hole flow angdarity probes, dcsigaed and calibrated by 
AEROPROBE. The seven-hole probes were installed on the clean wing at two Stations 
corresponding to approximately 16% and 80% semispan. Seven-hole probes were selected 
because they cag measure the three c o q n e n t s  of velocity, the total pressure, and the static 
pressure at a point in the flow. The seven-hole flaw prokc provided results with high accuracy 
fur floq angles as high as 75" [7]. The data from the seven-hole probes were used to estimate 
local a 9e.m the inboard and outboard sections of the wing. The tests with the flow probes 
include& a-sweeps for three aileron deflections (Oo, -15", and +ZOO). The Reyn4ds number in all 
uses was 1.8 million, based on wing MAC. Installation of the seven-hole flow probes is 
L~kted h figure^ 2-52 to 2-55. 
At  the md of production runs, flow visualization tests were performed for selected 
wnfiguatlor,s, wLch included all IRT cast@, two smooth LEWICE ice shapes (LS-CS22S 
and L§-LPSF22), a d  all rough LEWICE ice shivs.  Visualization of the clean and iced wing 
ikw ficl& wvas mmplished using white yam tufts attached to both surfaces of the wing modcl 
crd the wirg fairing. Each flow visualization ma was perfomred at a Reynolds number of 
1.5 million baud on wiqg MAC and consisted of an a-sweep (-8' to +16', increment of 1 ") with 
the aileron in thc aeutral position. Figures 2-56 and 2-57 show example installations of y a m  
tufts on the clean and iced wing. Three video camem werc used to monitor thc flow pattern on 
both surfaces of the mcdel. Oae of the camerxs. ivhich was pi t ioned outside &e south wall of 
the tunnel, w a  used to capture the flow pattcm Y .he suction (upper) surfacc of the whg. The 
d e r  two cameras weie located above the windryw at the tunnel ceiling and outside the tunnel's 
north wall. These cameras recorded the flow p a t m  on the pressure side of the wing. Separeted 
flow pattau near the wing tip of an iced wing configuration are illustrated in figures 2-58 and 
2-59. 
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where lim is the hinge-moment and Sa and ca are the aileron planform area and the ailerm mean 
chord behind the hmge line respectively. (The values for Sa and ca are pvided  in figure 2-3.) 
The sign convention for CH is positive for lunge monixts causing the aileron uahg edge to 
move down. Aileron deflecticns corresponding to t d m g  edge &wn are also c o L 1 s L L d  
pobltive. Figure 3-25 depicts the sign conventioIl fix CH anC 6 ~ .  
In the following discussion, the be-moment  curve is dtvided into three regiuns (A, B, and C), 
am- to the linear, near-stail, and poststall ranges of the Lift curve, as shown in 
f igm 3-26. Typically, in w o n  A, the deaease of CH was hear, small and gradual, while in 
regionB, the growth was much greater due to increasing flow- separahon over the control 
surface. Note the anomaly or break from region A to region B with increase CL and the 
differences between the clean and iced configurations. In regmn C, the hmge noment remained 
vary a g d i u u d y  far positive a 
nearly constan4 since beyond stall the pressure distributi0no;rerthe aileronupQersurEace did not 
. .  
Ql-, . . .. 1 . .  ..I.. ..+ 4u 
4 0 - 6  0 5 l O l S 2 0 t s  
wd-w 
(b) C h n  confguratiOn. < 0 
(c) Iced configuration. C, > 0 (d) Iced configwarn. CL < 0 
FIGURE 3-26. REGIONS A, B, AND C FOR HINGE-MOMENT CURVE OF CLEAN AND 
ICED rlONFIGURATIONS 
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All pressure data are presented in the form of Cp versus chordwise distance (xk). In all cases, 
negative Cp coefficients curreqondmg to the suction side (upper surface) of the wing are plotted 
upward- 
3 2 . 1  Data Quality and Retxatability. - 
%e WS'J wind tunnel facility has been used for commercial and research testing over the years. 
acquisition, and data processing. To obtain quality data, carefil p h u n g  and well thought out 
test wexe implemented dunng the aerodynamic investgation as ckscussed below. 
Facility personnel have considerable expertise in wind tunnel testing, instrumen tation, data 
rn An analysis was performed to determine htrumentation sensitivity needed to provide the 
required resolution of force, moment, and pressure coefficients for the primary test 
condition, which was a-sweeps at ReyddsnlrmherbasedonMAC of 1.8 milliMl 
rn Prior to WSL' wind tunnel entry, a complete external balance calibration was p e h o d .  
Instrumentation such as pressure t m w b x s ,  torque tubes, load cells, flow probes, and 
nodel hardware were checkedto ensure proper operation andaccumcy. 
rn The repeatability of the expeimental data is a function of instmmxhion, data-sampling 
rates, dow quality, flow unsteadiness, d modcl setup procedures. To venfy the 
repeatability of the experimental setup, tests with the basehe c o n f i w o n  were 
rei>eated, and the results were compared. Repeatabiiity of lift, drag, pitching-moment, 
and lunge-moment coefficients are provided in figure 3-27. Also, figures 5-28 to 3-30 
show pretsure distributions of 15%, 50%, and 85% Semispan locations at a of4" ,  0", 4', 
8", 12'. and 1(j3. The maximum average percentage difference of aerodynamic 
coefficients h m  in&vidual test runs from the average of all test r,peats was 1% fix CL, 
2% for CD, 1% for CH, and 3% for Cp. Most of the variation occurring near wing stall 
was due to flow f ie ldumhdnesand small amplitudz modelVib&n. 
rn At regular intervals during the wind tunnel tests, the balm&, the lunge-moment system, 
and the pressure transducers were tested with known inputs to verify that they were 
w o w  properly. For the Lalame tests, known forces were applied to the model, and 
force and moment data were obtained for a complete %-sweep at zero airspeed 
Figures 3-3 1 and 3-32 show the setup for balance and hmgemoment sy- checkmg. 
rn To ensure repeatability in the installation of the icc shape tested, all ice shapes were 
artached to cufG designed to fit the umg LE. For the large ice *, brackets were also 
installed at selected spanwise locations to provide additional support and minimiz 
deflectio~duetotheaerodyaamicloads. 
rn Preliminary tcsb were conducted with all models prior to the start of the production runs 
to verify tunnel and model instrumentation and data acquisition hardware and s o h a r c .  
Static tam werc obtained for all ice : ;hap  to account for the we@ efftcts of each iG 
s h a p e o n t h e a e r o d ~ ~ c ~ r u e m e n t s .  
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A limired number of tests were condiited prior to the production runs to investigate data- 
sampling periods, as shown in figure 3-33. All the force and moment coefficients 
obtained from wind tunnel tests are average values b a d  on multiple measurements over 
a p e d  of time. Sampling rate and samphg time depend on tunnel facility, test model, 
md airspeed, and are usually established experimentally fbr each tunnel facility. For the 
WSU tests, 1024 &gs were t skn  per a for each force and moment coeficient. The 
wuplhqij time was 3 seconds. For a d j W c  pressure of 50 psf, the airspeed in the WSU 
wind tunnel was approximately 222 Rk. Given that the MAC of the wing is 1.56 rt, 1 
second of data acquisition was equivalent to averaging the flow over the d i  142 
times. Inlsecand,theairhadtravdadistanceequalto142chord~ 
0 All tests were conducted at constant Reynolds numbex, Le., the speed of the tunnel was 
adjusted to mainbin constant &MAC. 
--e-- 
--L - --moa :=: 410 -10 -6 0 5 10 15 00 25 
-d-(drg) 
(c) Pltchlng-moment coefficient 
-10 4 0 5 10 15 20 25 
(b) Drag coecficient 
-10 -6 5 10 15 20 25 
-d-(d.g) 
(d) Hlnge-momentcoeffk!! 
FIGURE 3-27. REPEATABILITY OF CL, CD, CM, AND CH; CLEAN CONFIGURATION; 
Re = 1.8~10~;  ti* = 0" 
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FIGURE 3-28. REPEATABILITY OF PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT 15% SEMLSPAN; 
CLEAN CONFIGURATION; Ke= 1.8~100; &=Oo 
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FIGURE 3-29. REPEATABILITY OF PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT 50% SEMISPAN; 
CLEAN CONFIGURATION; Re = 1 .8x106; 6~ = 0" 
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FIGURE 3-30. REPEATABILITY OF PESSURZ DISTRLBUTIONS AT 85% SEMISPAN; 
CLEAN CONFIGURATION; He= 1.8~10~; 5 ~ =  0" 
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1.0 , i 
(3) Lift coefficient 
(c) ?itching moment coefficknt 
4.10 - L . A  
(d) Hinge-moment coefticient 
FIGURE 3-J3. DATA SAMPLING STUDIES OF CL, CD, Cw, AND CH; CLEAN 
CONFIGURATION; Re= 1.8~1d; CSA = 0" 
In w r ; t  4nd tunnel studia, aerodynamic paformance measwments rely on s + m h d  wind 
tunnel L&rumentiition, which typically include cxtcmal or internal balanccs and, in some cases, 
prcssure iiwtrumezltation. Near stall, extensive flow separaticln and vortex shedding increase 
model vib&!n and w e  Inrgc wahe u n s - ~  w k h  can a f f ec t  the ~~;curtxy of the 
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Lneasured d m c  CoetTicients. Considering the lifi coefficient, the objective in moa wind 
tunnel tests is to &termme lift curve slope, near-stall and poststall behavior, and CL- for 
should be perf’orrned b a d  on the acceptable l e d  of accuracy with rcspect to &e aired 
performance. For exrunplz, d n g  emf in CL of 0.01 for the wing uscd in rhis d y ,  the 
axrespoading errpr in Lift at a speed of 131 kts (151 mph, Q = M psi) was appmxkueiy 3.7 lb. 
Given 8 CL,- of 0.87, the tcd lift generated by the wing at the same flow wndition w8s 
3197 Ib. For e q k e e r h g  purpajes, IL% error of 3.7 lb in lift out of atotal Liftof319.7 lbshould 
PuLpoSeS. h dl2h-g the CkgllX O f  measUrement BcclUXC~ & M d y &  
-be rrVlfiAtrPA todeternun, - - i f b e t z e x a c c u r a c q i s i s n e e d e d ~ c ~ .  
€beck xnaswcment of aemdynmic prcperties near stall is a very difficult task, whch is 
beyond the scope ofthe study described inthis report. The cii&xha - sternfroma 
nnmhPI. offictors suih as the o ~ e s  W below: 
Generally, experimentai data for unsteady conditions require special tunnel facilities and are 
usuaUy obtained with simple geometries such as airfoil sections. In cases, the best way to 
obtain such data is through the use of extensive surface pcessllre time h&mes, whch can then 
be m t e p k c i  to provide the required coefficients. 
In summary, the expenmental data provided in this report have been obtained under carefully 
controlled conditions. Data near stall should be used with the * thatitmaybe 
sub~edtQs0meUnL;ertainty. 
JSL..& 9 -  Commessibilitv Effccts. 
For the clean GLC-305 airfoil section, the critical free-stream Mach num‘m for 2D flow was 
determined to be 0.22. This value was obtaud f b m  ‘he interseCh of the two curves defined 
byequatiQns3-243-3 [ i i  - - i  141. 
r I 1  - 
2 2 + (y - 1). 7 4  Cp= = - y.M:[[ y + l  - ) ’  -l  (3-2) 
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cp = (3-3) 
In the eqlrations above, C' is the critical prtssure coefficient fix which the local Mach number 
is 1, C' is the maximum suction press= coefficient fot incompressible flow, and Cp is the 
campressible pressure weficien: obtained using C' and Laitone's compressibility COffectiQLl 
given by quatirr 3-3. The value of Cfi fot the GLC-305 s e ~ t i ~  WBS -10.1 and CMeSponded to 
aof135". Thisvaluewasobtainedfbma2Dummpdik viscws flow analysis using the 
XFOIL [15] computer code. 
Note that the critical Mach number of 0.22 obtained from the 2D arzalysis and equations 3-2 and 
3-3 is a canservative estimate. Typically, in 3D flow, the value of the &-stream Mach n u m k  
(hi,,) required to achieve soak flow over the wing fix fixed u will be lugher due to wing sweep 
and 3D flow relief effects. Forthe swept wing tested, the critical Machnumber Lix 3D flow was 
32.3 Clean and Iced Wine Performancg. 
Aemdpamic performance for the clean and i d  wing is presented in figures 3-34 to 3-45 and in 
tables 3-1 t~ 3-9 for of 0". The data presented demonstrates the e E w  oiall the ice shapes 
(six IRT ice shapes, seven SmDOth LEWICE ice shapes, and Seven rough LEWICE '^ R shapes) 
invWQbted 011 l&, drag, p i e  moments, hinge moments, and on the surt'ace pressud 
distn-. For the purpose of discussion, the percentages in tables 3-1,3-2,3-4,3-5,3-7, and 
3-8havebeencxddaed usingthewwingformula: 
and, increase in Xmeans that a negative X'becomes more negative and apasitive Xbewma 
more posiuve. 
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(a) Lift coeiiiient 
(C) &&J coefficklt 
(e) FYtchng-moment cc-t 
FIGURE 3-34. EFFECT OF lRT ICE SHAPES ON CL, CD, CH, AND CH; IRT-CSIO, 
IRT-IS10, IRT-SCS, IRT-CX, IKTTS22, AND IRT-IPSF22 CONFIGURATIONS; 
Re= 1 .8~10~;  tiA= 0" 
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(a) Cp vs xlc (a = 47 
(c) Cp vs Xlc (a = 47 
(e) Cp vs rlc (a = 129 
8 -in 
ly 
(c Cp vs rlc (a - 167 
FIGURE 3-35. EFFECT OF IRT ICE SHADES ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT 15% 
SEM.ISPA.N; IRT-cSlO, IRT-IS10, IRi JCS, IRT-CSZ, IRT-CS22, AND IRT-IPSFZ2 
CONFIGURATIONS; Re = i.lix106; tiA=o0 
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FIGURE 3-36. EFFECT OF IRT !CE SHAPES ON PRESSURE DISTRIBLTIONS Ai 30% 
CONFIGURATIONS; Re = 1 .8xlO6; 6~ = 0" 
SEMISi?AN; IRT-CSIO, XT-1S10, IRTSCS, IRT-CSZ, IRTXS22, AND IRT-lpsF22 
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FIGURE 3-37. EFFECT OF IRT ICE SHAPES ON P-WSUKE DISTRIBUTIONS AT 85% 
CONFIGURATIONS; Re= 1.8~10~; 6 ~ =  0” 
SEMISPAN; IRT-CSlO, IRT-IS10, IRT-SCS, LRT-CSZ, IRT-CSZZ, AND UT-IPSF22 
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FIGURE 3-38. EFFECT CIF SMOOTH LEWCE ICE SHAPES ON CL, CD, CM, AND CH; 
LS-CslO, LS-IS10, LS-SC5, LS-CSZ, LS-CS22N, LS-CSZS, AND LS-PSFZ! 
CUNFIGURATIOKS; Re 1 .8x106; 6~ = 0' 
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FIGURE 3-39. EFFECT OF SMOOTH LEWICE ICE SHAPES ON PRESSURE 
DISTRlBUTIONS AT 15% SEMISPAN; LS-CSIO, LS-ISlC, LS-SCS, LS-CSZ, LS-CS22N. 
LS-CUS, AND LSIPSF22 CONFIGURATIONS; RE= 1.8X106; 6~ = 0" 
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FIGURE 3-40. EFFECT OF SMOOTH LEWICE ICE SHAPES ON PRESSURE 
LS-CSZS, ANL, LS-IF'§F22 CONFIGURATIONS; Re = 1 .8x106; 6~ = 0" 
DlSTRlBUTIONS AT 50% SEMISPAN; LS-CS10, LS-is lo, LS-SC5, LS-CS2, LS-CS22N, 
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FIGURE 3-41. EFFECT OF SMOOTH LEWICE ICE SHAPES ON PRESSURE 
DISTRIBUTIONS AT 85% SEMISPAN; LS-CS10, LS-ISIO, LS-SCS, LS-CS2, LS-CfZN, 
LS-CSZS, AND LS-IPSF22 CONFIGURATIONS; Re= 1.8~10~; 5~= 0" 
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FIGURE 342.  EFFECT OF ROUGH LEWICE ICE SHAPES ON CL, Cu, CM, AND Ca; 
LR-CSlO, LR-E10, LR-SCS, LR-CS2, LR-CS22N, LR-CSZS, AND LR-IPSF22 
CONFIGUIIATIONS; Re= 1.8~10'; tiA = 0" 
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FIGLJRE 3-43. EFFECT OF ROUGH LEWICE ICE SHAPES ON PRESSURE 
IISTLMBJTIONS AT 15% SEMISPAN; LR-CSlO, LR-IS10, LR-SCS, LR-CS2, LR-CSZN, 
LR-CSZS, AND LR-IPSFU CONFIGURATIONS; Re= 1.8~10~;  6~= 0" 
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FIGURE 3-44. EFFECT OF ROUGH LEWICE ICE SHAPES ON PRESSURE 
LR-CSZS, AND LR-lPSF22 CONFIGURATIONS; Re = 1.8~1 06; SA = 0" 
DISTRIBUTIONS AT 50% SEMISPAN; LK-CS 10, LR-IS 10, LR-SC5, LR-CSZ, LR-CS22N, 
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F;IQLTKE 3-45. EFFECT OF ROUGH LEWICE ICE SHAPES ON P E S .  *RE 
DISTRIBLTIONS AT 85% SEMISPAN; LR-CS10, LR-IS10, LR-SCS, LR-CS2, LR-CSZN, 
LR-CS22S. AND LR-IPSF22 CONFIGURATIONS; Re = 1 .Ilr 1 06; SA 0” 
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a W g i  confif.Jaricn CL ACL C'D K D  
C L W  0.22 0.0% 0.008 0.0% 
IRT-CS I O  b.19 -13.5% 0.074 825.0% 
3 
10 -2.6% 58.590 
IRTCS2 0.72 -5.390 0.100 88.7% 
~ 1 
IRT-IS1b 0.20 - -9. i % 0.050 1 525.0% 
IRT-SCS 0.22 O.OY0 0.0 16 1 1 W.OH 
IRTCSZ 0.2 1 4.5% 0.021 1 162.5% 
5 
I Iixr-Isio I 0.61 I -29.1% I 0224 1 13.1% 
IRT4'SX 0.05 -77.3K I 0224 27vO.0?/0 
IAT-LPSFZ! 0.18 -16.7% ! 3.081 912.5% 
c'LE4K 0.38 0.0% I 0.01 : 3.0% 
IRT-IS i 0 1 3.37 -2.6%0 0.064 35 7.1 Yo 
I 
IRT-(_'S 1 CI 0.35 -7.9% 0.089 535.7% 
IRT-SCS 0.38 0.0% 0.023 643% 
LRTCSZ 0.37 -2.6% 0.02s 1 07.1 K 
7 T-CSX 0.05 -86.8% 0220 1535.7% 
1 
 - r-iitT-IPSF22 . .-. , -- - 0.34 -10.5% I 0.097 
"LEAF4 I 0.76 0.09; 0.053 
Gat 
a = 13.6' 
0.147 
592.9% 
0.0% 
13.8" 0.0" 1 0.67 0.0% 
42.2% 
34.7% 
15.8' 2.u' b.86 -1.1% 0.016 1333% I 17.0% 
12.7" , .1.1" ~1.76 -12.6% 0.018 200.0% 7 O.!74 18.4% 
- 
-- 
IRT-CSX I 0.: 1 1 -72.4% 026 1 392 5% 
I IP.T-IPSF22 OS? -33.3% 0.172 2245% 
C L E a  0.66 @.O% 0.198 
.- 
I I -- 0.0% 
0.209 
(r.198 
9.172 
I IRTCSIO 0.6C -30290 
O f 1 8  I 3533.3% I 0.300 I 104.1% I 
0238 202% 
0.0-8 1200.3% 1 050 1 42.9% 1 - 
15 
3-3 1 
LRT-SCS 0.90 I 4.7% c 2 1  i 1.670 
'RTCS2 0.76 -1 1 .bo/' 02W 5.6% 
IRTCSZZ 0.41 -;?.3% 0.323 63.1% 
IRT-IPSFZ! 1 0.56 t --34.F% 3234 16.3% 
TABLE 3-3. EFFECT OF IRT ICE SHAPES OK HlKGE-MOMENT COEFFICIENT SLOPE; 
b= 1.8~10~; &A = 0" 
LS-IPSFX! 
CLEAN 
LSCS!O 
LS-IS 0 
TABLE 3-4. EFFECT OF SMOOTH LEWICE ICE SHAPES ON CL AKD CD; 
&mc 1 . 8 ~  1 06; 6~ = 0" 
0.6 1 I -19.'o/b 0.169 I 18.We 
0.71 1 - 1 7.1% 0 3 4  I 33.3% 
0.86 O.Q% 0.198 0.UYO 
0.0: - 2 . 1  % 0 . 3  1 16.7w~ 
5 
LS-sc - 1 0.93 b.lQ/* I 0.1 89 
LSCS' 0.74 - 14.J% I 0.217 I i 
LE cs:! .- 2K 0.50 1 4 1 9% 0.3 13 
10 
-4.5% 
9.690 
58.;% 
15 
! LSC'SLS 0.55 -3 O.O% 0.3 19 I 61.1% 
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LS-!PSFX 0.68 I -20.9% 0256 29.3% 
TABLE 3-5. EFFECT OF SMOOTH LEWICE ICE SHAPES ON cb.u, AND C b  
RqUAc=1.8x1O6; 6A = 0" 
A C L  at 
r~=13.8" CD- ACD-- CLd, 
0.87 
0.71 
Gat 
a-13.8" a-13.8' 
-. 
0 4  
~~ 7 
-:Y.S% 0.078 
-21.8% 0.036 
6.5% 0.O:O 
-14.!% 0.017 
-43.7% 0.128 
-37.9% 0.148 
0 .M 
0.75 
0.49 
-- 
1200.0% 0.229 55.8% 
500.0% 0.202 37.4% 
66.7% 0.124 -15.6% 
1833% 0.182 23.8% 
20333% 0289 %.6% 
2366.7% 1 0.2W !00.U% 0.54 
Regia A 
K~da a-range 
clean -0.0026 0to;O 
Lscs 10 -0.0134 Ot07 
Ls-IS 10 -0.0067 O w 7  
Ls-sc5 -0.0027 O b 1 1  
LS-CSZ -0.003 1 Ot08 
U-CSX!K -0.0089 Oto6 
LSCS22S -0.0095 I o w 7  
Iceshape (F%) (&e) 
2 
0.69 
Region B 
d&da a-range 
w w e )  
-37.9% I 13.4" I -2.9% 
RegiooC 1 
d G d a  a- 
, ( 3 e r k g )  rw 
-20.7% I 14.6" 1 5.8% 
-0.0155 lot014 I -0.0001 
-9.WZ -0.0014 7 ~ 1 5  I 
4.0033 7 w 1 3  ! - 9 W 3  
-0.0068 8to14 1 4.04 I 7 
-0.0045 7to 13 -0.0016 
- -- 
. -  -0.0 175 11to14 i b 23 
-0.0039 6 t o  14 -0.w 
CL at 
a-13.8' 
14 to 20 
14to20 
13to20 
14 to 20 
14 to 20 
14 to 20 
13 tot0 
0.87 
0.70 
0.6b 
0.93 
0.74 
-0.001.; 
0.43 
7to14 -0.0021 I 14tofG 
0.54 
0.68 
9.0% 1 0.006 1 0.0% 1 0.147 1 0.0% 
-21.8% 1 0 . M  I loOO.O% I 0.25 ' 53.1% 
TARE 3-6. EFFECT OF SMOOTH LEWICE ICE SHAPES OK HBiGE-MCL 
COEFFICIENT SLOPE; Remc - 1 .8x106; SA = 0" 
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TABLE 3-7. EFFEm OF ROUGH LEWCE ICE SHAPES ON CL AND CD; 
k&c= 1.8~10"; & = G o  
5 
10 
15 
TABLE 34. EITECT OF ROUGH LEWICE ICE SHAPES ON & 
ch.~, AKD G; I.8i106, 6, = 0" 
0.22! 503% 
C. ib4 25.2% 
0.291 98.0% I 
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LRCS2 -0.0037 
LR-CSXK 0.0007 
LRCS22S 0.0007 
LR-IPSF27 -0.0160 
3.2.3.1 Clean Wing. 
~~ ~~ 
O t o 8  -0.0101 I 8to 12 -0.0016 7 1 2 %  20 - 
o t o 7  -0.@036 I 7to 1 1  -0.0100 1 1 1  to20 
O t o 5  o.oO09 I 510 10 -0.0120 ! 10 to 20 
. O b 6  -0.0013 1 6to 12 -0.0035 I 12 to 20 
MkxiniJm lift coefficient fix the ciean wq was 0.87 and  at an a of 13.8", as shown in 
€igurc 3-34(a) and in table 3-2. The lift mped gradually after stall and w-reducedto about 
0.81 8t a of20". The slope of the hear portion of the lift curve was 4.41 per radian or 0.077 per 
degree. Thisdopecarrelateswellwiththeslopeof0.064obtainedfrrnneq~3-5 [16]. 
whm a) is the 2D lift slope of the GLC-305 airfoil and is equal to 0.084 per degree based on thc 
data of refmnce 17, hln  is the Wing sweep angle at 50% chord and is equal to 22'- AR is the 
wing aspectmtio (6.8) given in figure 2-3 and is the f reestreamU&, which fo: 
the WSU whd tunnel tests was 0.185, as shown in table 24. 
From examination rf the pressure distributions and the flow whuahtion data obtained, flow 
sewation was initiated a: the wing LE and was combmed with a 1eadmg-e vortex. Flow 
Separation was k t  observed for a of 9" near the 30% Semispan station. The region of flow 
separation was very smail in bo& the spanwise and chordwise directions (2% chord and about 
3% semipin). As a was increased to lo", a large trapezoidal region of rough and separated 
flaw was obseived between the 30% md 85% ~zmispan stations and between 12% and 60% of 
wing chord. At a of 1 1 O ,  considerable TE * i o n  occurred nar the king trailing edge over a 
chord Length of about 20%. Trading edge scparaboll cxtended from about 55% Semispan to the 
wing tip. At a of 12". flow scparabon 'c*u observed over the Wiry tip (outboard 15% of 
semispan) and near the TE ofthe inboard (5% to 30% semispan) portion of the wmg. Finally, at 
a ktwecn 13" and 14", complete flow Separatioo OccUcTed ova modt of the wing upper SUTfBci: 
which led to wing dall. 
Dragperf- - fix the clean wing is presented in figure 3-34(c) atid in tabla 3-1 aud 3-2. 
The minimum drag coefficient was 0.006 at a of lo. The drag inaeasedto a maximum value at 
aboct 028 at a of 20". The Lnaximum lift to drag ratio for the swept wing WBS 27.5 at aof 3.2". 
PiuLing manent about the 25% MAC location was nearly flat, as shown in figure 3-34(e), until 
about stall where a considerable increue in negative pitchmg mommt (ieading edge down) was 
observed as the load center rcoved downstream of the quarter-chord point duc to flow Separatiw. 
Pitchin,p-moment coefficient ranged from -0.187 to 0.15. The pitdung moment is slightly stable 
and there is a tendency for pitch up at a of 10" to 12". The pitchurg mDment then breakswith 
positive stability, airplane nase down, Wwing stall and ci in the ranse 15" to 17'. 
Huge-moment coefficients are presented in figure 3-34(f) and in table 3-3. The maximum dope 
of the hmge-ent coefficient o c c d  in region B and was -0.0155 per degree. This 
umespds to a chatye in hmge moment of 0.52 in-lb per degree for the wing model tested For 
a control deflection of O", the lunge-morr?ent coefficient was negative (i-e., leadug edge down) 
fix pasitive C as expected. The graph of hinge moment coefficient versus a is linear in the 
region w r r e s e  to the h arpart of the lifi curve and breaksasmaximumliftis apptpached 
and the &e m M n e n t w y  reverses at a largerthan 15". 
3.2.3.2 IcIpo Research T m h a D e  Cas&. 
3.2.3.2.1 Lift Coefficient. 
Ice shapes caused .uPnlficant changes in the wing iift c- . 'cs, as shown in figures 3-34(a) 
and 3-34@). With the exception of the IRTSC5 ice shape, which increased C w  and with 
respect 9 the clean wing, all ice shapes reduced lift throughou: the ax-range. In addition, the iced 
wing clrtru and the linear lift s b p e  were reduced with respect to the clean cdigwahon. 
Table 3-1 provides lift p e r f i i  for the clean and iced Wing cases for angles of adkcdr 
oorrespondrng to the linear and E- portioos of the lift curve. Table 3-2 compares C w  
and u for all six ice shapes tested The C I ~  reduction was in the range of 11.5% to 93.ti% 
and the c o r m p o n b g  d u c t i o n  in w ranged from 8% to 56%. The hq+t d e m o n  in lift 
performance was obtained with the IRT-CS22 ice shape. For this ice shape, the large upper and 
lower homs near the wing leading edge caused extensive flow sepuatton, even at low a. The 
Improved lift perfcrmance observed with the IRT-SCS ice shape w u  mainly due to the small 
leadugedge dnup (LE flap effect) cawed by the ice shape. The pressure distributious at the 
50% smispan station presented in tigure 3-36 d e m a a t c  that for a of 8 , thc suction peak for 
the IRTSCS case wtu lower than the clean wing, indicatmg a lower effective a. In addition, 
figure 3-3qf) shows that at J of 1 6 O ,  the baseline experienced extensive flow separatiOa, while 
flow separatiaoforthewing with the 1RTSCS ice shape was conslderablyreduced 
The aemdynamic performance data for the IRT-CS2, IRT€S10, and IRT-CS22 complete 
scallop g h  ice shapes indicate that the ice P- with the larger horc size resulted in greater 
pvblties in lift characteristics, as shown 'n figum 3-34(a) and 3-34@). The iced wing 
performance in t e r n  of clrtrll and C ~ ~ l l l ;  was ,piqpssively reduced in the fdlowing ice shqe 
sqwnce: IRT-CSZ, IRT-CSlO, and lRT-CS27 
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3.2.3.2.2 Drap Coe fficient. 
The hacase in the drag coefficient due to the ice shapes tested is demonstrated in 
due tothe ice accretions ranged firm 1 3  to 35 h e s t h a t  ofthe clean wing. The smallest drag 
rise was caused by the IRTSC5 ice shape, while the largest drag inmemat was due to the 
IRT-CS22 wing. Near the u of the clean Wiry, the drag due to the ice shapes was 17% to 
104% greater than the clean wing. Furthermore, as the ice shape horn size i n c r e a s e d  (from 
IRT-CSZ to lRT-CS22 ice shapcs), the drag increment ofthe iced Wing inmad, due to 
 figure^ 3-34(~) and 3-34(d) and in tabla 3-1 and 3-2. In g a d . ,  the increase in minimum drag 
kxeased 5 w  sepatatim &-afthe ice shape. 
3.2.3.2.3 Pitching-Moment Coefficient. 
All pitchrng mui~ezlt data presented in figure 3-34(e) are about the 25% MAC point. The 
addition of the ice shapes caused considerable changes in C.M,M.AQ, due to the shift in the load 
distrib\rtion caused by the separated flow downstream of the ice shapes. In general, fix p i t i v e  
a, the ice shapes caused more positive pitclung moment prior to stall ampared to the clean wing 
case. 'hs,the lift vector forthe iced wing was upstream ofthe 25% MAC locatim The ice 
shap unstable behavior, with a break at a of 6". Stability increases for a greater than 6". 
Notc that a 0.01 change in the value of the pitchingauwnent wef&znt * cmequdstoa-e  
of5.7 ft-lb inpltchlng-about he M.Ac/4pl.int. 
3.2 2.4 Hinge-Moment Coeficient. 
The diffesences observed between the clean and iced sing cases in figure 3-34(f) were mainly 
due w the i n d  separation over the aileron upper surface caused by the ice shapes. In 
genenil, the ice shapes moved the start of region B to the left (lower a) and increased the hinge- 
moment coefficients over region B (CH became more nega+,vc). In all cases, the maximum bhge 
mrrment for the iced wing in region C was bounded by the maximum CH of the clean wing, as 
shown in figure ;-34(f). Note a shift in the entire CH versus a plot. A control force reversal 
(i.e., change in CH fiun positive to negative) was observed W e e n  a of 0" and 3" for the 10- 
and 22.5-min ice shapes. This was caused by increased flow separatioa over the lower surfice of 
the wing that d t e d  in greater suction over the cmtml lower surface. Thus, the aileron had the 
tedmcytomove trdmg edge down for a b e e n o "  and 3". 
The effect of horn height on aileron hinge moments can be 8ssess6d by reviewing the results 
obtained with the 2-min (IRT-CS2). lo-min (IRT-CSIO). and 22.5-min (IRT-CS22) wmpiete 
scallop glaze ice shapes. As demonstrated in table 3-3, the slope of the CH cu rv~  in region B 
decread as the ice horn height was decreased. However, in regions A and C, the CH slope 
inmxsedas the ice shape horn he@ was incmsed 
w? h ibktions corresponding to -wing sections at the 15%, 50%, and 85% semkpan 
ii ~1 : ~.amc~ted in kw 3-35.3-36, and 3-37, respectively. The pressures arc for a of 
a' .('. %to. and 16". which cover the linear and noalinear MI range. The results iruliixte 
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that, in mast the addition of ice shapes resulted in a dramatic change. in the clean wing 
ptessure distribution. Near the wing LE, surfice pressuns fbr the iced wing featured a region of 
separated flow, which was charactenzed by a flat pressure distribution followed by pressure 
recovery. The region under the flat curve in the pressure data indicates the presence fjf a 
separated flow bubble. The extent of bubble was a function of ice shape and a. In many cases, 
particularly near the 50% and 85% Spanwise stations, massive flow separation was observed as a 
was increased. Massive flow. separation was associated with flat pressure distributioas that 
extendedto the wing TE. At high wsitive a, separated flow was observed overthe wing upper 
surface. Foe ice shape with the large horns, extensive flow Separatioa o c c d  over both Wing 
surfaces at low a. Flow separabon caused considerable changes in the load dis&ibution over the 
wing and the control surface, which was the main reason far the observes changes in 
aerodynamic performance and aileron hinge moment with respect to the dean wing. Pressure 
trends fix the iced and for each a puated  in iigwxs3-35,3-36, and 3-37 a 
summaid below: 
' 
a = 4: In general, d o n  was observed over the lower surface of the wing and was 
associated with a ledmgedge bubble. For all iw shapes, the bubble extent increased 
towards the outboard sections of the wing. In mast cases, the highest suction 0cc:ud 
near the i n h d  sectiolls of the wing (Le., O?! to 30% of Semispaa). The I R T W  ice 
shapecausedmassive flow separatiooat~cailyall  spnwisestatians. 
a = 0": Suction remained higher over the lower surface for practically all ice shapes. 
Once again., LE bubbles were evident at a l l  three spanwise locationS for masf of the ice 
shapes tested. The bubble extent was a function of horn size. Large horns resulted in 
longer bubbles. For the IRT-CSlO, IRT-IS10, IRT-CSZ, and IRT-IPSF22 ice shapes, 
the maxirrmm suction occurred at spanwise stations loc~ited between 15% and 50% 
semispan. For the slliall ice accretions, namely RT-SCS and IRT-CS, the maximum 
suction took place over the outboard part of the wing. Note that at a do", the wing tip 
was at a geametric a of 4" due to the wing twist. 
a = 4": For tbis angle of attack, d o n  for most of the ice shape cases was kcreased 
over the wing upper surface. The Cp on the lower surface \arid fbm negative near the 
LE, indicating h e  presence of separation bubbles, to low negative and, in some cases, 
positive near the TE. The extent ot the upper surface bubbles varied with spanwise 
distance from root to C- 5 2 to the negative wing twist, which mdted in a bwer aw 
over the outboard. S C  3s. For the 10- and 22.5m.h ice shapes, the extent of the 
separation bubbles was, in most cases, greater over the middle and oUtb0rrt.d sections of 
the wing. For these ice shapes, maxiuun ' sUCtiOndidndvarystPntf idywith 
spanwiseLocation. 
a = 8": Upper surface suction artd bubble extent was increased at thxs a at all spanwise 
stations for ice shapes IRT-CSiO, IAT-IS10, IRT-CSZ, IRT-CS22, and JRT-IPSF22. For 
the 10- and 22.5-min ice s@, extensive flow separation was observed at the 85% 
Senispan s'don. The 5-min rime ice shape, IRT-SC5, did not exhibit bubble formation 
over the two inboard stations. However, at the outboard stetiOn (85% semisw), a snall 
bubble extendmg to about 20% chord was obsesved. M a x i m c m u p p e r s u r f a c e ~  
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took place over the wing near 15% Semispan. The only exception was the IRT-CS22 
case for which the maximum suctiOa occurred at ths 85% semispan station. With the 
exception of the IRT-CS22 ice shape, all other ice shapes had positive or low negative 
pressure coefficients overthe lower surface of the wing. 
0 a = 12O: Large bubbles were observed at the 15% SemiSpBIl station and coqiete flow 
separation was evident over the wing upper surface at the 50% and 85% semispaLl 
loca!ious with the 10- and 22.5-min ice shapes tested. The flow over the IRT-SC5 and 
IRT-CS2 ice shapes exhibited d e r  bubbiis compared to the larger ice shapes. The 
bubbles for these two ice accretions extended h m  about 20% to about 75% chord 
length, dqendmg on ice shape and spanwise station. For all ice maximum 
Suction wasobserved at the inboard statim located at 15% semispa 
0 a = 16": At this angle of attack, massive flow separation was evident over the wing 
upper surface at all spanwise stations for all 10- and 22.5-rnin ice shapes. In all cases, 
maximum suction took place at the 15% Semispan station. The 2- and S-min ice 
accretions exhibited long bubbles over the inboard .statim. However, ai the outboard 
staticms, the flow for these two ice shapes was completely separated over the wing upper 
surfhce. 
The impact of the horn size on d y n a m i c  performance can be explained by reviewing the 
pressure distributions. Specifically for ice shapes with large horn heights, LE Sepcrration bubbles 
were d.rsetved at low a. These bubbles becane progressively longer in the chordwise direction 
ma eveatwily burst to form a region of massive flow -on. Ice shapes of d e r  horn size 
formed bubbles with d e r  chordwise extent. These bubbles did not appear until a was higher 
witi respect to where the bubbles were observed with the larger horn ice shapes. With the IRT- 
CS22 adgumtion, extensive flow Separation occurred over the wing suction surface even at 
low a. Although the flow ova the upper surfice of wing with the IRT-CS22 ice shape remained 
eeparated throughout the positive a-range, the lift increased as a was increased beyond abor;t 6". 
This was due to the increase in the pressure on the lower surface of the wing where the flow 
femained mostly attached Pressure on the upper surface did not vary signrficantly with a once 
thewinghadstalled 
3.2.3.3 Smoo tL LEWICE Ice ShaDes. 
The effects of the smwth EWICE ice s h a p  on wing performance are demonstrated in 
~@JICS 3-38 to 341  and in tables 3-4 to 3 4 .  
3.2.3.3.1 Lift Coefficient. 
With the exception of the LS-SCS ice shape, which increased CL,d  and cd, all ice shapes 
reduced lift performance with respect to the clean wing, (LS demonstrated in figures 3-38(a) and 
3-38(b) and in tables 3 4  and 3-5. In assessing these reductions note that they could be larger if 
clean wing data were svailable for higher Reynolds numbers. The iced wing lift cu' ves exhibited 
reduced lift coefficient and lower lift slope with respect to that of the clean wing. The reduction 
of C L ~  ranged from 18.4% to 43.7%. The largest loss in lift was obtained with the LS-CS22N 
ice dupe. As shown in table 3-5, smooth LEWICE ice shapes LS-CSIO, LS-SCS, LS-CS2, and 
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LS-IPS222 increased by 5.8% to 7.2%, while LS-IS10, LS-CS22N, and LS-CWS ice 
shapes reduced by 1.4% to 2.9%. The S-min rime ice shape LSSCS increased C w  by 7% 
and increased o~rll by lo. The observed pedoimance increment in the iced wing Lift was due to 
the leadiyedge droop (i.e., leadmgerlpe flap effect) caused by the S-min rime ice shape. 
The effect of born height on the L i f t p e r f i i c e  can be observed by Camparine the iced wing lift 
performance with the LS4S2, LS-CSlO, LS-CS22N, and Ls-CS22S ice shapes. The C L ~  
reductian with respect to the clean wing was -13.8%, -18.4%. 43.7%, and -38% for the LS-CS2, 
LS-CSlO, LS-CSZN, and LS-CS22S ice shapes respectively. The c h a n n e b u  
was 6S0? 5.8%, -22%, and -2.9% far the same sequence of ice shapes 
3.2.3.3.2 Drapr Coefficient. 
In gemral, all smooth LEWICE ice shapes increased Wing drag Cansiderably, as demonstrated in 
figures 3-3qc) and 3-38(d) and in tables 3 4  and 3-5. The results presented show that the 
increase in C w  due to the ice shapes ranged fkom 66.7% fbr ice shape LS-SCS to 2366.7% for 
ice shape LS-CS22S with respect to the clean wing. For a near the clean wing drag rise for 
the iced wing was in the range 0?-15.6% for the LS-SCS to 100% for LS-CS22S with respect to 
the clean case. The effects of the LEWICE ice shape horn height on CD was similar to that 
obtained with the IRT ice shqcs, Le., ice shapes with larger horn heignts produced greater drag 
i n m a .  Moreover, the larger horn of the U-CS22S ice shape p- a larger dxg 
increment with respect to the clean wing at lower a in comparison to the LS-CS22N ice shape. 
As a was inmaset$ the difference indrag performance between these two 22.5-minice shapes 
Fmm figm 3-38(e), it is observed that the pitching moments about the 2504 MAC point of the 
iced wing were casiderably mcn-e p i t i v e  or more negative than the clem wing, depending on 
a. This was the result of a shift in the center of the aerodynamic loid due to flow separation. In 
general, flow separation downstream of the i d  shape resulted in a ht- loaded pressure 
distribution caused by the 1PJldlnn-edge separation bubbles. Another coutributinq factor to the 
observed increase in iced wing pitctung moment was the aerodynamic load on the ice shape, 
which increased as a was increased. The largest incren;:a in CM was obtained with the LS- 
cs22N iceyhafe. 
Pitdung moment for the LS-SC5 confipratim was comparable tr the clean tving, particularly 
for a in the range of 4 "  to approximately 12". As a was increased above 12", however, the LS- 
SC5 ice shape produced more p i t i v e  or more negative CM than the clean case. The similarities 
and differences in the CM curves of the clean and LS-SCS casa can be explained by reviewing 
&e Cp distr;Wons shown in figures 3-39 to 3 4  1 .  For a of 4" aDd 8O, LS-SCS produced a lower 
suction peak than the baseline at all three spanwise stations. However, pressure recovery 
downstream of the suction peak and the Cp distributions over the lower surface were similar to 
the clean case. As a result, iced wing CM at 4" and 8" a was comparable to the ckan wing. On 
the c&er hand, as a was increased to 12". the iced configuration (LSSCS) had a greate. suction 
peak than4& c h  case d 50h .pmiupan and over the outboard wing StatiJnS. As a was further 
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increrrsed to 16", whde both cofLfiguat.ions (clean and LS-SC5) experienced extensive flow 
separation near the v&g tip, the LS-SCS ice shape resulted in a separation bubble 011 the wing 
suction surface and produced higher leadingedge suction than the clean case, as shown in 
figures 3-39(f) and 340(f). Consequently, the LS-SCS use resulted in h@ec CM for a gmiter 
than 12". 
3.2.3.3.4 Hinge-Moment Coefficient. 
we-moment  coefficients for all smooth LEWICE ice shapes tested are presented in 
figure 3-38(f). Hinge-moment coefficient slope ( C H ~ )  for the c l an  and iced wing are cnmpami 
in table 3-6. In general, hmge moments for the iced wing were more positive or more negative 
with respect to the clean case, parhculariy in regions A and B of the me-moment curve. The 
b e d  increase or decrease in hmge moment was the fesclt of flow separation over the aileron 
due to the ice shapes. In m a t  cases, the start of region B in the iced wing CH curve was at a 
lower a, and the slope of CH was less than the clean wing. Note that the maximum and 
minimum hinge moments for all ice shape cases were bounded by the maximum and minimum 
CH of the wing. 
3.2.3.3.5 Ressure Distributioq. 
Cp distributions are pcuented in figUtes 3-39 to 3-41 for the 15%, 50'36, and 85% semispan 
statiocs. Near the wing tip, extensive flow separation was observed "ver the wing suction 
suTf8cI: for most iced con.tlgurations, as shown in figure 341.  considering the wing pressure 
distributions with the glaze ice shapes LS-CS2, LSXS 10, LS-C322N, and LS-CS22S, ice shapes 
with larger horns produced longer bubbles, as was the case with their IRT ice shape COUfZteTpBCtS. 
In geaeral, the LS-CS22N and LS-CS22S c~ses had comparable Cp distritutions at all Stations. 
However, for 12" and 16" a, the Ls-CS22S had higher pressure over the wing lower surface and 
hmcegeneratedhighexm 
j.2.3.4 Rough LEWICE Ice ShaDeS. 
The effects of the rough LEWICL ice shapes on wing performance are dermnstrakd in 
figures 3-42 to 3-45 and in tables 3-7 to 3-9. The results showed that, in mast cases, the rough 
LEWICE ice shapes resulted in greater reductions in C~~trll and a d  and larger drag increments 
COmpIued to the smooth LEWICE ice shapes. Roughness has a sigmficant impact on the 
L d o a  of flow separation, particularly for large glaze ice &apes where the flow at high 
Reynolds n w h  usually separates near the horn tip. The size of the separated region 
downstream of the ice shape is a funcdon of the locution of the sepaatm pint.  Rough and 
smooth ice shapes can result in considerabl7- 5Zereut aerodyIlamic effects, particularly when the 
radius of the horn tips is large. For snail ice shapes that do nd exhibit horn features such as 
rime ice shapes, roughness may actually increase aerudymnic perfomance, depending on the 
Reynolds number. IC this case, the location of fl2w separation is afkcied by the state of the 
boundary layer. At low Reynolds numbers, roughness can increase the energy levels in c: 
ba.mdary layer and dehy flow separation, resulting in improved d y n a m i c  perfbrmance such 
i b@.erCw and u. 
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3.2.3.4.1 Lift Coefficient. 
Note that effects of him Reynolds numbers representative of flight on the clean wing are not 
known. In most cases, the rough LEWICE ice shapes decreased CL +br. ugh;& the a-range, as 
in fig- 342(a) and 3-42(b). One exception to this observatioa was the 5-mh 
rime ice shape LR-SC5 that resulted in iuproved lift performance with respect to the clean wing. 
Tables 3-7 and 3-8 provide Lift coefficients for selected angles of attack for the clean arid iced 
wing cases. The reduction in C w  was 30%, 25%, -12.6% (incraw), 17%, 53%, 61%, and 
30% for the LR-CSlO, LR-IS10, LR-SCS, LR-CS2, LR-CS22N, LR-CS22S, and LR-WSFZ, 
respectively. The reduction in for the glaze-iced wniiguratroas ranged from 0.1" to 3.5", 
dependrns on ice shape. The 5-min rime ice shape increased the clean wing aall by 2'. With 
the exception of the 5-min rime and 2rmin glaze ice Shpps, all other rough LEWICE ice shapes 
reduced the linear lift stope of the clean wing. 
Observe that ice shapes with the larger horn size resulted in greater penalties m lift performance, 
Le., LR-CS2 ice shape had higher ait.u and C w  thm LR-CSlO, LK-CS22N, and LR-CS22S 
cases. Ef€m of hoxn w o n  CL were similar tothe trend of IRT ice shapes. 
3.2.3.4.2 Drag CoefficipJ. 
Table 3-7 lists CD of clean and iced configuI.ations at angles of attack of 3", 5", lo", and 15", 
while table 3-8 shows the effect of rough LEWICE ice shapes on CD*. Graphically, the CD and 
ACD curves are illustrated in figures 342(c) and 342(d), respectively. All roughened LEWICE 
ice shapes increosed CD throughout the a-range. The increase in C- with respect to the clean 
case ranged from 116.7% far LR-SCS to 3316.7% for LR-CS22S. In terms of the horn height 
effects on CD, the trends were similar to that obtained with the IRT ice shapes, Le., ice shapes 
with larger horn heights produced greater drcg increments. Moreover, h e  larger horns of LS- 
CS22S ice .pftape produced greater drag at low= a in comparison to the LS-CSZX Ice shape. 
But,asainmase&thedif€krenceindragperfohmancedlmlnls)red . . .  
3.2.3.4.3 Pi+ '-5n-Moment Coefficient. 
The "rends TM for the rough LEWICE ice shapes were similar tu that obtained with the smooth 
LEWICE i a  +apes, as demonstrated in figure 3-42(e). For positive a less tl m abou 15", Pow 
separation downstream of the ice shapes caused the lift center to move u p s ~ t ~ ~  cr*4e 25% 
MAC locaticn, which led to more positive (leading edge up) pitclung m o m t  than fie clean 
wing. However, for greater a, most of the iced Wing cases experienced a huge change, from 
positive to negative, in pitching moment. This was attributed to the flat pressure distribution 
associated with massivz flow separation over the swtion surface of the wing. For the glaze ice 
shap  LR-CS22N and LR-CSLZS, the pitching moment remained positive througbut the 
positive a-range. For these two large ice shapes, extensik: flow separation was present over 
both upper and lower wing surfaces for pract idy all positive a and the Lift center did not m v e  
llpmamof the 25% MAC locatioa 
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3 2.3.4.4 Hinge-Moment Coefficient. 
Ai ldm hinge moments for the iced Wing configurations are depicted in figm 342(f). Table 3-9 
provides the slop and a-range for regions A, B, and C of the CH curvx ?'he results show that 
the LR-SCS ice shape had a CH curve simikr to the clean case for practically the complete rangc 
of angles of attack. The ice shapes LR-CS22h and LR-CS22S resulted in large c h g z e  b m  the 
dean wing aileron m e  moments. In fact, for a in the rang, of 6" to 8" for the LR-CSZN case 
and 6" to 11" for the LRXS22S ice shape, the aileron hinge moment was nearly zero, indicating 
z;'t~ stick farce and possibly aileron float. Force reversal was the result of n e d y  equal pressure 
distributions over the suction and pressure sides of the aileron s d e s .  Thc other hur rough 
LEWICE ice dupes (LRZS10, LR-IS10, LR-CSZ, and LR-IPSF22) cause mad p i t i v e  or 
more negative hinge moments with respect to the clean wing ovtr regions A and B of the CH 
curve. Once again, the iced wing hinge moments were bounded by the clean wing ZH limits. 
One swpion u-as the 5-min rime ice shape that resulted in shghtly hq$m hrnge moments with 
respect to the clean wing in region C of thL CH c w e  for pasttrve a. 
3.2 3.4.5 Pressure Distributioq. 
Effects of rough LEWICE ice shapes on pressure distributions 8re presented in figures 3 4 3  to 
3-45 for the 1 2 ' .  50%, and 85% semispan stations. All glaze ice shapes produced separation 
bubbles downdream of the ice horns, which r e d d  the suction pea!c neem the leading e d g  of 
the clean wing. Among all glaze ice cases, LR-CS2 caused the least penalties on aerodynamic 
perfbrmance d u  to the fact that its ice horns were smal'er. Canseqdntly, for pmitive a, the 
sgsration bubble on the suction wing sufface had short3 txttnr. Pnssure W ~ U t i o n ~  aft of the 
bubble and on the pressure surfixe were compambl:: tc! tke d e t ~  wing. As the ice shape h m  
separatian bubble was increased 
height increased (such 8s LR-CSlO, LR-CSZN, a d  LP.-CY'!3 o- ), the size of the 
3.2.r corn aixm of IRT and LEWICE Ice S h s u ~  
Figures 2-33 to 2-38 demonstrate that the differences in the geometric features of *e LEWICE 
and IR'I ice shape sections were c o n s i h b l ~  for the CSlO, Islo, CS22, and IpsF22 cases. 
These differences incllded overall shape of ice wtion, height of the upper and lower ice horns, 
horn angle with reipect to the b + m n b l  and location of horn tip, and Mot with re+ect to the 
leadkl; edge of *5r wing. For example. at stations A and B, the ~pper and lower horn tips of 
IRT-CSlO were turther upstream of the LEWICE ice sape (LS-CSlO) horn tips, ari 
demonstrated in figure 2-33. In addition, ?t these two stations, the horn angles with ~t;spect o 
the horizontal were, in most cases, greater for the LEWICE ice shape. Nde, howevtr, that the 
upper and lower horn heights of the LEWCE and the IRT it- shape sections were s h l a r  for 
bdh spanwise stations. At station C, the LEWICE ice h p e  upper a d  lower horns extended 
furlher upstream and downstream with respect to the horn  of the IRT casting. In addition, the 
height (distance of horn tip from airfoil LE) of the LEWlCE horns was greater. &her signihc..int 
differences between the simulated and the IRT ice shapes inc!.Jdcd the intricate roughness and 
fedher-like features seen on the surface of the IRT ice shape cas- present.: ! in figwe 2-33. 
To asses the effect of these geometric differences in the actual and simulated ice shapes on 
aedynamic p e d o m c e ,  experimental data obtained with the castings and the cor *& 
snxuth asd rough LEWICE ice shapes are CumpBTed in 1;g~ltw 3-46 to 3-69. 
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FIGURE 3-46. E?TECT OF IRT-CS 10, LS-CS 10, AND LR-ZS 10 ICE SHAPES 
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FIGURE 3-53. EFfiECT OF IRT-CSlO, LS-C”S10, AND LR-CSlO ICE SHAPES (ICING 
CONDITION 1) ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT 50% SEMISPAN; 
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FIGURE 3-54. EFFECT OF IRT-CSlO, LS-CSiCl, AND LR-CSlO ICE SHAPES (ICING 
CONDITION 1) ON PRESSURE DlSTRIBUTIONS AT 85% SEMISPAN; 
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FIGURE 3-57. EFFECT OF IRT-IS 10, LS-IS 10, AND L R-LS 10 ICE SHAPES (ICING 
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FIGURE 3-58. EFFECT OF JRT-SCS, LS-SCS, AND LR-SCS ICE SHAPES (1ClNG 
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FIGURE 3-59. EFFECT OF IKT-SCS, LS-SCS, AND LE<-SCS ICE SHAPES (ICING 
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FIGURE 3-67. EFFECT OF IRT-IPSF22, LS-IPSF22, AND LR-IPSF22 ICE SHAPES (ICING 
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FIGURE 3-68. EFFECT OF IKT-IPSF22, LS-IPSF22, AND LR-1PSF22 ICE SHAPES (ICING 
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FIGURE 3-69. EFFECT OF IRT-lPSF22, LS-IPSF22, AND LR-IPSF22 ICE SHAPES (ICING 
CONDITION 6) ON PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS AT 85% SEMISPAN; 
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3.2.4.1 Icing - Condition 1. 
Lift, drag, and hinge-moment c.-?ffrcients for this case are presented in figure 3-46. The d t s  
indicate the following: 
0 Lift coefficients for the IRT, smooth, and rough LEWICE ice shapes were in good overall 
ageement for u in the range of -7" to 7", as shown in figure 346(a). All ice shapes 
resulted in a lower lift slope with respect to the clean wing. Over the stall region., the lift 
curves for the rough LEWJCE ice shape (LR-CS10) and that of the IRT casting (RT- 
CSlO) were in good correlation. The smooth LEWCE ice shape (LS-CSlO), however, 
resulted in higher C w  and cxst.ll. The reduction in C I ~  with respect to the clean Wing 
for the IRT-CSIO, LS-CSlO, and LR-CSlO ice shapes was 38%, 18%, and 30% 
respectively. The change in a d  with respect to the clean uing case was -24%, 5.&%, 
and -1.4% for ice shapes LRT-CSlO, LS-CSlO, and LR-CSIO respAvely. 
0 All ice shapes caused a siguificant incrm in CD (e.g., 1100% to 1200% in C D ~ )  with
respect to the clean wing, as demonsuated in tables 3-1,3-2,343-5,3-7, and 3-8. Drag 
coefficients obtlined with all three ice shapes were in good overall agreement. However, 
the drag due to LEVVICE ice shapes was, in general, higher than the IRT ice shape 
casting, as shown in figure 3-46(c). For u greater than loo, thc smooth LEWCE ice 
shape produced higher drag compared to the rough LEWICE shape. This was the result 
of more e x w i v e  flow separation downstream of the smooth LEWCE ice horns. In 
general, the size and extent of flow separation downstream of large glaze ice shapes are 
affected by the roughnes of the horn tq. 
0 Pitching-moment c ~ ~ r i s t i c s  of clean and iced configurahons are presented in 
figure 3-46(e). The results show that all three ice shapes produced pitching moments that 
were considerably higher or lower than the clean wing, depending on a. The trends in 
pitchrng moment with a for the ice shapes IRT-CSlO, LS-CSlO, and LR-CSlO were 
similar. As a was inc.reased from -8" to ch.11, pitching moment was increased from 
negative (nose down) to positive (nose up) for all iced wing cass. This was cmiinly due 
to the leadingedge bubbles that resulted in a forward shift (ahead of the 25% MAC 
point) of the lifi vector. When the bubble was on the lower surfw (negative a), lift was 
negative, and the lift vector was ahead of the 25% MAC, resulting in negative CM. 
Positive G had the opposite effect on lift and CM. Past stall, CM exhibited a downward 
tnrrd as thc load center moved aft of the 25% MAC point. Ttus was due to massive flow 
separation over the wing, which resulted iu a flat pressure dutnbution over the upper 
surfice ofthe wing. Notable differenca in the magnitude of the pitchmg moment of the 
IRT-CSlO ice shape compared to the LEWICE ice shapes were observed for a in the 
range of 6 to about 15'. The& Uferenca were, again, a function of the extent of the 
flow beparation over each ice shrpc. 
0 Aileron hqc-moment coef'ficients for the IRT and LEWICE ice shapes are presentcd in 
figure 3-46(f). In all cases, the hmge moniznts due to the ice shapes were within the 
range defined by the minimum and maximum hinge moments of the clean wing. In 
gcned, the increase in hinge moments caused by the LEWICE ice dqw, was greater 
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than the IRT ice shape for a in the range of -3" to 20". Note that the C k  in region A of 
the LEWICE ice shape c w e s  was considerably higher than the R T  ice shape. 
3.2.4.2 Icing Condition 2. 
Lift, drag, and hinge-moment coefficients for &is ice shape mdiguration are presented in 
figure 3-47. The results indicate the following: 
Lift coefficients for the IRT, smooth, and rough LEWICE ice shapes were in good overall 
agreement for a in the rangc of -7" to 12", as shown in figure 347(a). The lift slope for 
all three ice shapes was the swne as the clean wing. The reduction in C L , ~  with respect 
to the clean Wing for the LRT-IS10, LS-IS10, and LR-IS10 cases was 26.4%, 21.890 and 
25.3% respectively. The reduction in 0bt.u with respect to the clean wing was 23%, 1.4%, 
atJ 1.4% for ice shapes IRT-IS10, LS-ISlO, and LR-IS10 respeCtit.ely. 
Drag coefficients for all three ice shapes were in g d  overail agreement for a in the 
range of 6" to 20", as shown in figure 347(c). For a less 6", the IRT-IS10 ice shape 
resulted in higher drag tLan that obtained with the smooth and rough LEWCE ice 
shapes. The increase in CD,, for the iced wing with respect to the clean Wing case was 
683%, 500%, and 550% for the IRT-IS10, L S - N O ,  and LK-IS10 ice shapes respedwely. 
pitching-moment coefficients for the IRT-IS10, LS-IS10, and LR-IS10 ice  shape^ are 
shown in figure 347(e). For a in the linear lift range, the mults show that all ice shapes 
exhibited similar trends in CM behakior. Specifically, ii m i m u m  CM, of approximately 
0.03 was attained at a of about 7". However, beyond 7" AOA, the wing with the RT- 
IS10 ice shape exhibited a drop followed by ti small increase in CM, indicating that the lift 
vector was moving back and forth. The LEWICE ice shapes resulted in a flat pitching- 
moment curve with positive CM values for a in the range 7" to about 14". After Wing 
stall, all ice shpx manifested decreasing CM (more negative) with a. 
Aileron hmge-moment cocfficients for the IRT and LEWICE ice shapes are presented in 
figure 3-47(f). The ice shapes increased aileron hinge moments for a in the m g e  of -6" 
to 13O. In all cases, however, the huge moments due to the ice shapes were within the 
rang6 defined by the minimum and maximum hinge moments of the clean Wing. The 
increase in the iced wing huge xrmrnent with respcct to the clean wing for the LEWICE 
c8ses was greater than that obtained with the IRT ice shape for a in the m g c  of 5" to 
10". 
3.2.4.3 kine Condition 3. 
The IRT and LEWICE ice shapcs wcre very similar in shape and size, as demonstrated in 
figure 2-35. Aerodynamic performance ofthe GLC-305 wing with the IRT and LEWICE rime 
ice shapes is presented in figure 3-48. The data presented indicate the following: 
8 Note that effects of higher Reynolds numbers representative of flight on the c l an  wing 
are not known. The lift coefficients for the clean and all i d  wing cases were in good 
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overall a g e m a t  for a in the range of -8" to 12", as stown in figure 3-48(a). The ice 
shapes tested resulted in 3.4% to 12.6% higher C I + ~  and 7.2% to 14.5% higher astrll 
with respct to the clean wing. The main reason for the observed increase in CLVUU and 
ast.u for thc iced wing cases was the Wing 1edm.g edge droop (see figure 2-35) feature of 
thw three ice shapes. Note thtit the rough LEWICE shape resulted in the largest lift 
&orrnance increment. This wgs probably due to delayed boundary layer separahon 
caused by the grit roughnwi. 
The UZT and rough LEWICE ice shapes resulted in higher bag with respect to the clean 
wing for most of the u-range tested. The smooth LEWICE ice shape (LSSC5) increased 
drag for a up to loo, as shown in figure 3-48(c). At tugher angles of attack, however, the 
drag of LS-SCS was in most cases lower than that of the cleau wing. Th; increase in the 
iced wing CD,,, with respect to the clean Wing c~se was 133%, 67%, and 117% for the 
IRTSC5, LS-SCS, and LR-SCS ice &.a+ respectively. 
From figure 3-48(e), it is observed that CM was gradually increased with AOA prior to 
stall. But, as the IRT-SCS and LR-SCS configurations stalled, CM decreased 
considexably and eventually became considerably more negative compared to the clean 
wing. As for LS-SCS ice shape, its CM arsmbution maintained more positive CM than 
that of the clean case for angles of attack greater than 7". 
Ailemn me-moment coefficients for the IRT and LEWICE ice shapes were very 
similar to that of the clean Wing for angles of attack greater than A", as shown in 
figure 348(f). Between u of -8" and 4", the ice shapes resulted in lower aileron htnge- 
moment coefficient. 
3.2.4.4 Icing Condition 4. 
The 1R'T and LEWICE ice shape sections presented in figure 2-36 were in good overall 
agreement. Note that the cross section area of LEWICE ice shape at station A was larger than 
that oithe IRT ice shape casting. Aerodynarmc performance degradation due to the IRT and the 
LEWICE ice shapes is presented in figure 3-49. The experimental M, drag and, hinge-momem 
coefficients presented indicate the following: 
0 The lift coefficients of the clean and iced wing cases were in good agremnt  over the 
hear lift range corresponding to angles of attack between -6" and 9", as shown in 
figure 3-4qa). The redu-tion in the C L , ~ , . , ~  with respect to the clean wing caused by the 
IRT, smooth LEWICE, and rough LEWICE ice shapes were 1 IS%, 13.8%, and 17.2% 
respectively. Tht mmponding chmgc in ~u with mpect to the clam wing w u  -8%, 
6.5%, and -1%. Note that the rough LEWICE shape resulted in the largest lift reduction 
near stall, whde the IRT casting caused the largcst rcdwtion in w. 
0 The IRT and rough LEWICE ice shapes resulted in higher drag with respect to thc clean 
wing throughout the a-range, as shown in figure 3-49(c). The increase in the iced wing 
C ),rm, with respect to that of the clean wing was 200%, 183%, and 233% for the IRT- 
CS2, LS-CSZ, and LR-CSZ Ice shapes respectively. 
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a Pitchkg moznent trends for all three ice shapes were very similar. In general, the iced 
wing CM was more negative or more positive than that of the clean wing throughout the 
a-range. The difference betwea he clean and the i d  wing CM rangeu from -0.04 to 
0.02. 
0 The aileron hinge moment behavior for the clean and IRT-CS2 cases were very similar 
for angles of attack in the range of -7' to 14'. The LERlCE ice shapes increased aileron 
hmge moments with respcccr % the clean case over region B of the CH curve. For all ice 
shapes, the hinge-moment coefficients were within the range &fired by the h u g  
moments of the clean wing. 
3.2.4.5 Icing Condition 5. 
The IRT and LEWICE ice shape sections presented in figure 2-37 exhibited large differences in 
horn shape, size, and cverall section area. In additiou, the 1RT-CS22 ice shape had complex 
roughness and scallop features not present in the LEWCE ice shapes. Two sets of smooth and 
rough LEWICE ice shapes were tested for this icing condition as discussed in section 2.2.3.2. 
Cne was based on compuhtions using scctions normal (N) to the wing !eading edge while the 
other was computed using streaniulise (S) sections. The wing d y t m n i c  performance dah for 
the IRT, the smooth, and rough LEWICE ice shapes p d  is f i v  3-50 indicate the 
rouowing: 
a The imd Wing performame exhibited large reductions in lift, a d  and in lift slope with 
respect to that of the clean wing. The hqest  degradation in lift was causcd by the IRT- 
CS22 ice shape. The rough LEWICE ice shapes caused larger redudtiom in lift thau their 
smooth cou~t==arts. The mugh LEUWE ice shape LR-CS22S obtained using 
streamwise wing sections and free-stream velccity resulted in larger lift degradation tturn 
that ob+hed with the rough LEWICE ;ce shape LR-CS22N, which was caquted with 
the n o d  component of the fie-skam velocity and airfoil sections m d  to the wing 
leading edge. The diffe~nce in lift reduction dx to the IRT-CS22 ice shape and that 
caused by the rough IEWCE ice shapes was considerable, par t ickly for angles of 
attack in the range of 0' to approximately 13". The redudion in the C~.trll with respect to 
the clean wing c a d  by the IRT-CS22, LS-CS22N, LS-CS22S. LK-CS22N, and LR- 
CS22S i c  shapes was 93.6%, 44%, 38%, 53%, and 61% respectively. The 
corresponding reduction in with respect to the clean wing was 56%, 2%, 3%, 17%, 
and 25%. 
a All ice shapcs tested cawed very large drag increments, as shown in figure 3-5qc). The 
increase in the CD,,, for the iced wing WBS 3533%, 203,%, 2367%, 2933%, and 33! 5% 
for the ice shapes 1RT-CS22, LS€S22N, LS-CS22S, LR€S22N, and LR-CS22S 
respmivcly. The LEWICE ice shape that provided the b a t  drag correlation with thc 
lRT-CS22 ice shapc was the LRCS22S. 
a Figwc 3-50(e) shows p i t ch& moment characteristics of thc wing with all five CS22 ice 
shapes. Separated flow downstream of both upper and lower ice horns on the LRT-CS22 
ice shape led to sml l  changa in CM compared to the clean casc, dcspitc thc large 
&fferences in the wlng p w w e  d&ributions 0btau.d with the lRT-CS22 ice dupe and 
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the clean wing. The four LEWICE ice shapes produced significantly more negative or 
more positive CM than that of the clean wing. Also, the difference in CyduL-Cv - W:CX 
ranged from 0.07 at neg3ive AOA tc -0.085 at positive AOA. With increasink . d i v e  
a, the sqaration bubbles behind the glaze ice horns shifted the load center upstream of 
the quarter-chord lochion d hmct ;ncreased CM. Convmely, beyond w, sepmtcd 
flow over the upper u d i c e  and attached flow over the lower surface moved the center of 
pressure downstream .and led to decreased CM. It is worth tloting that b t h  LSCS22h 
and LR-CS22S ice shapeb had higher maximum CM than their CS22S counterparts. Alsc, 
the break fi-om positive to negative values in the CM curve om;urred at a higher a for the 
CS22N ice .Jlapes. 
e The lleron htnge moment behavior fix the clean and iced wing cases exhibited largc 
differences, ai shown in figure 3-50(f). However, for all ice shapes, the hiflge-mwnt 
coefficients xcre practically within t! , range defined by the minimum and maximum 
hinge moments of the clean v 'qg. The LEWICE ice shape that provicied the best CH 
correlation with the IRT cas- was the LS-CS22N. 
3.2.4.6 Icing Condition 6. 
The IRT and LEWCE ice shapc sections presented in figure 2-38 demonstrated notable 
differences in size md shape. However, the horn angles and horn heights of the 1RT ice shape 
castings and the LEWICE ice shapes were similar. Aerodynamic performance degradation due 
to the IRT and the LEWICE ice shapes is presented in figure 3-5 I. Tne e~perimentalhf?, drag 
and be-moment  coefficients presented in these figures indicate the following: 
The lift cuefficient for the iced wiilg exhibited lower lift and linear lift slope than that of 
thc clean wing, as evidert in figure 3 -5 l(a). The reduction in the C L ~ ~  af thc; iced Wing 
with respect to the clzan wing was 39%, 21% and 30% for the IRT, smooth LEWICE, 
L-J rough LEWICE ice shapes mpectively. The corresponding change in uat.ll with 
respect to the clean wing was -24*,5, 6%, and -9%. Note that the IRT-IPSF22 ice shzpe 
resulted in the largest reduction of C L ~ ~ I  and ~u with respect w the clean wing. The lift 
curves for the IRT and rough LEWICE ice shapes were in good agrccment except war 
stall where the IRT shape caused appmximately 1% to 8% more reduction in hft with 
respect to the clean wing. 
e All ice shapes resulted i significant drag increments with respect to the clean wing drag, 
u shown in figure 3-51(c). The incicase in CD,- of the iced wing with respect to the 
clean configuration was 1200%, 1000%, and 983% fcr the IRT-IPSF22, LS-IPSF22 arld 
LR-IPSF22 ice shapes respectively. The trends in the IRT and LEWICE ice shapes drag 
curves wcrc similar. However, the 1AT ice shapc w e d  hiqher drag at angles of attack 
in the range of -8' to 11'. For a greater than l l" ,  the UN'ICE ice resulted in 
higher drag. 
e The trends in Chi  for ttc IPSF22 ice shapes wen: quitc similar to that obtained with the 
CSlO ice shapes. In general, the LS-IPSF22 and LP.-WSF22 cases prociuccd similar 
pitdung momeat characteristics, as demonstrated in figure 3-51je). The observed 
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Mkrmces  in CM between IRT and LEH'ICE ice shapes iwiudcd more positive CM fa 
the LEWICE ice &apa fut sngies of attack between 6" 8no 18" and higher dCw'da afie 
a of approximately 12". The i d  wing c~ses resiilted in cumi&rably more positive CI 
thsn the clean 24% for angleti of in the nmgc of 1' tc 11" for the IRT-IPSFZ an 
1' to 15" for the LEWCE ice shapes. 
8 The iced uing aiieron hinge moment wa within the range a e h d  by 'be minimum an 
maximum *e moments d t h e  clean wing for all izr: shape cases. For mast angles c 
attack, the LEWICE io? shapes caued a ;arger increase ( m e  negative w more pOaitive 
in hinge moments than this a u c d  by the IRT ice= shape. 
3.2.4.7 sununan-. 
With the exceguon of ic*& condition 5 ,  the rough LENICE ice  shape^ caused similar 1- in Ii 
compared with the IRT ice shape casmqp. The &ffereucc ir? iced wing C~,ptru (IRT C w  
rough LEH'ICE C w )  obtained ~ - i t h  t e rough LENTCE and IRT ice shapes was -0.07, -0.01 
-0.08, 0.05, -0.35, -028, and -0.08 fur CS10, ISIO, SCS, CS2, CS22N, C n S ,  and IFSF2 
respeaively. In all but one casc, the IRT ice shape castings resulted in higher reduction in CLA 
compared to that obtained with the rough LEWICE ice shape&. Again, with the exception c 
icing conditicn 5 ,  the o k e d  d i f f emus  in C~st.ll reduction between the IRT and LEWCE ic 
b p e s  were in th; range of 1% to 9% with respect to the clan wing C u  which was qua! t 
0.87. In addition, the behavior ofthe lift c w a  ob- with the IRT and LEWICE ice shape 
w8s uerg- samilar. 
kn gened, the hcnma' in wing drag causet by the LEWICE and IRT ice shapes was in goo 
ccrrc~atior?. The difference in iced wing C D , ~ ~  (rough LEUICE CD,- - IRT CD-) for th 
1-0-4 LEWICE and IRT cuss  was 0.004, -0.008, 4.001,0.W2, -0.C36, -0.013, BLLd -0.013 fc 
CSlU, ISlQ, SC5, CS2, CS22N, C S m ,  and 1PSF22 respectively-. 
W5th the exception of icmg condition 5, the trends ic eilemn huge moments obtained with th 
rc-ugh LEbICE atid IRT ice shapes were in g d  agreement. For icing conditions 2 and 3, t!~ 
IRT ani LENICE CH magnitudes were in g d  correlation throughout the a-range. FOA- icin 
conditions 1,4, and 6, the LEWICE ice shapes resuited in larger hinge mments over regions A 
and B ofthe CH curve compared with the IRT ice shapes. For ichg condition 5, the behavior c 
CH for thc rough LEWICE and IR?' ice shapes was considerably different. This was d y  du 
to higher suction over the wing upper surface caused by the rough LEkICE ice shapes. 
la ~ I C W  of the differences in the goomemc features of the large glaze IRT and LEWCE ic 
shapes tated, the LEWICE ice shqes provided 8 good meeering approximalion to th 
ezx iymui ic  effects of the IRT ice shapes for five out of the six casts tested. 
pressure data provided insight into the change in wing load distribution with a and the &g 
behavior ofthe clean and iced wing. In the dkussion below, refemu is made to three angles 
of d, nimely the wing geometric angle of attack, the l d  geodnetric angle of actack, and the 
effective angle of nttncl. These angles are defined as follows: 
8 Geometric angle of attllr.ir (a): h is the wing angle of at&ack as set 011 the w i d  tunel 
turntable and is the a used in all force and mmentplots. 
Local geometric ang!e of & (u): this is the gmmmic angle of attach; at a given 
spanwise statim, which can be detemiinedfi-om aandthe W geometric twist. 
Effdk-e  angle of attack (a& this angle of attark is the sum of q d  and the local 
upwash or downwash angle. Upwash or downwarih is caused by the wing tip vortex and 
8 
ckqendsonwinglift 
For neghve a,, ths wing upper surface was at a higher pressure than the Lower surfkce. Due to 
wing twist, which was 0" at the root ma -4" at the tip, the varied from root to tip. Thus, at 
n e g ~ v e  a, the wmg mot was at a lower urn than the wing tip. In other words, the q d  
inbmxsd h m  root to tip. At positive a, the wing tip was at a lower c~loul than the wing root. 
However, for positive a, the wing experienced upwash, which increased as the a was i n d  
Thus, fwpositive I.&, the wing upwash was hgher near the wingtq thannear the WitLg root. 
The term suction used in the discussion of the clean and iced wing presws refm to a region of 
flow where the static pressure is lower than iu the free stieam. Suction is associated with 
negative preswe coefficients and is usually observed in regions of the wing where the 
dimtianof wing curvature aula accekate.~ the flow to speeds h i . g k t _ h a n  the free strean 
In most cases, the pvsurc  data presented in figures 3-52 to 3 4 9  indicated that the addition of 
itx shapes resulted in a dramatic change in the pressure distribution mainly- due to a combination 
of ledmgedge separation bubbles and extensive flow q x m i o n  over the wing. Flow 
separaticrn is a function oiice shape and a. The length ofthe stprated regon increased a a, or 
the heiph of the ice SfLaPe horn, bere increased. The large changes in suTf8ce pressures 
downstreani of the ice shapcs were responsible €or the observed behavior of the iced wing force 
and moment coefficients. 
Sepamtui  flows contain vortex stnrctures, bubbles, and free shear layers that have a significant 
impact on the flow field. Vortex structures may be futed in location BS in the case of cavity 
flows and iarge stationary bubbles, or they can convect with the flow and interact with other 
vortices, h e  shear layers, or wall-bounded flows. Vortices can also stretch, depending on 
external forces (normal and shw forces) imposed on the vortex. The shape and strength of 
vortices in close pwximity to the &oil surface c&~l produce considerable changes in SUrfaLe 
pressures therefore, in aerodynamic loads. 
The flow ovcr iced wings, particularly for casts involving glaze ice sbpes with large horns, 
fcatura largc regions of flow separation downstream of the ice shapes, which are typically 
referred to as l&g-edge bubbles or long bubbles. T h t x  bubbles are regions of viscous flow 
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bound by the inviscid fiow streamlines. The streamlines detach h m  the wing surface upstream 
of the bubble and r m h  downstream of the bubble. If -hem takes place o v a  the wing 
sur€=, then the bubble is c l o d .  The l d o n  of the reattachment point is a function of a and 
horn size. As u k incr- the bcbble k m r = s  progressively Longer an0 eventually masivc 
flow separation takes place once the bubble reaches the wing TE. In some case, a hng bubble 
can combine kith separated flow initiated at the TE, and d b e  flow sepmion cli~l OCCUT 
behx the bubbLe r e a c h  the wing TE. 
For swept wings, LE sepamion babbles may include a ambinaJon of LE flow separation end 
LE vortex flow. F\%m sw-e:, is inwrporated in a wing, a conid vortex lying on the wing 
surface can occur, as chcussed in reference 18. This LE vortex results h m  both the LE 
sepuatbn bubbts and the spanwise pressure w e n t  due to sweep. The vortex cross Section 
grows nearly perpendicular u) the wing LE (conical vortex) In the spaaviise direction. The 
growth of v o m  chmeter as the wing tip is approached is the result of a COmbinariOn of vortex 
flow with the thick b0mcat-y layer tracspottcd by the Spanuise flow- from the inboard sec~ons. 
With increased a, the vortex becomes stroQer near the inboerd &om but diffuszs near the 
outboard sections. Near the wng tip, the diffused conical LE vortex can conibine with the wing 
tip vortex, and complex tlow @on patterns are often c xerved. LE vortices were ohserved 
WithboththecieanandicedwhgcontigumimsW as u was increased 
In general, pressure distributions for wing f l o w  with LE bubbles exhbit a considerable 
r e d d o n  in LE sunion and B founding of the LE pressure distribution. As the a k increasd, 
the bubble becomes longer in the sb;eamuise h c t i o n  and the suction over the bubble is 
typically reduced. This led to a flat presure distribution over thz wing surfim. In bmeral, LE 
bubbles shift the load towards the LE. However, BS the bubble becomes longer and massive flou 
separation takes plsce, the wing load shifts in the downstream direction. Massive flow 
separation is an unskadl phenomenm that invohes convection of vortices, which cause 
sigmfkant changes to &e load distribution over the wing ad, thus, to wing pitching moments. 
Flow s\Tuation near the outboard portion of the iced wings could also cause large changes in the 
load over aileron controls, and in some cases, it codd reduce or cvem eliminate the control 
etfectiveness. Flow separation over the a i lmc  is also responsible for control force reversal and 
potential large changes in control stick forces. Thus, bubble formatioc7 growth, and burslmg can 
causelsrgzchangesinthewingpi~momentsandinaileron~emo~. 
Another contml h u e  regardug rolling moments is that ice accretions on thz left and right wings 
arc not typically symmetric. As a rcsult of th~’  ice asymmetry, flow separation in the spanwise 
W o n  could be Merent between the two s i b  of the wing, thus leading to considerable 
ro~monle l l t s .  
In reviewing the pressures distributions of the clean and iced wing configUrations prcsented in 
figures 3-52 to 3-69, the following trends and feaiura in the pressure data should be examined. 
Location of the arca centroid of the chordwisc pressure htribution with respect to the 
25% MAC point of the wing. Ths detcrmina pitchuy-moment behavior. 
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a Change in pressure btribution in the spanwise direction. This affects y ~ ~ w i s e  l d  
distribution and provides insight into spauwise flow s e p a d m  The sr)cinwise load 
~ ~ a l s o a f € ~ ~ ~ r o ~ m o m e n t .  
The growth of sepanttton bubbles with a. 
umhimble becausethey cause sudden changesin wing W. 
The shape of the pressure distribution over the upper and lower contml d a c e .  This is 
respmiible for the observd behavior of CGntrOl hmge moments. 
a Sudden changes in bubble featiues are 
a 
3.2.4.9 Clean Wing (Figures - 3-52 to 3-54). 
a = 4": High suction was observed over the lower surface of the wing. Suc%on 
i n d  kith spanwise distance and reached a maximum suction Cp of -3.53 at 85?C 
semispn Statian The pressure ~ a t a  indrrwrprlw the flow wa5 atcachd 
a = 0": The flow remained attach& Due to the wing geometric twist, the avwce  a was 
negative, resulting in negative lift. In all cases, the lower surface of the wing e x p e n d  
sua i~ tha t  was Lower near the root and higher near the tq. 
a = 4': For ttus a, WG 4' at the mot and 0" at the tip. The pressure over the Witg 
upper surface was lower than over the lower surf', resulting in p i c s r e  lift. Upper 
Surface suction was b@a near the wing root than near the wing tip. The flow remained 
auachd 
a = 8": i-iign suction was observed over the wng upper surface at dl spanwise stations. 
The suction Cp increased h n l  -3.3 at 15% semispan to -3.5 at 50% semispan, and then it 
d e c r d  t? -2.7 at 85% semispan. The pressure data hii&d that flow separatron was 
not present over the wing for this a. 
a = 12": LE separation bubbles are evident for this na- stall a. The cxtent of the 
separation bubbles increaseG from root to tip, while the suction over the bubble 
decreasecl. 
a = 16": A large LE separawn bubble w u  observed near the wing root. The flat Cp 
curves correspondmg to the wing upper surface at the 50% and 85% sen kpan stations 
ure indicative of n e v e  flow separation. The pressure data presented for a of 12" and 
16" show that flow sqwahon (wing stall) WBS initiated ;t the tip of the wing and 
p m g r d  toward the root. 
32.4.10 Iced W k .  
Pressure dutributiau for the iced wing with the IhT wtings and the simu!ated snooth and 
rough LEWICE ice shapes are discwed below. The expcrimenurl pressure distributions for the 
iced Contiguratiom tested exhibited leadhg-edge bubbleb over the upper, lower, and in many 
cases, over both surfaces ofthe wing. As tce a bas increased, the bubble@) grew longer in the 
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downstream direction and eventually burst into massive flow separation as the s.tmdms * - fded  
to reatLach to the wing surface. 
3.2.4.10.1 Icbn Condition 1-Ice shwes: IRT-CS10. LS-CS10. LR-CSlO ( F k r e s  3-52 to 3-54). 
a = 4': At 15% semispan, LE bubbles were ekident over the \"ling lower surface fix all 
ice shape cases. The suction over the bubble region was greater for the LEWICE ice 
&apes compared to the IRT ice shape cadng. At the mid-semispan location, extcnsive 
flow separabon was o b m e d  over &e lower wring surface for the c a s  presented. The 
flow remailed sepz-z  over the ~ o w a  SIUCW near the tq smion, and the suction was 
d i c e d  .Am E bubble was present over the h e r  s u i  for thr: I,EWICE ice ShaQeS 
a = Go: Tlow separat~oh in the form of LE bubbles was present o r v  h t h  wing surhces 
fci all ice dqxs tested. Suction over the lower surface was higher ttlan over the upper 
suifyc2. In motit cases, the LEWICE ice dupes resulted in higher suction over the !ower 
GuTfrtce. The bubble extent was less near the wing root than at the OUtboaLJ s&tions. 
Near the wing tip, flow Separation extended to the wing TE. 
a = 3": For thL angle of attack, suction was i n a d  over the wing upper surface. The 
Cp on the lower surface varied from high negative near the LE, indicating the p'lesence of 
separation bubbles to low negative and, in some cases, slightly positive near the TE. The 
extent of the upper surface bubbles decreased (separation w a  reduced) with spanwise 
distance from mot to tip due to the negative wing twist, which i o w d t h e  u o w  toe 
o u h  r d d o n s .  
a = 8": Long bubbles were observed over the inboard wing upper surface for all the ice 
shap.  The bubbles grew longer (chotdwise) over the outboard sections of the wing and 
eventually, complete flow separation was observed near the wing tip. Suction over the 
bubbles for the LEWICE ice shapes was hi&er than obtained with the IRT ice shape 
casting. In most cases, the pressure distribution over the wiug lower surfice obtained 
with the LEWICE shapes exhibited bubble formation between 0% and appmxhtely 
50% chord 
a = 12": Largc bubbles were obstwed at the 15% station, and complete flow separation 
UBS evident o v a  the wing upper surface at the 50% and 85% &pan locations with all 
ice s h c p ~  tsted. The IRT ice shape had lower suction over the two inboard stations than 
the LEWICE ice &apes. Bubbieb were also pretient o v a  the lower surfacz of the wing 
for the zwo LEWICE shapes. 
a = 16": At this angle of attack, extensive flow separation was observed over the upper 
wrfiice of the wkg at all spanwise statiom. The only exception was the smooth 
LEWICE ice shapes for which the flow over the inboard (15% semkpan) station was 
put~ally attached. 
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3.2.4.10.2 lcinn Condition 2-lce Shatxs: IKT-IS 10. LS-lS10. LR-IS10 (Figures 3-55 to 3-57). 
a = 4": At 15% semispan, LE bubbles were evident owr the wag lower surface for all 
ice shape case,. In addition, at the mid-semisgan locatim, the bubbles p w  longer. 
Furthermore, reduced suction and extensive flow w o n  werc observed over the wing 
lower surflace near the tip station. Note that the LE bubbles ofthe LRT-IS10 and LR-IS10 
cases were comparable at the 50% and 85% semispan while the bubble of the 
ISIS10 cocfiguration prod\lced higher suction. 
a = 0": Flow separation in the fom of LE bubbies was present over both wing surfaces 
for all ice shapes tested. 2udou over the lower suTf8ce was bi@er than over the upper 
surfkce. The IRT and LEWCE ice shapes resulted in comparable suction over the lower 
surface. The bubble extent was less near the wing root than at the 0Utbo;ird Stations. 
Near thewing tip, flow Separation extended to the wing TE. 
a = 4": For this angle of attack, suction was increased over the wing upper surface. The 
Cp on the lower surface varied f b m  hgh negative near the LE, indicating the presence of 
separatton bubbles, to low negative and, in some cases, slightly posltive near the TE. 
Note that at the 15% &pan station, the suction on the wing upper surface, due to the 
IRT-IS10 ice shape, was lowe- than that produced by the LEWICE ice shapes. However, 
the difference in suction between the KT iind L.EWlCE ice shapes lliminished with 
spanwise dsancc h m  root to tip. 
a = 8": Long bubbles were observed over the Inboard wing upper surfice for al! ice 
shapes. The bubbles grew longer (chordwise) over the outboard sections of the wing and 
eventually complete flow s e e o n  was observed near the wing tip. Suction over the 
bubbles for the LEU'ICE ice shapes was higher than that obtained with the IRT ice shape 
casting near the wing root. In most aws, the pressure distribution over the wing lower 
surface obtained with the LEWICE ice s h i p  exhibited bubble formation between 0% 
and approximakly 50% chord 
At the higher a of 12" and 16', extensive flow wqaration was observed over the upper 
surface of the Wing at all spanwise mtions. The only exception was the flow at the 15% 
semispan statio4 whch was partdly atkched for all ice shape codigurahons. 
9) LR- C Fi u s - ' t  -6 . 
e a = -4": At 15% semispan, small LE bubbles were observed over the Wing lower surface 
for all ice shape cam.  The suction over the bubble region wati comparable between the 
LEWCE and IRT ice shapes casting. The bubbles grew longer (chordwise) at the mid- 
semispan station. At thc 85% semispan locatio4 extensive flow separation was obsrved 
over t!e wing lower surfice for all m s  presented. An LE bubble was present over the 
lower sudace for all ice shapes. 
e a = 0": Flow separation in the form of LE bubbks was present over both wiug surfaces 
for all ice shapes tested. Suction over thc lower surfha was higher than over the upper 
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suTfL.-e. The bubble extent wes less near the wing root than at the outboard stations. 
Near the wing tip, flow separation extended to the upin& t m h g  edge. 
For angles s f  attack of 4" and 8", Cp distributions of all ice shrrpe configmt~ons were 
good agreemat with the clean case. At the two inboard locations, the minimum pressure 
netu the LE for the iced wing w s  lower than the clean Wing, indicating lower a, The 
reductionina, wasduetotheLE droopcaused by the rimeice accretim 
a = 12": At the 15% semispan station, only the IRT-SCS ice shape produced a LE 
bubble on the vring upper surface. At the same time, obume that suction was h d  
for both LEWICE ice shapes. As the flow progressed to the 50% semispan locatiCm, the 
Cp distributions exhibited a bubble near the LE for all three iced wing codiguat~ons, 
where the sw'ton over the bubble for the LS-SC5 case was higher than the other two SC5 
ice sfiapes. The LE bubbles grew in chordwise length fbmthe %YO ...niSpan stadon to 
the Ring tip. 
a = 16": At this angle of attack, all ice shapes maintained partial attache4 flow over the 
wing suction surface at the two inboard stations. However, extensive flow separatwn 
was observed over the upper surface of the Wing at the 85% locauon. 
3.2.4.10.4 I chn  Condition &Ice ShaDes: IRT-CSZ. L.S-CS2, LR-CS2 (Figures 3-61 to 3-63). 
a = 4": At 15% semispan, LE bubbles were evident over the wing lower surface for all 
ice shape cases. From mot to mid-semispan stations, the bubble region extent increased. 
Extensive flow Separation was observed over the wing lower surface near the tip d o n  
for all cases presented 
a = 0": Flow separatiorz in the form of LE bubbh was present over both wing surfaces 
for all ice shapes testid. Suction over the lower s~~%ace was higha than over the upper 
d a c e .  Note that the bubble extent was l e s  near the Wing root than at the outboard 
stations. However, the LEWCE ice &apes prociuced separabon bubbles of greatex 
extent than the IRT ice shape. 
a = 4": For this angle of attack, suction was herd over the wing upper surface. 
Separation bubbles were observed over the lower surf' between 0% and approximately 
20% chord. The extent of the upper surface bubbles decreased (separation was r e d d )  
with spanwise distance from root to tip due to the negative wing twist, whch lowered the 
a u  over the outboard sectiou. Moreovcr, wction over the LE bubbles of the LEWICE 
ice shapes was higher than the IRT-CS2 case at aii Spanwise Stations. 
a = 8": Once again, bubbles were observed over the inboard witg upper surface for all 
the ice shapes. The bubbles grcw longer (chordwise) over the outboard sections of the 
wing. For thc LEWICE icc shapes, suction oker the bubbles was hlgher than obtained 
with the IRT ice shape casting at the 15% semispan station. However, at the mid- 
semispan and near tip stations, the smooth and iOu& LEWICE icc - had lower 
suction over the separation bubbles than the IKTXS2 ice shape. 
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0 a = 12": Large LE bubbles were observed at the 15% sernispm station, and compldc 
flow separation was evident over the wing upper surface at the two outboard locatim~ 
with all thc ice shapes, except the LRT-CS2 ice shape fw which the flow was putdiy 
atuched-mthewjrinl: tip. 
CL = 16": At &.E, angle of attack, extensive flow Separation was observed over the wper 
sucface of the wing at all spanwise stations. 
3.2.4.10.5 Icing Condition 5-Ice ShaDes: IRT-CS22, LS-CS22N. LS€S22S, LR-CS22N. and 
LR-CS22S (Fieures 3-64 to 3-66). 
a = 4': At 15% semispan, LE bubbles were ewident over the wing iower surkce for all 
ice shapes. Suction over the bubble region was greater for the LEWICE ice shapes 
compared to the IRT-CS22 case. Comparing the smooth and rough LEWICE ice shapes, 
it was observed that the addition of roughness to the ice horns produced bubbles with 
lower suction but of greater chordwise extent than obtained with the smooth LEWCE ice 
shape. At the mid-semispan location, extemive flow separation was obstlved over the 
wing lower surfw;e for all cyses, except the LS-CS22S and LR-CS22S ice shapes. The 
flow remarried s e ~ o v e r  the lower surf= near the llp biatim 
a = 0": Flow separation in the form ai L 9  bubbles was Dresent over both wing surfaces 
for all ice shapes tested. Suction over the lower surfac vas higher than over the upper 
surface. In most case.s, the LEWICE ice shapes resulted in higher suctio~ over the lower 
surface. Near the wing tip, flow was completely separated 
a = 4": For this angle of attack, LE bubbles were present over both surfaces near the 
wing root. For the rough LEWICE ice dupes, suction over tbe bubbles was higher than 
their smooth counterparts. At the mid-semispan location, extensive flow separation was 
observed for the IRT and rough LEWICE ice shapes, while for the LS-CS22N and LS- 
CS22S cases, the flow was parhally attached. An LE bubble was evident for the IRT- 
CS22 ice shape at the 85% sermslp~~l station. Flow remained separated near the wing tip 
for a l l  LEWICE cases 
a = 8": Long bubbles were obscrved o v a  the inboard wing upper surface for ail 
LEWCE ice shapes, wherzas flow downstream of the IRT-CS22 horns was completely 
separated ovcr the wing upper surface. For the LEWICE c8ses, the LE separation 
bubbles failed to reattach over the wing sections at the 50% and 85% semispan stations, 
and complete flow separation was observed. For the wing with LEWICE ice shapes, the 
presure dtstribution over thc lowcr surface ehbited bubble formation between 0% and 
approximately 50% chord. 
a = 12": Aft of IKT-CS22 upper ice horn, complete flow s e p ~ a t i o ~  ccurred. For all 
LEWICE ice shapes, large bubbia were observed at the 15% semitipan station, and 
massive flow separation was evident over the wing upper SuTfaCc' at the 50% and 85% 
semispan locations. Notc that thL IRT ice shape hhd lower suction than the LEWICE icc 
shap. Bubbles were also present over the lower surface of the wing for all ice shapes 
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from root to tip. Yet, only the LS-CS22S ice shape maintained a lower surface bubble 
near the wing tip. 
e a = 16": At this angle of attack, extensive flow separation was observed over the upper 
surface of the wing at all spanwise statiom. Once again, a l l  ice shapes produced an LE 
bubble over the wing pressure s& at the three spanwise statio- as shown in the 
figures- 
3.2.4.10.6 I C ~ P  Condition &Ice Shaoes: IRT-IPSFZ2. LS-IPSF22. LR-lPSF22 (Figures 347 
to 3-69). 
a = -4': At 15% semispan, LE bubbles were evident over the wing lower surface for all 
ice shape cases. The suction over the bubble regon was greater for the LEWCE ice 
shapes compared to the IRT ice shape casting. At the mid-semispan location, bubbles of 
greater extent were observed over the wing lower surface for ail presented. Over 
the lower surface, the flow was separated near the tip station for the IRT-LPSF22 
cu-4 whereas an LE bubble was present for the LEWICE ice shapes. 
o = 0": Flow- separation in the form of LE bubbles was present over both wing surfaces 
for all ice shapes tested. Suction over the lower surface was higher than that over the 
upper surface. In nmst cases, the LEWICE ice shapes result d in hlgher suction over the 
lower %dace. The bubble extent was less near the wing root than at the outboard 
stfrtions. Near the wing tip, flow s e e o n  extended to the wing TE. 
a = 4": For this angle of attack, suction was increased over the wing upper surface. The 
Cp on the lower surface varied h m  high negative near the LE, indicating the presencx of 
sepratmn bubbles, to low negative and, in some cases, slightly positive n w  the TE. 
a = 8": Long bubbles were observed over the inboard wing upper surface for all ice 
shapes. The bubbles grew longer (chordwise) over the outboard sections of the wing, and 
eventually, complete flow separation was observed near the wing tip. Suction over the 
bubbles for the LEWCE ice shapes was higher than obtained with the IRT ice shape 
casting. Separation bubbles were also observed on the lower wing surface for all ice 
shapes. The lowcr surface bubble increased its chordwise length from foot to tip. 
a = 12": Large bubbles were observed at the 15% station, and complete flow s e p d o n  
was evidcnt over the wing upper surface at the 50% and 85% semispan locations for all 
ice shapes tested. The IRT ice shape had lower suction over the two inboard stations than 
the LEWICE ice shapes. Bubbles were also prescnt over the lower surface of the wing 
for all ice shapes. 
a = 16': At this angle of attack, extensive flow separati~q w& obsbved over the upper 
surface of the wing at all spanwisc stations. The only exception was the smooth 
LEWICE ice shapes foi which the flow over the inboard (15% semhpan) station was 
partially attached. Once a y i  LE bubbies wen: obscrved for all ice shapes over the 
wing lower surface. 
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3.2.5 Effect of Aileron Deflection. 
The effect of aileron ceflection on the acrodqaamic performmce of the clean and iced wing 
is presented in figweb 3-70 to 3-73 and in table 3-10. The main performance parametem 
presented include: 
0 
0 
0 
CL versus a for all aileron deflections (SA) 
CH versus u for all 6~ 
CL veisus 6~ for selected a 
CH versus 6~ for selec;ted a 
Another important parameter for assessing aileron performance is the change in rolling moment 
with ti* and a. Rollrng moment data were obtained during the e.- invdgatmn at 
wsu. 
The experimental lift and Me-moment data presmted in figures 3-70 to 3-73 were obtained 
with a reflection plane wing model having a single aileron. Aircraft wings, however, have left 
and right ailerons that are not indep&nt  but are connected via cables to the control wheel. 
Thus, the control forces experienced by the pilot are due to the difference in the hinge moments 
generated by the left and right ailerons. To estimate the net aileron control force from the 
experimental data preszted, the hinge moment for positive and negative aileron deflections must 
be cornbind For example, using the rzsults presented in figure 3-7qf) for the clea?~ wing, a of 
0' and SA, of 5 O ,  the difference between ' for aileron deflection of -5" and CH for aileron 
deflectmn of 5" provides the net aileron control f0rr.e. This p d u r e  wuma that the up and 
down aileron deflection angles are the same. However, in some aircraft, left and right aileron 
deflection angles are uot the same, and in such a case, the actual deflections for each aileron have 
to be used to compute the control force. Another assumption made regarding the 
superimposition of the experimental results is that ice accretions for the left and right wings are 
symmetric. In general, the left and right wing ice shapes will not be exactly the mne, md this 
could cause different separahon pattern over the left and right sides of the wing and the ailerons. 
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MOMENT COEFFlCENTS; CLEAN CONFIGURATION; Re = 1 .8x106 
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FIGURE 3-71. EFFECT OF ALERON DEFLECT1ON ON LIFT AND NLERON HLNGE- 
MOMENT COEFFICIENTS, 1RT-CS22 ICE SHAPE; Re = 1 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~  
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FIGURE 3-73. EFFECT OF AlLERON DEFLECTION ON LIFT AND AILERON HINGE- 
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TABLE 3-10. C L , ~  OF ALL COKFIGURATIOKS WITH 
AlLEROK DEFLECTION; R~'-U.~Z= 1.8~10' 
I Clean 
1 LRT-IPSF22 
LS-sc5 
LSCS2 
LS-CZX E LSCs22S 
i.S-rnF22 
I-EZG- 
I LR-IS10 
I LR-IPSI.22 
I 
-15= - I O 0  - 5 O  -1.5" ! 0" 2.5" 5 O  
0.829 I O M 5  I 0.658 I 0.868 I 0.674 I 0.883 1 0.887 I 0 . W  I 0.913 I 0.929 I 
0.491 0.505 0.522 0.526 1 0.536 0.544 I 0.533 0.573 1 0.593 0.613 
0.591 0.603 0.61& 0.62s I 0.6% O.M& 0.662 O.tT6 0.6lili 0.716 
0.862 0.874 O.&X& 0.893 0.896 0.908 0.915 0.930 0.948 0.961 
0.737 0.752 0.770 0.774 0.775 0.782 0.788 0.807 0.819 0 li3' 
0.005 0.016 1 0.025 0.02b 0.033 0.036 0.037 0.039 0.039 
0.936 0.515 1 0.527 0.532 1 0.528 0.527 0.531 0.546 0.563 0.579 
- 
0.564 0.5% 0.597 1 0.607 0.613 0 . L d  0.635 1 0.647 0.- I 0.683 I 
0.589 0.605 0.627 i 0.036 I 0.644 0.651 0.661 0.6% 1 0.694 1 0.711 
0.921 0.939 0.955 1 0.962 I 0.960 0.982 0.993 1.012 1 1.027 1 1.044 
0.677- 0.691 0.703 1 0.709 0.717 0.730 0.736 0.754 0.770 0.783 I 
0.406 0.405 0 . W  0.406 0.407 0.412 0.413 0.416 0.424 0.427 
0.352 0.351 0.349 0.346 0.342 1 0.344 0.343 0.352 0.351 0.356 , 
0.566 I 0.277 1 0.590 1 0.63:. I 0.612 I 0.617 ! 0.616 I 0.646 I 0.659 1 0.680 I 
3.2.5.1 Gen~ral Comments Rcaardinp Aileron Controls. 
Ailerons are designd to meet aircraft 1-01; performance criteria in t e n  of roll rate (5~icall j-  1 
to 15 degrcxs per second) and attitude. In addition, the ailerons should be able to pr0vi;ic 
sufficient roll control to haad- spccial aircraft situations such as an engine-ut case or stear 
headmg sideslip. Aileron f o r a  &odd remein uithin the capabilitlw of th : pilot iu defined 1 
the certification rquiremenu [ll], which state that the ~ ~ x i x n u m  permissible d e r o n  mntr 
force is 50 lb with two hands on the control wheel and 25 lb for a smgle hand on the coo& 
wheel (autopilot settqp vary with desrgn but often a 20 lb limit is d). 
The cbangc in aileron hinge moments w t h  6~ and a has a chect i m p a  on aileron controi fom 
The slope of CH with a*, C H . ~ ,  also known as the control hecrviness m t e r ,  k of prima 
importance in evaluating control surface behavior and control forces. In general, aileron desig 
have negative CYW rn that the aileron has the tendency to retum to its undeflected position. TI 
lunge-moment slope, Cya, also known es the contrcl floating parameter, affects the change in tl 
control force resulting h m  the response of the aircraft tc, the control movement. When tl 
ailerons are deflected and wing roll k initiated, the local a of the upward and d o w n w d  inovi 
wuqp is changed (tj?ically by a wuple of degrees for small deflection), and the con!ml fir1 
r e q d  to maintain a steady maneuver is either greater or less than the control force requmd 
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i n i d  the maneuver, dependmg OIL the sign and xnigniw of C w .  Conuol surface hignen  
usually a im at small pautive or negative vdues for Cba to avoid large Merema 1 in control 
forces durrng maneuver [I8 and 191. The effect of CHp on control forces is of secondary 
importance, pruticuiarly foi small ailerou deiiwtion and roll rat& that c a u e  small changes in a. 
Foc large defltxtions, howcver, w-hich can produce Large IOU raLes and therefore a Large change b 
a, CY, could have a nocable effect on m o l  fon;es. 
Once the clean wing aileron detiign requirements have been d e d ,  the effect of ice shhpes on 
aileron perfcrmance should be assesxi for unwanted changes in control behakior. In general, 
the presence of ice on the wing lsa3lng edge can result in eariy flow tiepawion over the wing 
d conrrol surf-, and the iced wing lift with 5~ could change with respect to the dean wing. 
It is importmt that the Lifi of the iced wing ehioits the expected behavior with positive and 
negalivz aileroa deaectians, although some loss in aileron effectiveness is expected. 
The e i k t  of ice shapes on deron hmge moments (i.e., control forces) and on the 0wra.U 
behavior ofthe hge-iIiorneut curve should be evaluated. With iced wings, the gr0k-f.h in lunge 
moment with a (region B as &bed in fisures 3-26(a) and 3-26(b)) takes place at s lower a with 
respect to the clean wiq, bs shorn in figures 3-2qc) and 3-2qd). For such a case, a large 
amphtude roll maneuver could change the a sufficiently to place the aileron on the down moving 
side of the wing in the s k q  region of the hmge-moment curve. Tius d d  cause a considerable 
increase in control force. If, in addition to the increase in conno1 force=, the aileron effectiveness 
is reduced because offlow separation overthe ailerons caused b>- the ice shape, then a situatioo 
could develop where recovery may be di.f€icult. 
lu rr~etsing aiieron performance for iced wings, the magnitude of CH and the slope of CH with 
respa  to a and 6~ should be considered. Ideally, the magnitude of CH should be bdmccd, 
d enough tn avoid excessively hgh fcrces, yer large enough to avoid very smali forces. The 
acsal permissible values of CH wdl be a function of the aerodypamic and mechanical deslgn of 
the control, as well as certification requirements. Any change in the slope of CH with (I or 5~ 
should also be small and gradual. 
3.2.5.2 Clem Wing. 
For a reflection place model, positive aileron deflections increase wing lift and reduce the w, 
whiie negative deflections have thc opposite effect. Note that large positive aileron deflechons 
at tugh angles of attack should be evaluated carefully since t h q  inaease the angle of attack over 
the outbo*d portion of the wing and can d t  in early tip stall. 
For the clean wing tested, the aileron rernained effective for all a and aileron deflections, Le., 
p i t i v e  ailmn deflection (TE ctou-n) increaxd wing lift, while ncgative deflection resdted in 
lift d u d o n ,  BS expected. In addition, as the aileron deflection was increase4, the lift increment 
(for aiimn TE down) or decrement (for demn TE up)  in^- 85 shown in figura 3-70(a) 
md 3-7qb). 
The aileron lunge moments preyented in figures 3-7qc) and 3-7qd) exhibited gradual change 
with a fix all a.ilerorr deflectionti teded. The slopc, C u ,  for al l  three regions A, B, and C (as 
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defined in figure 3-26) of the CH curve were ncgitCisL, indictlung that the hmgc moment W e  
less p i t i v e  or more negative as a was increased from -8" to 20". On a vumber of cases, a 
change in the sign of CH was obaened in the hinge-moment dam Consider, for example, the 
case in figure 3-70(c), cornpon- to 6~ of -15' (TE up). For th case, a change in a from 
10" to 16' resulted in a change in aileron lunge moments fmm 0.07 to approximately 4.03. The 
change in s i p  of CH occurred near wing stall, corresponding to a of approximately 13.5". For a 
between 10" and 13.5" and for 6~ of -15", the hinge moment was positive, indating that the 
aiieron t d m g  edge had the tendency to return to its undeflected position. Howevtz, at CI greater 
than 13.5", the aileron had the tendency to maintain its deflected p i t i o n  due to extensive flow 
sepamion over the upper surface of the aileron. Flow conditions which force a control surface 
to maintah its deflection status result h conuol force reversal. However, with aileron controls, 
such a condition over one of the derons may not be a problem If *the other aileron (the one 
deflected TE down i!~ this case) remains effective. Considering the 15" atleron deflection case in 
figure 3-70jd), it is observed that for a of 13S0, the hmge moment for the TE down aileron was 
approximately 4-18, i.e., the TE down aileron had a strong tendency to return to its neutral 
p i t i o n .  Thus, the combined lunge moment and, therefore, the net control force due to both 
ailerons maintained the correct behavior (k., the controls had the tendency to b the 
nwtralposition). 
The change in CL with 6~ depicted in figure 3-7qe) was placticaily hear for Q in the range of - 
So to 16". The change in Lift as SA was increased from -15" to 20°, while main- a constant 
a- was in the range of 0.1 to 0.2, depending on a. The higher lifl increments were obtamed for a 
in the Linear lift range where the flow overthe cuniralsurface wasmostly ntmchPn. 
The change in control hmge moment with 6 . ~  is demonstrated ir figure 3-5qf). The aileron CH 
was a function of the prevailing flow conditions over the aileron. Consider the line in 
figure 3-70(f) cor re sponh  to a of 0". At this a, the flow was attached on both &es ofthe 
wing for all aileron deflections. The results show that for negative 6~ (aiieron TE up), CH was 
positive, that is the aileron had the tendency to return to its unkflcxxed position. For positive 
aileron defle~ticiu~ (TE dawn), CH is negative, which once again ii.uhc;atc=s that the aileron had the 
tendenc, to retum to the neutral position. The linear 'behavior of the curve shows that 8s 6~ was 
iocreasxi, the moment and, therefore, the contml force were increased in a linear fashion. Note 
that for a full-span wing, the nct aileron control force can be obteined h r n  the results p r w t e d  
in figure 3-7qf) by computing the change in CH, correspondmg to the same positive and negative 
aileron anylar deflections. For example, at a of 0", the c k g c  in the magnitude of CH 
corresponding to aileron deflections of *So, was approximately 0.075; CH for TE up aileron was 
0.032, while CH for TE down aileron was -0.043. 
Now consider the CH v e m s  6 . ~  m e  corresponding to a of -8". At this a, thc upper surface of 
thc wing w u  the pressure side, whle the lower surface was the sation side. For negative 
aileron deflections, the hmge moment WBS positive BS the aileron upper s d w  experienced 
higher pressure than the lower surface. For small positive ailerort deflections. the pressure over 
thc aileron upper surface remained hgher than over lower surfacc, which now had lower suction, 
and the h g c  moment remained positive. As the aileron approached maximum p i t i v e  
deflection, the pressure over the upper surface &d not change sisruficantly but the suction over 
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the lower surt'ace wu considerably reduced. Thuzi, the magnitude of the positive hinge moment 
was reduced. The reason for the r d m a m  ty in CH versus SA, curve was mild flow separatioa 
over the aileron lower surface. 
The results presented in f iga  3-7G(f) demonstrate approximately linear change in CH with 6a 
for a wrrespondmg to the linear iiit range. For these a, the change in aileron huge mom- was 
approximately 0.21 as was increased from -15' to 15". At hgh negative or p i t i v e  a, the 
change in lunge moment with aileron deflecticn was not k. This is in figure 
3.7qf) for a of 16", ;2", and -8". 
3.2.5.3 IRT-CS22 Ice Shaue. - 
The effects of the 22.5-min glaze ice accretion with the luge scallop featunx on the aerodynamic 
performance of the swept wing for all ailemon deflections tested is presented in figure 3-7 1. The 
experimental &obtained i n f i i e  the following: 
Lift increase or dec-rease with 8~ was as expected fix most a as demonstrated in 
figwx3-71(r;) and 3-71@). For a-range of 1" to 6", however, negative aileron 
deflections increased lift while positive deflections had practically DO effect on Lt't. This 
was mainly due to massive flow separation over the whg and C0r;tol suii.ka u d  by 
the large size (2- to 3-in.) ice horns. 
The maximum positive CH was 0.1 and o c c d  for 6~ of -15" arid a cf -8' as shown ir 
fig- 3-7l(c). The rmfximum negative lunge-moment coefficient was -0.19 at a of 20" 
and SA of 20" as evident from figure 3-71(d). Correspo- maxhun and minimum 
values for the clean wing were 0.165 and -0.22. Thus, the iced wing lunge moments were 
within the maximum and minimum limits of the clean wing h g e  moments. It is 
important, however, to pint  out that for some aircraft, the maximum hinge moment for 
the clean wing are typically not reached either due to the aircraft natural angle of attack 
limits or due to an arhficial stdl k e r .  In such a case, the i c d  wing hinge moments 
should be cornparedto theactual cleanwinghmgemoment limits. 
A change in the sign of CH was c k e d  for all negative aileron deflecAioas and for 
a-range of 2" to 5 O ,  8s shown in figure 3-71(c). For positive aileron deflections in the 
range of 0" to 5". the change in the sign of CH occurred between a of 1' and 3', as 
demonstrated in figure 3-71(d). For larger positive d e r u n  detlections, the sign of CH 
was reversed twice near CL of 0". As discussed previously, for the clean wiug case, a sign 
change in CH indicates that the aileron has the tendency to maintain its d c f l d  posison. 
To detcrmine the net aileron control h g e  mcment and its dmction for the combined left 
and right aileron system, the for both positive and negative aileron deflections should 
beexamined. 
As demonstrated in figure 3-71(e), the change in wing lift with &A for constant a was 
practically linear for a l l  a presented. The lincs had a small positive slope for mod a. 
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However, for a-range of 0" to 4", the slope was nearly zero and, in some case,, slightly 
negEtive, inhaung that the aileron was not effective in chanplnv lift 
e The behawiar of C H  with 6 A   as notably nodinear for dl a presented in figure 3-71(f). 
Given m a and assumhg attached flow, CH will be p i t i v e  for negative aileron 
deflections (TE up) since the ailemn will tend to m v e  to its undefloctzd @tion. For 
positive deron krlectiom, the sign of C:i will eventually become negative. For fixed 
positive ailmr! derlectbn, the pressure over the aileron lower d a c e  and the suction 
over the upper surface should increase as the a is increased hm -8" to 0" (note that such 
a change in a ~ i t h  fixed i 5 ~  is not practical under flight conditions). The CH should 
hecome progressively more negative and the hmge-moment c u e s  will move further 
apart. This ww not the case with the IRT-CS22 ice shape, as shown in figure 3-71(f) for 
or-range of 4" to 0'. The intersection in the be-moment  curves correspoadmg to these 
a near 6~ of 5' is indutive of extensive flow s p a d o n  over the control surface. 
3.2.5.4 IRT-IPSF22 aad LR-IPSF22 Ice ShaDes. 
Aaodynamic perfarmance with aileron deflection for the 22.5-min glaze ice shape casbng IRT- 
IPSF22 and the CorreSQondrng mugh LEWCE ice shape LR-IPsF2-2 are presented in 
figures 3-72 and 3-73 respectively. These ice accretions were representative of ice protection 
system failure cases for the wing model tet&xl The results presented in f&pes 3-72 and 3-73 
indicate ttlc foilowing: 
e Increase or dccl-ease in lift with 6~ was as expected for all aileron deflections and a, as 
demonstrated in figures 3-72(a), 3-7?.(b), 3-73(9), and 3-73(b). 
e The msu;imUm positive CH for both ice shapes was approximately 0.14 and occurred for 
6~ of -15" and a of -8", whle the maximum negative CH was -0.2 at a of20" and 6~ of 
Z O O ,  as shown in figures 3-72(c), 3-72(d), 3-73(c), and 3-73id). Once again, the iced 
wing hinge moments were with +he maximum and minimum hmge-moment bounds of 
the clean wing. 
e The change in lift with 6~ for the IRT-IPSF22 and LR-IPSF22 ice shapes was practically 
hear for all a as show in figures 3-72(e) and 3-73(e). For all cases presented in these 
figures, the CL versus 6~ curves had a small positive dope indicatmg a monomnic 
increase in Lift with aileron &flection. 
e For most of the ca .s  presented in figures 3-72(f) and 3-73(f), the change in the h g e -  
moment coefficient with aileron deflection exhibited nonllnP.Rr behavior mainly due to 
flow sqaratmn over the aileron. 
ffcct of I ,-. 
In general, ice accretions on swept wing can be classified as complete scallops, incomplete 
scallops, and no-scallop, as ducussed in references 2,4,20, and 2 1. Schematics of these three 
types of ice accretions arc provided in figure 3-74. 
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Complete scallops are glaze ice accretions that appear only on swept wings and are characterized 
by the presen~e of scallop t i p  exkndmg from the attachment 'he. The scallop tips have a 
parhcular dupe, height, and spacing. Incomplete scallops are glaze ice shapes that also appear 
only on swept wings and w-here scallops tips form beginning at some didance f b m  the 
athhneaiine. N~arei~accre~~\k.herescalloptipsarenotpresent. 
Scallop tip are made of glaze ice feathers, which develop h m  mclghness elements that form 
dunng the ice accretion process as shown in figure 3-75(a). The feathers have a preferred 
direction of growth that is perpendit:ular to the external streamlines, as show in figures 3-75(b) 
and 3-75(c). Ice feathers join along the preferred direction to form ridges, with incipient scallop 
tips formed by the feathers at the end of each ridge. As the ridges grow, they form scallop tips. 
As the iw d o n  grows, the scallop tips merg, with adjacent scallop tips by joining at the top. 
This increases both the size of the d o p  tips and the gap between them. Detailed descriptions 
andexpcL' . ' 1  data for scallop ice accretions can be found in ref- .2.4,20, and 21. 
The type of ice axretian that will form on a swept wing depends on the airfoil geometry, sweep 
angle, flow, and -el conditions. Icing conditions that lead to scalloped ice features can 
produce ice shapes with complex surfice charactexistics such as the IRT-CSlO and IRT-CS22 
c w  shown in figure 2-33. 
Ice shapes with large scallop formatious contain gaps between scallops, as  demonstrated in 
figure 2-33(b) for the IRT-CS22 case. Aedynamicists have debated over the years the elTects 
of scallop features on aerodynamic perfonnance. This is of practical interest because s t a t e d  
the-art ice accretion d e s  are not able to produce scalloped ice shapes. Simulated ice shapes for 
swep: Wings developed with the use of ice accretion d e s  or other empirical means have solid 
horns, 83 shown in f i p  2-34. If the scallop-gap feabms in the ice horns have a sigtuficaut 
impact on aerodynamic performance, then methods should be explored for incorporating their 
effects in simulated ice shapes. 
To invatigate the effect of scailoped ice shapes on aerodynamic performance, a limited study 
was conducted with the lRT-CS22 ice shape. In this study, the gaps between scallops were 
progresively filled with a modeling compound to produce an ice shape with solid horns, as 
&own in figure 3-76. To redwe the aerodynamic loads on the modeling cornporn& the 
experimental d y  with the baselinc and modrfied IRT-CS22 ice shapes w-as conducted at a 
lower airspeed for which the Reynolds number based on MAC was 1.0 million. Experimental 
resdts from these tests are presented in figure 3-77. The first set of tzsts was conducted with the 
middle 25-in xgmcnt of the '1RT-CS22 ice shape filled with the modeling ampound (case 1, 
R516 in figure 3-77). Next, the gaps in the 18-in tip segment were fded (w 2, R517 in 
figure 3-77), and finally, the gap  in all three ice segments were fillcd (case 3, R5I8 in figure 3- 
77). Each time a new set of force, moment, and pressure data was obtained. 
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(a) -we scallop (a) Anachment line zone, glaze ice feathers zone 
and crith1 e n c e  (view from direction 
normaltoleadrngedge) 
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e k a f a r t w n  
(b) Atrachment line zone, glaze ice feathers zone 
and critical distance (averall view) 
(c) Noscallops 
FIGURE 3-74. ICE ACCRETION ON FIGURE 
(c) Feather detail 
-75. DEVELOPivlENT OF 
A SWEPT WING AT GLAZE ICE 
CONDITIONS [21 J 
ROUGHNESS ELEMENTS AND ICE 
PIEATHERS D W G  ICE ACCRETION 
ON A SWEPT WING [20 AND 21 J 
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(e) Cp vs. xlc, 50%-semrspan, a = 5" 
FlGURE 3-77. EFFECT OF SCALLOP FEATUWS ON AERODYNAMIC 
PERFORMANCE; IRTXS22 ICE SHAPE WITH AND WITHOUT MODELING 
COMPOUND; Re= 1 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~ ;  6 ~ = 0 "  
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Lift, drag, hinge-moment, and pressure coefficients for the baseline IRT-CS22 ice h p e  (R113 
in figure 3-77) and for the three cases where the gaps between scallops were partially or 
completely filled with mocicling compound are compared in figure 3-17. The d t s  presented 
in this fgure show a progresive increase in CL for a-range of -2" to 9" a3 more gaps in the ice 
horns were filled with the modeling compound. The maximum gain in CL was obtained for 
case 3 and ranged from 0.022 to 0.073 ~ i t h  respect to that of the baseline 1RT-CS22 case. The 
change in C D  with xwipezt to the baseline ice shape was small but measurable for all three cases 
tested. For case 1, the change in the CH with respect to the baseline RT-CS22 ice riqe was 
small. However, for caws 2 and 3, the hinge moments were less negative @e., the aileron 
t m h g  edge hsrd less of a tendency to move up). 
The exact mechanism for the observed aerodynamic effects caused by the gaps between the ice 
scdaps is not known. However, the pressure data at 15%, 50%, and 85% semispan stations for 
case 3 (R518) presented in figure 3-77 for a of 5" offer some clues. The pressure distributions 
for the case where all the gaps between scallops were filled with the modeling compound 
exhibited increased suction on both the upper and lower wing surfkes with respect to the 
basehe IKTXS2.2 ice sbape. 
For large g!aze ice aaxetions, the region between the horns is typically a high-pressure region 
because the air flow slows down within the cavity f o m d  by the horns. The regions downstream 
of the uppc and lower h G m  arc k general Iow-pressGe regions with small or large swan 
bubbles. With s a C o w  ice & r i p ,  the gaps between the d o p  allow the high pressure 
between the horns to leak to the low-pre=ssure region downstream ofthe horns, thus reducing the 
suction mar the wing LE. ?his is clearly evident k the 15% and 56% semispan pressure 
distributions presented b figures 3-?7(d) and 3-77(e). At the 3C% semispan station, the IRT- 
CS22 ice shape with nodeling compound p d x e d  l o w s  suction peaks near the wing LE than 
the baseline ice &ape. This was mainly due to flow separation that was more extensive for the 
case of the modified ice shape. Sincc; CL depends on the pressure difference between the upper 
and lower wing surfaces, as this difference was r e d d  due to flow leakage in the case of the 
baseline RT-CS2 ice shape, the net Lift was also decrecrsed 
The observed liA i n c w  with the modlfied IRT-CS22 ice shape (case 3, R5 18) in figure 3-77(a) 
can be explained by direct examination of the pressure distributions pr-ted in figures 3-77(d) 
to 3-77(f). The pressure distributions show that, for the 15% semispan station, case 3 produced 
72% more positive lift than the baseline case. At the 50% semispa station, case 3 resulted in 
18% less negative lift than the baseline ice shape. At the 85% semispan location, both 
configurations resulted in about the w n e  amount of negative lift. Thus, for case 3 where ali 
gaps between the scallops were closed, the increase in suction over the wing resulted in a net 
increase in CL with rapect to the baseline ice dupe. 
In summary, the limited study- conducted with the glaze IRT-CS22 scalloped ice shape showed 
that the scallop features and in particular the gaps between scallops can result in greater loss of 
Lift than ice shapes with solid horns. It must be stressed, however, that these results should not 
be gcncralrzed until further s u e s  are conducted with more scalloped type icc shapes. 
Furthermore, the results presented here may only be applicable to ice shapes with large scalloped 
f&cb and for ice shapes with small scallops, the effects may not be as significant. 
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3.2.7 Reynolds Number Effects. 
Re,Molds number effects on the clean and selected iced wing configurations is presented in 
figure 3-78. Reynolds nrunbers included 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 1.8 million were computed based on 
the wing mean aerodynamic chord of 1.56 ft. Corresponding tunnel ampxdt, were 42,84,120, 
and 152 mph. 
For the clean xhg ,  experimental results for Reynolds numbers in the range of 0.5 to 1.8 million 
are pl&d in figure 3-78. For the low Reynolds number of 0.5 million, the C L ~  was 
apprcximately 0.87 and -1 was approximately 16'. For higher Reynolds numbers of 1.0 and 
1.5 million, both C 4 u  and ad1 decrea,ed and were approximately 0.84 and 15" respectively. 
However, as the Reynolds number was increased to 1.8 million, CL~.LL increased to 0.87 while 
QTaaiI- - to 13.8'. 
Reynolds number effects on CL ofthe IRT-IPSF22, LS-IPSF22, LR-IPSF22, IRT-SC5, and LR- 
SC5 configurations arc presented in figures 3-78b to 3-78(f). In general, the Reynolds number 
effects on CL of the IRT-IPSF22 ice shape was small, as demonstrated in figure 3-7S(b). The 
effects of Reynolds number on the ne8; stall lift performance of the LS-IPSF22 and LR-PSF22 
ice shapes were more pronounced than for the IRT-PSF22 case, as demonstrated in figures 3- 
78(c) and 3-78(d). For the LR-IPSF22 c o n f i ~ o n ,  as the Reynolds number was increased 
from 0.5 to 1.8 million, C4lpu decreased while cbt.ll remained appro-ly the same. 
For the 5-min rime IRT-SCS and LR-SCS ice shapes, the effects of Reynulds number on CL are 
demonstrated in figures 3-78je) and 3-78(f) respectively. Most of the change in lift with 
Reynolds n1muc;r was observed in the near-stall and poststall flow regimes. In general, C w  
decreased as the Reynolds number was increased from 1 .O to 1.8 million. The behavior of CL 
for the low Reynoids number case of 0.5 million was similar to that for the 1.5 million Reynolds 
number. The Reynolds number effects observed with the 5-min rime ice cases were mainly due 
to the change in the location of flow separation over the rough ice shapes. At low Reynolds 
numbers, roughness can b,.nhace or reduce performance, depenchg on the value of €k,.nolds 
number, by changing the state of the vismus boundary layer. At flight Reynolds number, 
however, even small levels of roughness can res& iii considerable performance losses, as was 
demonstrated in reference 18. The Reynolds number range expbrtd in this study was small and 
considerably lower than that exi\erienced by full-scale wings at flight uuhtion?. it is not known 
how much Werent flight test resuits would be. 
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FIGURE 3-78. REYNOLDS NUMBER EFFECT ON CL; CLEAEi AND ICED WING; 6~ = 0' 
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- 4. ~.'ONCLUSlONS. 
Wind tunnel tests were conducted to investigate the effect of 20 ice shapes on the a e r o d w c  
performance of a swept fdte wing model. The wing consisted of an 8.7% thick airfoil section, 
which remained constant fiom root to tip. The wing was tapered and had a lPAning-edge (LE) 
sweep of 28", a trailingedge swecp of 15.5", aspeu rauo of 6.8, and 4" geometric twist at the 
tip (washout). Tests were performed with the clean wing, six ice shapes cas- obtained frcm 
ice accretion experiments at the NASA Glenn Icing Research Tunnel (IRT), and seven smooth 
and seven mu& LEWICE ice dupes. Ttre LEWICE ice shapes were obtained for the same king 
conditions as those used in the IRT ice accxetion tes3. One LEWICE ice shape was defined for 
each icing condition using anfoils sectiom immal to the wing LE at five spanwise stations. For 
icing condition 5, an additional LEWICE ice shape was defined using streamwise airfoil 
sections, as discussed in section 2.2.3 of this report. Roughness effects for the LEWICE ice 
shapes were simulated with 36-size grit. Tests were performed with the clean and iced wing in 
the low-speed 7- x 10-ft wind tunnel at Wichita State University. A complete set of force and 
moment coefficients were obtained along with aileron hinge moments and pressure distributions 
for ri range of test conditions. Test conditions included Reynolds number of 1.8 million based on 
the Wing mean aerodynamic chord yieldmg test Reynolds numbers well below typical flight 
Reynolds numbers, angles of attack in the range of -8" tc 20", and aileron deflections of -15O, 
-lo', -5", -2.5", 0", 2.5", 5", lo", 15", and 20". From the results pr-nted, the following 
conclusions are drawn. 
The clean wing C- was 0.87 and occurred at a of 13.8". The linear lift slope was 0.077 per 
degree or 4.41 per radian. Crag coefficient {CD) varied f h m  a minimum value of 0.9063 ai a of 
1" to 0.15 at a of 13.8". The maximum lift to drag mtio for the swept wing was 27.5 at a o f  3.2". 
The hhge-momeut cocfficient (CH) with the aileron in the neutral positim varied fiom 0.079 at 
a of -8" to -0.02 at a of O", to -0.098 ai a of 15.8". Th; CH increased gradually through the 
nonlinear prtion of the lift curve xi attained a maximum slope of -0.0195 pcr degrce. The 
clean u;ng experienced a leadiug edge long bubbldvortcx stall, which progressed h m  the 
center of the wing to the tip and then to the root as a was increased. 
The six IRT ice shape castings included 2-, 10- and 22.5-min glaze ice accretions with 
incomplete and complete scallop fcsturcs and a 5-mh rime ice shapc. The glaze ice snapes 
resulted in 11% to 93.6% reduction in C b u  and 8% to nearly 56.5% reduction in ohpll with 
respect to the clean wing. These ice shapes increased +ke clean wing CD,,, by 200% to 3533%. 
In many cases, the bchavior of the aileron Cti for the clean wing was considerably altered by the 
glau ice accretions. However, in all cases. CH of the iced wing remained within the maximun 
and minimum limits defined by the clean wing aileron CH. The 5-min rime ice shape improved 
the wing C w  by 8pproxkni1kly ;% aad thc cl.t.ll by 14.5%. The iced Wing CD, was 133% 
greater than that of the clean wing. Ailerun CH for the 5-min rime case were s imki  to that of the 
clean wing. 
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For the IRT-CS22 ice she? *ith the large scallops, the results prescnted showed that thc gaps 
between the scallops incr& '- I ci:&tion. This was due ti, flow !e&ge fmm the near 
stagnation region between the ice shape horns to the low-pressure region dc vvnsb-eam of the icc 
horns. This is a prelhlinary fmdhg and requires further investigaibn before r a r e  general 
conclusions can be drawn regar- the effects of gaps in scalloped ice shapes. 
A methodol~gy for definiqq three-dimensional simulated ice shapes for a swept tinite wkg using 
the twodimensional LE\ ?ZE ice accretion code was presented. 
The glaze ice shapes resulted in 14% to 44% reduction in C w .  The for the iced wing 
ranged from 13.4" to 14.8". The iced wing CD,,,,~,, was 183% to 2367% greater than that of the 
clean wing. In most cases, the aileron CH far *he wi?g with the glaze LEWICE ice shapes were 
more positive or more negative than that of the clean wing for a-range of -7" to +13". However, 
in all C~SZS, the CH of the iced wing remained within the maximum and litnit!, defined 
by the clean wing aileron CH. The 5-mi.n rime LEWICE ice shape improved C w  by 
qpoximately 8% and the clean wing a d  was increaced by io. T k  C D , ~  for this ice shape 
was 67% greater than that ofthe clean wing. Aileron CH fcr the 3-min rime LEWICE ice shape 
wae  similar tc that of the clean wing. 
The rough glaze ice shapes resulted in 17% to 61% reduction in C I ~ .  The cb;r;l for the iced 
wi-.g ranged h m  12.6" to 13.7". The iced wing CQ- was 233% to 33179'0 greater than that of 
the clean wing. In most cases, the aileron CH for the wing with the rough glaze LEWICE ice 
shapes were more positive or more negative than thosc of clean wing for a-range of -7" to +13". 
However, in all cases, CH of the iced wmg remained withm the maximum and minimum limits 
defined by the clean wing aileron CH. The 5-min rime LEWICE ice shqe  improved the clean 
wing C- by approximately 13% and increue ~u by 2". The CD,, for this ice shape was 
117% greatcr than that of the clean wing. Aileron CH for the c-min rime LEWIIZE ice shape 
were in general similar to that of the clean wing. 
In p w  . the smooth and rough LEWICE icz shapes produced similar lift curves for all but twc 
of thz . :n ice shapes tested. The two cases where considerable differences in lift t,.llaaor 
were obtmved were thc CS22N and CS22S cases. With the exception of tne 5-min rime ice 
shape, the addition of roughness resulted in lower lift coefficients at stall. The chige in CL (Le., 
rough LEWICE C 4 u  - smooth LEWICE CL,& was as follows: -0.1, -0.03, N.34, -0.03,4.08, 
-0.2, and -0.08 for the CS10, ISiO, SC5, CS2, CS22N, CS22S, and 1PSF22 cws. With th( 
exception of thc CS22N and CS22S cases, the rough and smooth LEWlCE ice shapes residtr;ci in 
similar CD a d  CH. 
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The treads in aerodynamic performance losses obselved with the maxh and magh LEWICE icc 
s h a p e s t e S t e d W ~ c o a s i s t e n t  . .  w i t h r e s u l t s f r o m o t h e r ~  sttlldk invdving LENICI 
icedlape& 
Inmost cases, the wing drag inaxax caused by the LEWICE and IRT ice &-apes was in gooc 
coxrehion. The Merence in i d  wing Cn- (ie., Rough LEWCE CD,, - IRT ice shap 
CD-) was 0.004, -0.008, -0.001, +O.OC2,4.036,4.013, and -0.013 for (310, IS10, SCS, CS2 
c522i\, cs22s, and w22 respectively. 
With the exception of icitg condition 5, the trends in a i l m  CH obtained with the mu& 
LEWICE and IRT ice shapes were in good agreement. Fcr i c i q  cund~tions 2 and 3, the IRT am 
LEWIC‘E Cn xnqgitudes were in good correlari0n thruughouf the a-range. For icing . d t i o n  
1,4, and 6, the LEWICE ice shapes resulted in larger CH over regions A aud E3 of the CH c a m  
campred with the IRT ice shapes. 
In wmmaxy, the IRT and the rough LEWlCE ice shspes produced similar aerodynamic efikct 
for five out of the six icing cunditious tested. This is an importan& finding Consikring thl 
observed differences between the actual and the simulated ice dupes. It musi be stressed 
however, that considerable mote expenmeutal work is needed with a range ofice accfetiDQs tr 
cwmihne the generality of this fiding. 
For the clesn win3 and, for p d c a l l y ,  all iced wing rases presented, the aileron remaha 
effective in lncreas .ing and waeosing lift with aileron detlectiou. The ice shapes causec 
considerable changes to the CH of the clzes wing. Hciwever, in al l  cases, the iced wing CI 
remaiaei within the maximum and minirmm limirs of the clean wing CH. 
In general, far the low Rc~molds number (Re) range of 0.5 to 1.8 million used in this stcltiy, th 
etTects of Re 011 iced WiLlg lift performance were small. The only not&le Re effect was ii, th 
behavior of C t ,  for the 5-min rime ice shapes. For thae ice shapes, lift near stall decreased a 
&WaShcreasedfbM 1.0b 1.8&n. 
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APfENDLX A-RW LOG FOR ICING TEST AT NASA GLENN ICING 
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APPENDIX l3-RUK LOG FOR AERODYL4biIC RiV€STIGATIOK AT 
WICHITA STATE WIVERSITY 
___ - 
Date Run No. 
25Ap-02 1 
2 
3 
4 
1 5 
! 6  
7 
8 
_ _ _ ~  ~~ ~ 
6A (deg) Conticuration k ..e COmMtS 
0 Clean 
-1 5 Clean 
-10 Clean 
-5 Clean 
-2.5 Clean 
0 Clean 
2.5 Clean 
5 Clean 1 
10 Clear I 
1'; Clean 
26-Apr-02 
Ckan 
13 M IRT-CS10 (irt-icel) Repeat RO12 
14 1 15 IRT-CS10 (irt-icel) 
1 
15 
16 
10 IRT-CS10 (irt-icel) 
5 IRT-CS10 (kt-icel) 
17 
18 
2.5 IRT-CS10 (irt-icel) 
0 IRT-CS10 (M-kel) 
29 
30 
-5 IRT-IS10 (in-ke2) 
-10 IRT-IS10 (irt-ke2) 
30-Aw-02 
31 -1 5 IRT-IS10 (In-ke2) 
32 0 IRT-IS10 (in-ce2) 
33 2.5 IRT-IS10 (ift-ke2J 
34 5 IRT-IS10 (ia-ke2) Ice shape broke 
36 0 Clean Baseline repeat 
37 
38 
El 
-1 5 IRT-CS22 (irt-ke5) 
-10 IRT-CS22 (Irt-keS) 
39 
40 
-5 IRT-CS22 (in-ke5) 
-2.5 IRT-CS22 (In-ke5) 
41 
42 
43 
0 IRT-CS22 (irt-ke5) 
2.5 IRT-CS22 (irt-ke5) 
5 IRT-CS22 (la-ke5) 
1 -May42 44 10 IRT-CS22 (irt-ke5) 
45 15 IRT-CS22 (kt-Lce5) 
46 20 IRT-CS22 (irt-ice5) 
I 47 
59 1 5 IRT-SC5(kt-k3) 
60 10 I IRT-SC5 (irt-ice3) 
0 IRT-CS22 (M-ke5) 
1 
I 49 0 
I 50 1 0 
Clean Baseline repeat 
IRT-SC5 (i-ice31 
1 66 I -15 1 IRT-CS2 (kt-ke4) I 
i 51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
2-May42 56 
57 
58 
~ ~- 
-15 IRT-SCS (irt-te3) 
-10 IRT-SC5 (e-ice3) 
-5 IRT-SC5 (irt-ce3) 
-2.5 IRT-SC5 (irt-lce3) 
0 IRT-SC5 (kt-ice3) 
2.5 IRT-SC5 (Irt-ke3) L o o s e  tape 
2.5 I IRT-SCS(irt-ice3) L o o s e t a p e  
2.5 I IRT-SC5 (irt-ice3) Re~eat Ro56 and RO57 
61 1 15 
62 I 20 
IRT-SC5 (M-ice3) 
IRT-SCS (irt-ice3) 
64 
65 
0 Clean Baseline repeat 
0 IRT-CS2 fkt-lCe4) 
67 
68 
-10 IRT-CS2 (irt-ice4j 
-5 IRT-CS2 ilrt-rce4) 
3-May42 
69 -2.5 IRT-CS2 (kt-ice4) 
70 0 IRT-CS2 (irt-ke4) 
E 2  
71 
72 
2.5 IRT-CS2 (irt-ke4) 
5 IRT-CS2 (kt-ke4) 
73 
74 
10 IRT-CS2 (kt-ke4) I 
15 IRT-CS2 (kt-ke41 1 
75 
82 
20 IRT-CS2 (irt-Lce4) 
0 Clean Baseline remat 
85 
86 
0 I RT- I PSF22 (kt-lce6) 
-15 IRT-IPSF22 fkr-li~61 
87 
88 
-10 IRT-IPSF22 (Lrt-i~e6) 
-5 IRT-IPSF22 (iC-kX6) 
1 89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
~ 
-5 IRT-IPSF22 (irt-lce6) I Repea: RO83 
-2.5 I RT-I PSF22 (irt-IC&) 
0 I RT-IPSF22 (Iit-iCe6) 
2.5 I RT-IPSF22 (irt-l~e6) 
5 IRT-IPSF22 (iit-ice6) Max out speed; Tbrnno, = 152°F 
10 IRT-I PSF22 (irt-lce6) 
~ 
Date 
7 - May42 
~ 
Run No. 6A (deg) Configuration Name Comments 
96 20 IRT-IPSF22 (Lt-ice6) Loose tap. Terminate run 
97 20 IRT-IPSF22 (Lt-iCeG) Repeat Ro96 
95 15 IRT-IPSF22 (irt-ices) 
99 
100 
101 
0 Clean Baseline repear ( ReMc = 1.8~ 106) 
0 Clean 
0 Clean Remc = 1 .0x106 
Re,, --- 1.5~10 6 
102 
103 
104 
0 Clean Rew = 0 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  
0 IRT-IS10 (irt-ice2) Repeat RO32 
2.5 IRT-IS10 (irt-ice21 Repeat Ro33 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
0 IRT-CS22 (Irt-ice5) R%, = 1 .8x106 
0 IRT-SC5 (irt-ice3) ReMc = 1 .8x106 (tape loose) 
0 IRT-SC5 (Irt-ice3) ReM,= 1.8~10~;  Repeat R l l 5  
0 I IRT-SC5 (irt-lce3) Remc = *.5r106 
0 I IRT-SCS (kt-iCe3) R k c  = 1 .UA .' 
0 
t I 1 171 -2.5 I LSlSlO (Is-lce2) I 1 
IRT-SC5 (H-ice3) Rewc = 0 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  
Clean Baseline repeat 
9-May42 135 0 I Clean Baseline repeat 
136 0 Clean Baseline (usinq Model Constants Table 2). 
10-May42 
13-Mav-02 
L t I I I - 181 0 LS-SC5 (Is-ice3! 1 
149 0 Clean Baseliine repeat 
151 0 Clean Baseline rewat 
B-3 
14-May42 167 0 LS-IS10 (Is-ice2) 
168 -1 5 LS-IS10 (Is-ice21 
I 169 I -10 
170 I -5 
LS-IS10 (Is-ice2) 
LS-IS10 (Is-ice2) 
172 
173 
0 LSlSlO (Is-ice2) 
2.5 LSlSlC (Is-ice2) 
15-May-02 
174 5 LSlSlO (Is-ice2) 
175 10 LS-IS10 (Is-ice2) 
176 15 LS-IS10 (Is-ice2) 
177 n LS-IS10 (Is-ice2) 
~~ ~ 1 178 
180 
0 LS-IS10 (Is-lce2) 
0 Clean Baseline reoeat 
Date 
15-May-02 
Comments Run No. tiA (deg) 
182 -1 5 
1 183 I -10 1 LSSCS(Is-ice3) I 
184 
185 
186 
i 
-5 LSSC5 (Is-ice3) 
-2.5 LS-SC5 (Is-ke3) 
0 LS-SC5 (Is-ke31 
16-May-02 
t I-K7 1 0 LS-sc5 (Is-ke3) I I I 1 
188 2.5 LS-SC5 (Is-ice3) 
189 5 LS-SC5 (k-ice3) 
190 
151 
 
10 LS-SC5 (Is-ices) 
15 LS-SC5 Ils-ke31 
195 
196 
197 
t 1 I I 
. - ,  ~~ ~ 
I 192 1 20 I LS-SC5 (Is-ke3) 
0 Clean 
0 LR-IS10 (k-ice2) 
-1 5 LR-IS10 (k-ce2) I 
I I 193 I 0 I LS-SC5 (Is-ice31 1 
198 
199 
0 LR-IS10 (lr-ke2) 
-1 0 LR-IS10 fk-ice2I 
Baseline repeat  
17-May-03 201 0 LS-cs2 (Is-ke4) 
202 -1 5 LSCS2 (Is-ke4) 
1 m I  -5 LR-is10 (lr-ce2) 1 1 I I I 
203 
XI4 
205 
206 
-10 LSCS2 (Is-ice4) 
-5 LSCS2 (Is-ke4) 
-2.5 LSCS2 (Is-ke4) 
0 LS-cs2 (Is-ice4) 
Re at of R196 start at a = 07, losi  
21 0 
21 1 
15 LSCS2 (Is-ice4) 
20 LS-CS2 (Is-ke4) 
I I 1 207 2.5 I LS-cs2 (Is-ke4) 1 1 I L 
21 3 
21 4 
I 208 I 5 1 LS-CS2(Is-ke41 I 
0 LR-SC5 (Ir-ke3) 
-1 5 LR-SC5 (Ir-ke3) 
20-Mav-02 
215 I -1 0 LR-SC5 (lr-ke3) 
216 i 0 LR-SC5 (lr-ke3) 
21 7 
21 8 
-5 LR-SC~ (lr-ice3) 
-2.5 LR-SC5 fIr-ice31 
I 1 1 1 I 213 I 2.5 I LE-SC5 (Ir-lce3) 
222 
223 
225 
226 
I I 220 I 5 I LR-SC5 flr-ke31 I 
15 LR-SCS (Ir-ice3) 
20 LR-SC5 (Ir-ke3) 
0 Clean 
0 LR-CS2 ( l r - k a  
I t 1 221 10 I LR-SC5 (Ir-ke3) I I  
Date Run No. gA (deg) 
20-May-02 227 -1 5 
228 -10 
229 -5 
Contlguration Name Comments 
LR-CS2 (k-ices) 
LR-CS2 (Ir-ke4) 
LR-CS2 (ir-ke4) 
230 
231 
-2.5 LR-CS2 (Ir-ke4) 
2.5 LR-CS2 (lr-ke4) 
21-May-02 232 0 LR-CS2 (lr-b4) 
233 2.5 LR-CS2 (k-ke4) 
- 
234 
235 
236 
5 LR-CS2 (k-ke4) 
1c LR-CS2 (k -b4)  
15 LR-CS2 (Ir-ke4) 
LL w4-02 
237 20 LR-CS2 (Ir-ice4) 
239 0 Clean Baseline repeat 
240 0 LR-IS10 (k-ce2) Use static tare R1 11 3 
24 1 I -5 LR-IS10 (Ir-ce2) Repeat of R199 
242 1 -2.5 1 R-IS10 (k-ke2) 
1 243 1 2.5 LR-IS10 (lr-ke2) 
- 
244 - 
245 
1 5 LR-IS10 (lr-ice2) 
10 LR-IS10 (k-lce2) 
I I 338 I 20 I LS-CSlO!Is-kell I 1 
24-May-02 
B-5 
I _- - .  - -I 246 i 15 LR-IS10 (Ir-ke2) 247 20 IR-IS10 (Ir-ice2) 
264 1 0 Clean ,r .. ~t: repeat 
28-May42 
29-May-02 
276 0 Clean B*Tscline repeat 
291 0 Clean 1 Baseline repeat 
E-:: 299 0 Clean Baseline repeat 314 0 Clean Baseline reOeat 
3-Ju~-02 
31 5 -1 5 I Clean (fixed trdnsitbn) 2 2 %  layers of aturninurn strips at 
31 6 1 ,  :fixed transwon) 2 layers of aluminum strlps at 2% 
317 I Clean (Wed transition) 2 layers d aluminum strlps at 2%c 
318 - y--T6&n (fixed transition) 2 layers of aluminum strips at 2% 
! Cesn (iixed transition) 2 2 % c  layers of aluminum strips at 319 i 
325 3 '  Clean Baseline repeat 
~ L S - C S * ~  (Is-icel) 328 
(Is-kelj 
330 -10 I LS-CS10 (Is-ice11 
..--- -4- 
- 5 -. -- -.- 7 .  
1 ---- - 
329 - 2-**SlCl -1 5 
4-Jun-02 
333 2.5 LS-CS10 (Is-kel) 
334 0 LS-CS10 (Is-kel) 
335 5 LS-CS10 (Is-kel) 
336 10 LS-CS10 lis-icel) 
Date 
4June-02 - 
1 1 i 
1 341 1 -10 1 LS-IPSF22 (Is-ke6) I 1 
Run No. €iA (deg) Configuration Name COmMtS 
339 0 LSIPSF22 ( I s -M)  
340 -1 5 LS-IPSF22 fIS-ke6) 
342 
343 
344 
-5 LS-IPSF22 (IS-ke6) 
-2.5 LS-IPSF22 (Is-ke6) 
2.5 LS-IPSF22 (Is-keS) 
345 
346 
347 
5 LS-IPSF22 (Is-kM) 
10 LS-IPSF22 (Is-CeS) 
15 LS-IPSF22 (Is-ke6) 
5-Jun-02 348 0 LS-IPSF22 (Is-ke6) 
349 15 LS-IPSF22 (Is-ices) R w t  R347 
350 20 LS-IPSF22 (IS-keS) 
351 10 LS-IPSF22 (Is-ice61 Remat R346 
352 
353 
354 
0 LR-CS10 (Ir-kel) Use Static Tare R1116 
-1 5 LR-CS10 (Ir-kel) 
-1 0 LR-CS10 (k-kel) 
I 1 I I I 365 I 20 I LR-IPSF22 (Ir-keS) I 1 
355 
356 
-5 LR-CS10 (Ir-kel) 1 
-2.5 LR-CS10 ilr-ice11 I 
357 
358 
2.5 LR-CS10 (Ir-kel) 
5 LR-CS10 Or-ice1 1 
359 
361 
360 
10 LX-CS10 (Ir-kel) 
20 LR-CS10 (Ir-kel) Aileron binding. Terminate run 
15 LR-CS10 (Ir-kel) 
6- Jun-02 
362 20 LR-CSIO (lr-kel) Repeat R361 
363 0 LR-C510 (Ir-kel) 
364 0 LR-IPSF22 fIr-ke61 
366 
367 
15 LR-IPSF22 (lr-ke6) 
19 LR-IPSF22 (Ir-ke6) 
368 
369 
5 LR-IPSF22 (Ir-ke6) 
2.5 LR-IPSF22 Or-ke6) 
370 i -2 5 
37 1 1 -5 
LR-I PSF22 (Ir-ke6) 
LR-IPSF22 (Ir-lce6) 
~ 
372 
373 
374 
376 
10- Jun-02 390 
-10 LR-IPSF22 (Ir-ke6) 
-1 5 1.R-IPSF22 ( t - h f 3 !  
0 LR-IPSF22 (Ir-ke6) 
0 Clean Bascline repea?. 
0 Clean Baseline repeat 
11-Jun-02 396 0 Clean Baseline repeat (autornatbn wrong) 
397 0 Clean Baseline repeat 
399 
400 
0 IRT-CS22 (in-ice5) 
0 IRT-IS10 firt-ke21 
Date 
12-Jun-02 
Run No. tiA (deg) Configuration Name Comments 
402 0 Clean Baseline repeat 
I 403 
1 4 0 4  
0 LS-CS22N (Is-ke5n) 
20 LS-CS22N (Is-icetin) 
1 t 1 410 1 -2.5 I LS-CS22N (Is-ke5n) I 1 I I 
~~ 
405 
406 
407 
15 LS-CS22N (Is-ke5n) 
10 1 S-CS22N (Is-ke5nj 
Horn on pressure side split due to heat. 
5 LS-CS22N(Is-k5n) Was glued back and reinforced w#h 
strews. 
408 
409 
5 LS-CS22N (Is-ke5n) Repeat of R407 
2.5 LS-CS22N (ls-ice5n) 
13-Jun-02 
41 1 -5 I LS-CS22N (Is-ke5n) 
41 2 -10 1 LS-CS22N (Is-ke5n) 
413 -1 5 LS-CS22N (Is-ice5n) 
41 4 0 LS-CS22N (Is-ce5n) 
0 
0 
LS-CS22N (Is-ce5n) Re,wuc = 0.5~10 6 
LS-CS22N (Is-ke5n) ReklAr = 1 .OxlO' 
0 
0 
LS-CS22N (Is-lce5n) 
LR-IPSF22 (Ir-ke6) 
Remc = 1 .5x106 
Repeat R364 and R374 
0 
0 
B-7 
LR-IPSF22 (Ir-ke6) I ReMc = 1.5~10 6 
LR-IPSF22 (Ir-ke6) I Reuc = 1 .0x106 
423 0 
424 0 
425 0 
14-Jun-O;! 426 0 
427 0 
428 0 
429 0 
LR-IPSF22 (Ir-ke6) ReMc = 0.5~10' 
LR-IS10 (Ir-ke2) Repeat R196 and R240 
LR-SC5 (t-ice3) Repeat R213 and R216 
LR-SC5 (k-ke3) Re-insblled Ice shape. Repeat R425 
LR-SC5 (Ir-ke3) Rewc = 1 .Ox1O6 
LR-SC5 (Ir-ke31 ReMc = 3.5~10' 
- 
LR-SC5 (Ir-ke3) R ~ U C  = 1.5~10 6 
0 
0 
LSCS22S (ls-ketis) 
LSCS22S (is-ice5s) 
20 
15 
10 
5 
435 2.5 
4\37 -2.5 
-5 
-- 
LS-CS22S (Ls-lce5s) 
LSCS22S (Is-ke5s) 
LS-CS22S (Is-ke5s) 
LSCS22S (Is-ke5s) 
LS-cs22s (Is-ke5s) 
LSCS22S (Is-lce5s) 
LS-cs22s (IS-iC&SS) I 
14 -10 LS-CS22S (Is-ke5s) Ailerm binding. Terminate run -10 LS-CS22S (Is-ice5s) Repeat R439 
-1 5 
0 
LSCS22S (Is-ketis) 
t 
LS-CS22S (Is-ke5~) 
444 0 
445 0 
~ ~~~ 
Clean Baseline repeat 
LR-CS22N (Ir-ke5n) 
~- ~ 
Date 
1?-Jun-02 
Run No. (deg) Configuration Name C O m M t s  
446 20 LR-CS22N (lr-ice5n) 
44 7 15 LR-CS22N (lr-ke5n) 
448 
449 
10 LR-CS22N (Ir-ice5n) 
5 LH-CS22N (Ir-keSn) 
~ 
450 
451 
2.5 LR-CS22N (Ir-ke5n) 
-2.5 LR-CS22N (Ir-lce5n) Loose tape. Terminate run 
18-Jun-02 455 -2.5 LP-CS22N (Ir-ke5n) Repeat R451 
45" -5 LR-CS22N (Ir-ke5n) 
457 -10 LR-CS22N (Ir-ke5n) 
458 -1 5 LFi-CS22N (Ir-ke5n) 
459 0 LR-CS22N (Ir-ke5n) 
460 0 LR-C22S (Ir-ke5s) 
461 20 LR-CS22S (Ir-keSs) 
462 
463 
464 
465 
0 LR-CS22S (Ir-ice5s) ReMc = 0 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  
'5 Clean Repeat R010 
15 LR-CS22S (Ir-ke5s) 
10 LR-CS22S (Ir-ke5s) 
5 LR-CS22S (Ir-ke5s) Loose tape. Terminate run 
0 LR-CS22S (Ir-ke5s) ReDeat R460, loose tam 
481 0 LR-CS22N (Ir-ke5n) Repeat R445 
482 0 LR-CS22N (Ir-lceSn) ReMc = 0 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  
19-Jun-02 
466 0 LR-CS22S (Ir-ke5s) Repeat R460, bose tape 
467 0 LR-CS22S (Ir-ke5s) Repeat R460, loose tape 
468 0 LR-CS22S (lr-ice5s) Repeat R460 
469 5 LR-CS22S (Ir-ke5s) Repeat R464 
470 2.5 LR-CS22S (Ir-ke5s) 
I I I ..-.- 
I 487 I 0 I LR-CS10 (Ir-lcel) I ReMc = 1 . 0 ~ 1 0 ~  1 
471 
472 
Sandpaper started to peel df 2t about 17". -2.5 LR-CS22S (Ir-Lce5~) but data looks ood. 
-5 LR-CS22S (Ir-ice5s) , 
B-8 
~ 
473 
474 
-10 LR-CS22S (Ir-ke5s) 
-1 5 LR-CS22S (Ir-keSs) Lost sandwmr 
~~ ~ 
475 
476 
477 
-15 1 LR-CS22S (Ir-ice5s) Repeat R474 
0 LR-CS22S (Ir-ke5s) Rewc = 1 Sx10 
0 LR-CS22S (Ir-ke5s) Rewc = 1 .0x106 
6 
485 
486 
0 1 L R - 5 1 0  (Ir-kel) Repeat R352 
0 I LR-CS10 Or-kel) Rewry 1 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  
21 -Jun-02 
25-Jun-02 
488 0 LR-CS10 (Ir-icel) ReMc = 0 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  
501 0 Clean Baseline repeat 
521 0 Clean Fbw-\r;z, Rewc = 1 .5x106 
522 0 IRT-CSlO (In-kel) Fbw-viz, ReMc = 1 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  
Date Run No. 6,, (deg) Confiy&&n Name 
25-Jun-02 523 0 IRT-IPSF22 (Irt-ke6) 
524 0 IRT-IS10 (irt-ke2) 
525 0 
526 0 IHT-CS2 (Irt-ke4) 
26-Jun-02 527 0 LR-IS10 (Ir-ke2) 
528 0 LR-SC5 (Ir-lce3) 
529 0 LR-CS? (Ir-ice41 
IRT-SC5 (irt-ke3) 
Comments 
Flow-vlz, Reuc = 1 .5x106 
Fbw-viz, R h C  = 1 .5x106 
Fba-viz, Reuc = 1 .5x106 
Flow-viz, ReMc = 1 .5x106 
Fbw-vlz, Rewc = 1 .5x106 
Flow-vlz, Reuc = 1 .5x106 
Flow-vit HeMc = 1 Sx10 6 
0 6 LR-CS10 (Ir-kel) 
LR-IPSF22 (Ir-IC&) 
Flow-viz, ReMc = 1 Sx10 
Flow-vlz, Reuc = 1 .5x106 
~~~ ~ 
532 I 0 
533 1 0 
LR-CS22S (Ir-lce5cj 
LRCS22N (Ir-lce5n) 
Fbw-vk, ReMc = 1.5x1a6 
Flow-vlz, Reuc = 15x10 
i 
I 534 
7536 
27-JunC2 537 
538 
27-Jun-02 539 
54 1 
S48 
I 573 I 0 I Clean I Baseline reDeat 1 
._ 
6 0 IRT-CS22 (in-ke5) Repeat R520, ReMc = 1 .Ox10 
0 Clear, Repeat RS21, Reuc = 1 .5x1O6 
20 Clean Flow-viz, R h C  = 1 .5x106 
-1 5 Clean Flow-vlz, ReMc = 1 Sx10 
Take data with l a m  tufts on model, 
Rewc= 15x10 0 Clean 
G Clean Bzselil s repeat 
0 Added 24-ark to ttD d horns d Ice sham? 
6 
LR-IPSF22 (lr-ice6) 
~~ ~ ~ 
549 
550 
565 
566 
567 
568 
1 -Jui-02 564 
-- 
15 
-1 5 
0 IRT-IPSF22 (iR-lce6) Re,-.c = 1 .5x106 
0 IRT-IPSF22 (Irt-lce6) Reuc = 1 .0x106 
0 LS-I?SF22 (cS-ke6) Reuc = 1 .8x106 
LR-IPSF22 (Ir-ice6) 
LR-IPSF22 (Ir-lce6) 
Added 24-grit to tip of homs of ice shape 
Added 24-grit to tlp of horns of ice shape 
0 IHT-IPSF22 (irt-l~e6) Rc-C = 1 .8x106 
0 IRT-IPSF22 (irt-i~e6) R ~ M C  = 0 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~  
-. 1-Ju142 I !j; 0 LS-IPSF22 (Is-ke6) ReMc = 1 .5x106 
6 0 LS-IPSF22 ils-ke6t6) Rewc = 1 .Ox10 
1 I I I .  
1 6 0 4 1  0 I IRT-CS22 (lrt-ke5) I Gapopened 1 
2-Jul-02 
D-9/B- 10 
Lscs22s (Is-b5s) was r-dina 582 0 
583 
584 
0 LS-CS22S (Is-lce5s) Flow-viz, Reuc = 1 .5x106, Repeat R582 
0 LS-IPSF22 (Is-ke6) Flow-viz, Reuc = 1 .5x106 
~ 
3- Ju1-02 
5-?u:-!x 
587 0 IRT-CS22 (irt-ke5) Fbb-viz, ReMc = 1 .5x106 
595 c &ai? br;c:icc rcpa: 
596 0 Clean 
597 0 Clean 7-hole flow angularity probes 
598 20 Cleali 7-hole flow anoularltV probes 
Checklng flow angularity pro&? InUallation, 
q =  1 5 p f  
-15 
0 
~~~ 
Cleaii 7-hde flow angularity probes 
Clean GaD owned 
-4PPENDIX C-PRESSURE DATA FROM lCING TESTS 
S&e pressures at 15%, 50%, and 85% semispan locations were obtained prior to the ice 
accretion tesis. At velocity of approximately 150 mph, with the wing in n o d  position (refer to 
sectiou 2.1.3), pressures were measured at angles of attack of -3', -2.5', -2', -1.5", -lo, -OS", O', 
0.5', lo, 1.5', 2', 4', 6". 8'. IO', l', 12', 13', 14', and 14.5'. Pressure coefficient (Cp) 
distribu!ions of selected Q are presented in figure c-1. 
Resure measurements u,re performed with the icing research tunnel (IRT) electronically 
scmd pressure (ESP) system. Six 32-port (It5 psid) ESP modules were available in the LRT, 
providing a total of 192 pressure channels. One port in each module was used for a check 
pressure; thus 3 1 cham :ls per module were available for test data, or a tctal of 186 ports. The 
E'P sys'm applied a three-point pressure calibration to all port transducers. This on-line thee- 
pit calibration ensured that measurement errors were not grealer thau fO. 1% of f u l l d e .  The 
siandad calibration interval was every 400 cycles (appraximatdy 15 minutes). 
The experim~+d ;'res'm &;a were used to validate Cp distributions b m  LEWICE d y s e s  
and wind b a w l  tests ht Widuta State University. 
c- 1
PO a1 Qz as a4 04 a6 a 7  Q1 an 1.0 
ut 
(c) Cp VS. X/C, G = 6" 
90 01 PZ 03 M 0.5 P. 9 7  01 U 1. 
xrc 
(d) Cp vs. xk, a = 10" 
FIGURE C-1. PRESSURE DIS'TPiGtrI'IONS OF CLEAN COKFIGURATION FROM 1 
WING IN NOE&;IAL POSITION; V ,  = 150 mph 
a 
I 
c-2 
Two, seven-hole flow angularity probes were ktalled on the clean u-iq at two staha 
correspondrng to approximarl..ly 1690 and 80% semispan. Sevenhie probes can measure d 
three mmpomts of velocity, the total pressure, and the static pressure at a point in the flo 
The flow probe provides d t s  with high accuracy €or angles as high as 75". Tie data h m  t
beven-hole pk were USCCI to e -  Amate the local tingle Of attack O f t h e  wing due to geOmetl 
twist ot'the wiilg, presence of the streamlin ed body, d vortices at the wing tq- Angie of a m  
sweeps were wducted for three aileron deflections (-15", Oo, rind 20') and ai Reynolds numb 
of 1.8 rnitlion based on & mean aerodynamic chord. Presum measured fiom the seven-hc 
probeswererecorded l I u d h o n  . of the ~e,en-hok flow ptobes iS shown fisures 2-52 
2-55. 
In order for the probes to provide ziccurare downw& angle measurements, they were attach' 
onto the wing leading edge and @ed to the fke-stream flow direction Note ttat ttiS h e  
direction is not concumat to the wing chcrdwise direction, d therefore, a set of braEkets w 
speclficallymnActoaccOmmodatethe- 
Effects of flow probes on the wing lift and drag coef€icicpts are ciem0:s-d in D-1 a 
D-2. It is observed that the flow probes improved lift ptxfomance of the wing; i.e., 1 
~ f f i c i e n t  (CL) WBS increased throughus the a-range and as a result C- was increased 
well. This is because the flow pmbes gederated vortices that reeneqped the boundary lay4 
which khyd transition and flow separation; hence, improved C L ~ .  From figure D-1, it 
observed that the ofkts between the CL values obtained with and without the flctv probe 
amongst all three aileron deflections of -15", 0". and 20", were very similar, and that h;-her 1 
G U L V ~  were produced with W e r  6 ~ .  It is of interest to draw atention to t4t C i s t  that the ! 
curve generated Wih the flow ptobes at 6~ of -1 5" behaved very mllrh Like that from without t 
probes at a* of 0". 
The same vortices that re- the b-undary layer also inadvertently inmased dr 
coefficient (CD), as shown in f;*;ire D-2. h baerd, the increment in drag conmbuted by t 
probes was only accomtable when the wmg was wrper;enZing a positive a. Consicier thc ase  
drag coetlicients genereted by the wlllg with the flow- probes installed at &A of 20", its CD vaiu 
wen the highest amongst all three aileron defldon coafigurations, with and without the probc 
yet oniy at the range of positive a from 2" onwards. In contrary, its C D  values fkom Q of -4" 
-8" WeIZ the lowcst arxlmgs all  cunfigurations tested 
Downwash (c. upwash) angle as a fcnction of geometric angle of attack is depicted 
figures Ilr-3 and IN. h u l t s  from figuli D-3 were collected h r n  the probe at 16% scmisp 
location, whereas .hose from figure D-4 were collected from the one at 80% Semispan. In bc 
cases, the most negazivc aileron deflection ( 6 ~  = -15') configuration gencntted the largt 
BmLl?rut of downwash anglea for the positive a-sweep. Under the same argument, the tc 
configunt.ion ofthe m-t p i t i v c  aileron deflection @A = 20") generated the larged upwa 
angles (negative downwash angks) during the negative a-swecp. Notc that the downwash r q  
curye in figireD-4 obtained mar the tip of the semkpan behaved Ias liaearlj than the o 
obsafed towards the wing root, as shown in figure D-3. Also, the siope of the downwa& angle 
rOOthedoLL 
with respect to the angle of auackobserved at the near+ sectionissmallerthanthatofthe near- 
FIGURE D-1. EFFECTS OF FLOW PROBES 
ON CL; Re= 1 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~  
FlGURE D-3. RELATIONSHIP OF 
DOWNWASH ANGLE WITH GEOMETRlC 
ANGLE OF ATTACK; 16% SEMISPAN; 
Re= 1 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~  
FIGURE D-2. EFFECTS OF FLOW PROBES 
ON CD; Re= 1 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~  
--a-- 4.mLS. 
-*-- k . -1* .l 
4 
-10 -5 0 5 10 15 
FIGURE D-4. RELATIONSHIP OF 
DOWNWASH ANGLE WITH GEOMETRlC 
ANGLE OF AITACK; 80% SEMISPAN; 
Re = 1 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~  
D-2 
APPIXDIX: E-SLMULATED FROST USING SABiDPAPER 
As per Federal Aviation Adminisnati . on request, a total of eight configuaiions of frost 
simulation using 2-grit sandpaper (times four coverage) were identified and investigated to study 
the effects of frost on aerodynamic pehotmance of a swept wing. The use of sandpaper in 
simulrhg ice shape roughwa ahps withcumpmcedum used by airframers dunngaircraft 
icing-. 
Sandpaper tested were 40 grit and 150 grit. With mean aerodg.namic chord (MAC) of 1-25 ft, 
40-gnt provided normalized roughness (k/MAC) of lxlO”, where the 150-gnt sandpaper 
provided k/MAC of 2x10‘. Figure E-1 shows the four different fi-ost simulation average using 
4egrit sandpaper. The first configuration (figure E-l(a)) simulated fiost coverage on the whole 
wing. From f i g u a  E-l(b) and E-l(c), the second and third codigurations were to simulate frost 
coverage on the aft 87.5% and 35% of the wing, respeCtively. In addition, the fourth coverag= 
(figure E-l(d)) was to simulate faled deicing fluid d t b m  All sandpaper coverage were 
apphed OQ the wing upper GuTfBce only. 
Figure E-2 dem0nstmt.e~ the effects of simulated frost on CL, CD, CM, and CH ofthe wing using 
40-grit sadpper,  where.asthesimuhed frotit effect using ljogntrw&rmt,wasshownin 
E-3. 
~ 
M., Yeon& H.W., chadmckharan, V.R. Hinstos M., and lbtvasky, T.P., ”Effects of Rwghoess on 
of a Busmrss lel Tad,” AlAA Paper 2002-0242, January 2002. 
E- 1 
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FIGLTRE E-2. EFFEC r OF FROST ON AERODYNAMIC PERFORMAKE; 40-GRIT 
SANDPAPER; Re = 1 . 8 ~  lo6; = 0" 
E-3 
1.2 J 
-10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 
Angie of attadr (de@ 
(a) Lift coefficient 
-10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 
Angleof-d(deg) 
(c) Pitching-moment coemden! 
- -  4- - Fal-lLo(rtiLI) 
-e---- FRz-lro 
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Angleof-rw 
(b) Drag coeffiient 
--e--- m-imQIzln 
- * .  - FprlrontZL9 
4 . 1 5 - i  
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Angii d attack (deg) 
(d) Hinge-mortient coeffiiienl 
FIGURE E-3. EFFECT OF FROST ON AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE; 150-GRIT 
SANDPAPER; Re = 1 .tix106; aA = 0" 
E-4 
APPENDlX F-EFFECT OF AILERON DEFLECTION (SUPPLEMENTARY) 
aaa /. 
4.20 
4Y) 
- - - + - - + + + -+ -4. - - - +- - - + - - -.. 
4.60 
' 5  -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 
&Iron D.ll.ctwn (dq) 
(e) Lift coefficient vs SA 
-10 5 o s i o  15 20 
(b) ~ i f t  coefficient (positwe &A) 
I\rPei.d&(d.B) 
5 
id) Hinge-moment coefficient (powtrve SA) 
-15 -10 -5 0 5 IC 15 20 
All- Ddwal (do@ 
( f )  Hinge-moment Loeffuent vs SA 
FIGURE I;-1. EFFECT OF AILERON DEFL,ECTION ON LIFT AND HINGE-MOMENT 
COEFFICIENTS; IRT-CSlO (ICING CONDITION 1); Re =. 1 .8x106 
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FIGURE F-2. EFFECT OF AILERON DEFLECTION ON LTF'I AND HINGE-MOMENT 
COEFFICIENTS; IRT-IS 1 o (ICING CONDITION 2); Re = : .EX io6 
F-2 
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(d) Hinge-moment coefficient (positive SA) 
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(f) Hingemoment coefficient vs SA 
FIGURE F-3. EFFECT OF AILERON DEFLECTION ON LIFT AND HINGE-MOMENT 
COEFFICIENTS; IKT-SCS (ICING CONDITION 3); Re = 1 . 8 ~  lo6 
F-3 
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xngkdaaack(d.g) 
(a) Lift coefficient (negative &A) 
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(b) Lift coefficient (positrve SA) 
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FIGURE F-4. EFFECT OF AILERON DEFLECTI3N ON LEFT AND HINGE-MOMENT 
COEFFICIENTS; IRT-CS2 (ICING CONDITION 4); Rc = 1 .8x106 
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FIGURE F-5. EFF1':CT OF AILERON DEFLECTION ON LIFT AND HINGE-MOMENT 
COEFFICIENTS; LS-CS 10 (ICING CONDITION 1 ); He = 1 . 8 ~  ! G6 
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FIGURE F-1 1 .  EFFECT OF AILERON SEFLECTION ON LIFT AN3 HINGE-MOWLIT 
COEFFICM'TS; LS-IPSF22 (ICING CONDITION 6); Ke = 1 .8x106 
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FIGURE F-12. EFFECT OF AILERON DEFLECTION ON LIFT AND HINGE-MOMENT 
COEFFICIENTS; U4S10 (ICING CONDITION 1); Re= 1 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~  
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FIGURE F-13 EFFECT OF AILERON DEFLECTION ON LIFT AND HINGE-MOMENT 
COEFFICENTS; LR-IS10 (ICING CONDITION 2); He = 1 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~  
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FIGUL. F-15. EFFECT OF AILEkON DEFLECTION Oh' LIFT AND HINGE-MOMENT 
COEFFICIENTS; LR-CS2 (ICING CGKDITION 4); Re = 1 .8x106 
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FIGURE F-16. EFFECT OF AILERON DEFLECTION ON LIFT AND HINGE-MOMENT 
COEFFICIENTS; LR-CS22N (ICING CONDITION 5k Re = 1 .8~10~  
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FIGURE F-17'. EFFECT OF AILERON DEFLECTION ON LIFT AND HINGE-MOWNT 
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APPENDIX G-COMPUTATION OF LEWCE ICE SHAPE PROFILES 
The ice accretion code used in this study is LEWICE v2.0 [G-11, developed by NASA Glenn 
Research Center. LEWICE is commonly used in the industry to determine ice shape profiles, 
water dmplet impingement patterns, water ar ice mass flux, and chordwise extent of ice gmwth 
on the body of interest. Due to the physical modeling and compuhnal methods employed in 
the software, LEWICE executes very rapidly and thus can be used to @om extensive analysis 
as long as the assumptions inherent in the softwate are not violated. This sofhme uses the clean 
body geometry along with the aerodynamic and meteorological conditions to compute an ice 
shape. The output of the software is a 2dimensional (2D) ice shape profile that c&", be 
calculated for several locations along the span of the wing. The approach taken in this work was 
to calculate ice shapes at five locations along the span of the 3-dimensional(3D) Wing and then 
construct a full 3D ice shape by lofting between sections. The five locations selected for the ice 
shape c0-m were 0% (wing mot), 15%, SO%, 8S%, and 100% (wing tip) ..Jnispan. 
In order to use the 2D calculation for construction of the ice shape, adjustments were made to 
account for the 3D flow effats and how these effats impact the droplet trajectory, heat transfer, 
and ice growth calculations. From t'-: work of Dorsch and Brun [G-21, the calculation of droplet 
ixqingement on a swept wing can be performed by tahng a c~~ss-sectioIl n o d  to the leachg 
edge and adj- the velocity by use of the following expression. 
= V , d  
where V,isthevelocity in the plane normal to wing 1eadm.g edge. 
In addition to this velocity adjustment, a was modified to match the pressure profile at the 
leadingedge region as determined from a 3D KavierStokes calculation of prewres over the 
entirewiqsrlrface. 
The 3D Ntivier-Stokes computations were perfotned at Wichita state University with the clean 
wing. In 'he computationS, the NASA Glenn Ichg Research Tunnel (IRT) walls were hcludeci 
to simulate the tunnel wall effects on the wing flow fielc!. The a used in the analysis were 4" and 
6', to match the geometric angles of attack in t3e icing tests. Analysis pressures for s m w k  
sections at 15%, 50%, and 85% semispan were compared with experimental pressures 
distributions obtained in the IRT facility. Good correlation between experiment and analysis was 
demonstrated. From the computed flow fields, pressure distributions were obtained for the four 
wing sections n o d  to the wing leading edge (at 15%, 50%, and 85% semispan, and wing tip) 
and for the streamwise section at the wing root. 
The two adjustments described above allow the velocity and pressurc profile of the 2D 
calculation to be similar to those of the actual 3D flow. An altemathe meihod to matchmg the 
pressure prufile is to change the angle of attack in the 2D calcuiatiom so that the Li.4 of the airfoil 
is qual to the lift of the wing at the cross section of interest or to simply adjust the angle of 
attack ga. .etrically. These appruaches were not attempted for this invdgatio4 d e r ,  the 
fomm Xneh -4 was employed b & 9 u t  the study. 
G- 1 
The exception to this approach was the calculation of the ice shapc at the mot of the wbg. I 2  
that location, a section cut perpendicular to the leading edge would intersect the floor uf the 
tunnel. In addition, the airflow in that region was affected by the presence of the twurel fiwr. 
Flow visualization suggests that the flow was pardlei to the tamel walls. As suc.!~, :**e EdWICE 
calculation for the mot section was performed using the geometry c n m s p o e  to a (;TDSS- 
sectional cut parallel to the tunnel walls. 
The tzmperattm input for the LEWICE sohare  was also adjusted to appmxitnatt: the conditions 
present on the actua! wing model. LEWICE requires the static temperature of the frpR stream as 
input. Since the input velocity was reduced, as i n d i d  in equation G-1, the resultmg total 
temperature profile for the airfbil would be reduced by an amount appwmak * lyequalto 
v,’ - v,” 
where cp is the specific heat of air. 
Thus, the input free-stream static temperature was modified such that the 5ee-:~czin htai 
temperature matched that of the 33 flow. Thc expression used to make this adjustment is 
provided in quation G-3. 
where Ts,, and T‘are the static temperature in the plane mmd to wing 1- edge and free 
plane, respectively. 
In summary, the aerodynamic and icing conditions input for LEWlCE d y s e s  :o generate the 
seven LEMTCE ice shapes are docwnted in table G-1. 
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TABLE G-1 . FLOW AND IClNG CONDITIONS lNPUT FOR Z W I C E  ICE SHAPES 
r RH P h  T h  
(xu) (%) (N/m2) (K) 
Spanwise C v a 
Section (m) ( m b )  (deg) 
Root 0.640 111.76 4.0 
MVD 
(elm) - 
20.0 
~ c e ~ h a p e  
Ls-cs10 
20.0 
(g'm3) 
0.68 
14.5 
20.0 
-- 
20.0 
1OOOOO 
20.0 
- 
Tip 0257 98.678 0.5 
Fat 0.640 07.055 4.0 
15% 0.572 59.207 2.8 
263 50% 0.440 59.207 2 2  
5% 0.308 59.207 0.6 
Tip 0.257 59.207 0.6 
Root 0.640 89.95 4.0 
.-- 
- 
20.0 
I 
1 1OOOOO I 263 15% 0.572 79.4% 2.8 50% 0.440 79.456 2.2 
10.0 1 100 
i 
2.0 
1OOOOO 
15% 0.572 98.678 2.8 
100 1OOOOO 263 50% 0.440 98.678 2.2 
85% 0.308 98.678 0.6 
Tip C.257 ] Yb.678 0.6 
( 5 . 6 4  111.76 4.0 - R c f d  1 
263 
263 
263 
---_I 15% i'5l.L ' 98.6'8 2.8 
%?$ ; ".44 98.678 2 2  
8,% 6.308 98.678 0.6 
-<?--! !1.257 ~ 98.678 0.6 
k a t  0.640 111.76 4.0 
15% 0.580 111.76 2.11 
50% 0.448 111.76 2 2  
b j %  0.314 111.76 0.6 
Tip 0.257 111.76 0.6 
Root 0.640 67.056 4.0 
1590 0.372 i 59.207 2.8 
--.. ---_-. - 
-- 
22.5 100 50% 0.440 59.2C7 2.2 
p.257 59.207 
G-3lC-4 
APPENDIX H X O M P A k S O N  OF TWO- AND T2F EE-~~vlENSlONAL U'ING ICE 
SHAPE TRACES AND L I F ~  DATA 
y, 1 COMPA&ISON OF TWO- AND TI3lUiE-DiMENSIONAL ICE S€W'ES. 
The i m g  conditions for ice shaps %T-SCS, listed in tables 2-1 iind 2-2 of tik report- were 
obtained by s d h g  thc conjlions w d  k i;tl ic;c acmtion tes: caducted with B ~ w o - b i m e t w d  
(2D) 3 d k h  chord GLC-305 airfoil [H-11. 
TLC sale wndirions were determined bing the Ruff met)- d w-21 for sea lwel testing wih 
constant velocity. This method was develcnxi for scaling 2E models to permit simulating a 
larger model 1:y testing a smdlt;. wxiei, 0; ta pemt  tes5ng at m e  set of ted conditions to 
simulate Concitiau that here not rzttahilk in the fhcility being used. For either simulation, the 
objective is to p d w e  a scaled ice shape that simulates the reference shape; in fact, wheil 
normalized b)- the model chord, the two shapes should match in overall size and in laxtiom and 
size of individad features. Ihe M Y  method &neb sa le  and reference values of &ow 
noncimensiod sLdm*ty pramckrs that have been demonstrated to bye  the strongest 
infllccnce on the ice amctisc quantity an: shape. The dimensionless si~i!~~': p a w n e ~ r s  
include the modified inertia yarame+*~, KO, which relates to the droplet k+xtories; the 
wcumulatirul parameter, A, wbich is 3 rneasky c!' the quantity of ice thai C ~ L I  potentially a r e  
uu t.k =de!; m? the fiee~inr fraction, no, which is the proportion of water impinging at 
siaption that a c ~ y  tixczes.-~nother encrgy parsuneta +at can be used is the weter emqy 
transfer parameter, 9. This I m e t e r  has units of ternpeabate and mllects all t h ~  +m ia the 
enc.gy balance that relate ii, energy wrmed to tk.2 surface by wlrter &+s. For rime ice, it is 
convenient and accepble to set the scale velocity equal tu the reference, dthough other methods 
of finding d c  velocity have been 5hcm-n to givc bctter resdts Cor glaze ice. The five equ&:gns 
fonned by matchg the scale and refexnce values of the &m ~ e a 2 k ~ q x , i ~ d  simil&ty 
parameters, p l u  the water energy parameter and the vek i ty  e a  be solved tr, fiw * the scaie test 
dt.ioiAs. 
airfoil with a mean d y n a m i c  chord (MAC) of 1 T.- nches, at E s t  a: the MAC. The la 
+L: radius for the GLC-305 airfoils was taken to be O.O134c, wherc c is the chord 
r ~ r l n ~ ~ 8 I L d ~ ~ s c a l e c r a d ; t i a o s ~ e 5 h ; t 3 1 l j n t h e ~ ~ ~ t a b l e :  . .  
Reference 
Scaled . 
The r e h v e  thickaess of ice acaeted at the leading edge is proporhOna: to the p&. of I 
ptuamaexs: the collectim efficiacy at suipiimn, b, the accunula5m parameter, &, 81u 
stagmuion ikezing fkctiixa., Q. Thu, f i  rime ice (no of I), the product gives a mmrl 
the dative SiLC of the ice accretions. Note that for proper scahg, tbis product must x 
k i t x n d  andrifaaw. orher simikrityparameters are notimpartanr for rime scahg. 
C V (I T u  MVrj LWC T h  Po 
(in, (mph) (del9 ( O F )  (PI (dm3) <minut@ ("/.I pol 
06.3 1.0 36.0 201.3 6 11.7 20.0 0.40 14.7 
17.4 201.3 6 11.7 14.5 0.58 5 .O 70.2 1.0 
-
soine acijustmep.ts to the cdcdaied scde C0nditim.s were necessar;-. First, baaus &s : 
drop size determined by the Ruft method wv, d e r  than the m i n i m  value for whict 
b i g  rescarch tunnel (IRT) c ; l d  was calibmted (14.5 p), the minimum median volum 
diameter (MVD) for the IRT had to be substituted. For a straight wing, this inereas in drop 
would result i;l a stagnation collection efficiency about 6?4 higher than the reference. Fa 
swept wins, the auumption was made lhat the change weld hsbe the same propational e 
as that for the straight wing. Thus, the second adjustmznt w 9'. to rcduce the spray time fiw 
to 5 minus to co!mpensate for the i n c r d  cdlectim diciency. The& the revised I 
d t i 0 m w e i . e :  
Ait!mugh the scaling calculdons were ma4e using a chord of 17.4 inches, the icing tests 
ac-tually performed with a swept GLC-305 a ~ o i l  with a MAC of 18.72 inches. Bo& 
collection efficiency md accumulauoc Daramcter are dependent on cbrd. The local cho 
which icing traces were mule also varied with spanwise locatiw therefore, the d e  
coaditims &OWXI above were valid only for one bation. In addition to the change in M A C  
Liquid watcr content (LWC) actually tested was not the value desired due to an m r  in the 
calibration discovered after the completion of tests. Thus, while &e 59ray bar conditions 
se? to give an LWC of 0.58 gh3,  as r- - fFomthescelecalc\llaaons,theacaralvrrr 
believed to have been 0.51 g/&. 
Figure Y-l arnpdes a trace of the ice dbpc obtained from the icing tests with the 2D GLC 
with three tram ofthe ice shape obtained from the 3D s w m  wing icing tests at the N. 
Gienn IRT facility. The traces of the 3D ice shape were obkmed at w i ~ g  stations A, B, and 1 
shown iri figure 2-5 of this repiwt. The ice traces ac stations A and B werc taken Ilormal tc 
H-2 
swept wing leading edge, while the trace at statiori C w-aii t&en in the streamwise direction. A 
d k d  in the nuin body of this r t p r t ,  the swept wing had a GLC-305 airfoil section that wa 
iu the streamwise diredon. Thus, sectioas; taken normal to the leading edge- uf the swept win 
werz slightll hcker dla~ the streamwist: GLC-305 section mu L L L L ~  a chord length that wt 
appmxhately 99% of the streamwise airfoil chord Length. The airfbil t a d  ice traces presented i 
figure 11-1 have been IlDETnalLRd '7 with the Llonaal or streamwise chard of each airfoil seda 
Thw n u n d i m m i d  trxingS h o w  good agreement between the 2D tiwe and thar of cut A c 
the swept w e ,  but the relative quantity of ice for cuts B end C are Ear less than that for thz 21 
tr:acc. The foi1owing table shows the relevant similarity parameters fbr the cMnitians ~XZUU 
t c d  at the' :4c akt at d o f t h e  tracing lclcdou: 
Scaled(MAC) 
Scaled (Cut A) 
Scaled (Cut B) 
Scaled(CciC) 
FIGURE H-1. COMPARISON OF THE ICE SHAPES FOR THE 2D AND 3D MODELS 
18.72 1 201.3 1 6 ' 11.7 ' 14.5 0.51 5.0 68.9 0.81: 
13.80 I 201.3 6 11.7 14.5 0.5i 5.0 74.1 1.18: 
19.30 201.3 6 1l.7 14.5 0.51 5.0 68.3 0.781 
25.10 201.3 6 11.7 14.5 0.51 5.0 63.2 O X !  
Note that the scale value of is only c1-r to the reference at cut A, where the s d e  BC 
reference arc within 11%. The parameter A, is dirtctly pmportiod to LWC, md the uncertaiul 
in the LWC calibration for the IRT is generally quoted as 410%, so these numbers a 
reasonably close. The good agreement of the ice tracings for the 2D and 3D at cut A i 
therefore, mmiskat with the value there, and this result shows that for this rime case, a 
least, it is possible to scale effectively from 2D to 3D. The much smaller scdc shapes ai cuts 
and C are predicted by the significantly lower v a l u  at those !ocritioaS. 
H-3 
Although the results for nearly matched f3& were encouraging, the tests were very limited in 
scope, including onlj rime ice one set of reference conditions. For glaze ice, the scallop 
fc;nnation 011 swept wings of large sweep angles makes a direct cornpanson ' .  with 2D ice shapes 
impcusible. However, additi~nal tests for glaze ice at several fi-eezhg fractions are encaraged 
to determine if useful similarities in 2D and 3D &pa can be identified. For future tests, it 
s h d d  also be xtxqpmd that thc matching of'reiaence and scale tadanty parameters applies 
only at a l e  swept wing p w i s e  tocation. 
H.2 COMPARISOX OF 2D AND 3D CLEm- AND lCED WING AEROD\TAMIC 
PERFORMXYCE. 
In this section, the aerodynamic lift perfbnnance of the clean and iced GLC-305 2D Wing model 
presented in reference H-1 is compcued with the lift perfomzance of the clean and iRd GLC-305 
3D wing presented in the main body afthis i m .  The 2D and 3D iced w i g  CoafiguratiOns 
considered below are the ones presented in figute H-1. The Berodynamic p e r f i i  
c o m p i m s  wiu be h t e d t o  linear rift slope and maximum lift coefficient. 
a M&l size and geometric features. Tne 2D model was a straight k6n.k span planar 
wing with a c h d  of 36 inches. The 3D model was a finite span swept wing with 
g d c  twist a d  taper, and with a MAC of 18.72 inches 
0 The lift data f a  the 2D d e l  were obtained at Reynolds numbers in the range of 3 to 7.5 
million compared to the 1.8 miliiM R q d d s  numher used in the 3D Wing tests. 
0 Thc flow fieid about a ~ t e  sw pt \ring is three-dimensional aad is, therefme, inherently 
different from 2D flow about an infiuite straight wing. Threedimension4 effects include 
spanwise flow, l e a  edge and wing tip vortices, downwash effects, and uxnplex 
separation patterns at high angle. ol" httac;ii as the wing approaches stall. As a resdt, the 
stall behavior of the 2D infinite span wing will in general be Merent 6wm thcrt of the 
finite span W k g  with the SBme ak.foil SeCfioLL. 
0 Aerodpllm;l: p r C i c e  of f ide  swept wings depends on aspect ratio (AR), taper ratio 
(A), sweep u g ! e  (A), Reynolds number (Re), wing twist, and potentid fuselage'wing 
i n W m  effects. Note that the 3D uing was tested with a fuselage like body, as &own 
iu figue 2-le ofthis report. 
From experimcnd work and classical d y n a m i c  theory, a number of simple equations have 
been developed for rehting the lift slope of a straight finite wing to that of a 2D wing with thc 
same &foil sec&x. For p h i r  untapered swept wings, buic swept wing t h e q  can be applied 
to m m t  the lift slox of straight wings far the effects of wing sweep as discussed in 
reference H-5. 3u-w;~ conw;tions acwd for the fact that, for swept wings only the velocity 
c o r n p a t  nori i i  tc. t.:, wing leading &e is responsible for wing lift and surface pressures. 
The velocity coaWonent tangauhl to the w;hg 1&g edge is Mportant only fot the 
H-4 
determk.lat;on of the frictional stresses on the surface. Corrections for sweep effects depend to 
some extent oa the method used to convert a straight wing into a swept wing. In general, sweep 
is inrroduced by rotatug or by shearing a suaight wing. If rotation is applied to sweep the Wing 
(bent-back or yawed wing), then the airfoil section of the unswept wing is the same as the airfoiI 
section n o d  to the leadmg edge ofthe swept w q .  A s!wd wing is obtained by shearing 
backward (or forward) every section of the uoswept airfoil, leaving its shape and lareral p i t i o n  
unchanged The swept finite GLC-305 wing \vu obtained by applying the &ear method. This, 
the airfoi! section of the straight 2D Wing and the streamwise &on of the swept Wing were the 
same. However, the aidoil section normal to the swept wing 1eadm.g edge was slightly thicker 
than that of the standard GLC 305 profile. Note that the simple sweep theory requires the use of 
the lift data for the airfoil section normal to the wing le- edge. A 2D viscous flow analysis 
WaS cauhckd with the XFOIL & [HA] to LISS~SS the difkrence in lift performance between 
the GLC-305 airfoil and the thicker airfoil section normal to the wing 1- edge. The results 
showed that the airfiiil n d  to the wmg leading edge had a slightly higher maximum lift 
coefficient but in general the lift performance of both airfoils was very similar over the linear lift 
below. 
range. Thus, it was decided mulie the baseline GLC-305 Lift data in all c a h h t m s  *pre;sented 
Experimental lift curves for the 2D and 3D clean wing are compared in Sgure H-2. The main 
difEmusbetween the 2D and 3D wing lift cu~es include the following: 
e (hudaably higher lifl.clope fbrthe 2D wing (i-e., blpher Lift ata given angle of a.ttack). 
e Angle of zero lift isnegative forthe 2D wing but &gMyPOditiye for the 3D wing. 
e MaximumLiftis coasiderably greater forthe 2D wing. 
e Stall behavior for the 2D and 3D wings is wuiderably different. A @ual stall is 
obsavedtotakeplace forthe 3Dwing compdto  asharp stall forthe2D wing. 
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FIGURE H-2. COMPARISON OF LIFT CURVES FOR THE CLEAN 2D AND 3D WINGS 
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In the following, the lift characteristics of the clean and iced GLC-305 finite wing will be 
atmated from the lift properties of the clean and iced 2D wing uhg simple equations 
developed for swept Wings. It s&ould be emphasized that d behivia r4nnnt be pmhcted by 
t b e f i l m p i e h  
The methodusedto etirimate the finite swept wing Lift data frornthaiofthe 2D wing was as 
W W t i  
Apply standard sweep, aspect and comptessl .'bility camctum + -toestimatethe3D 
wingliftslope. 
e C'Stimate effective twist angle fix the 3D wing and use this value to cared the 3D wing 
k- +-angieof& 
e Apply a simple fcvmlrla to a tha te  maximum lift for the 3D wing from that of the 2D 
wing- 
h to downwash and geometric twist effects, the lift curve slope of the 3D swept wing was 
reduced compared to that of the 2D wing model. Knowing the 2D lift slope (Q) and the angle of 
attack for zero lift (aL+), one can predict the lift curve of a finite swept wing from equation H-1 
[H-71 which takes sweep angle and aspect ratio into casideratioa. Note that all lift slopes in 
equation H-1 are per radian. From reference 24, the 2D slopes (Q) of the clean and iced wing 
were 0.0973 and 0.0977 per &gee, respectively. Correspondrng lift slope wdues per radian 
were 5.574 and 5.59s. From equation H-1, the lift s!opes (CL,J ofthe clean and iced finite swept 
wings were calculated to be 4.114 and 4.127 per radian or 0.0718 and 0.072 pex degree, 
respectively. 
where AR= 6.8, = 22" rrnd = 0.185 fix the swept finite wing tested. 
Typically, planar wings with infinite and finite span and identical airfoil sections have the same 
angle of zero lift (aL+). The GLC-305 swept Wing model, however, had a washout of 4' at the 
wing tip, which reduced the effective angle of attack of the 3D wing, thus ( C z L 4 3 D  and ( ~ L & D  
were not the same. ?or a h t e  wing with washout, (aL=&D should be the difference of ( ~ L = & D  
and e&, where is the efyective angle of twist of the whole wing. Note that at zero la the 
downwash angie generated by a finite wing is practically zero, thus only wing geometric twist 
causes the 2D and 3D geometric angles of attack to differ. To estimate the e f f d v e  twist angle 
ofthe finite sweptwing, the spanwise liftdistnbutionofthe 3D wing must be coasidered. Using 
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the spanwise lift distribution, the spanwise location, where the wing local Lift times the span of 
the wing is appmximately qual to the total lifi of the wing (iutegral under the cume), is 
determined. From the limited surf- pressm data ab-.iined with the 3D wing, an a p p m x ~  
Spanurise lift distribution was computed and the dbth was USXI to determine the spanwise 
location COCfeSPOLLdLILg to the e f - i v e  twist angle. This location was close to the 50% semispan 
for the angles of attack presented in figure H-3. The geometric twist at the 50% Semispan station 
(09) was -1.14'. Thus, the effective twist of the wing at low a ry l s  of attack was -1.14". 
Therefore, the dift'erence between the 2D and 3D geometric angles of attack at zero Lift was 1.14" 
(the 3D angle afIlttnr.k was 1.14" hq&r than the 2D gr.xlmetric angle of' attack). 
FIGURE 3. SPANWISE LIFT DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE CLEA SWEPTWING 
The effect of Reynolds number on the lift behavior k demomtmed in figurc H-4 using the 
experimental data of reference H-1 and computational data obtained with the XFOlL code [HA]. 
Both the experimental and analysis data indicate a significant increase in maximum lift and angle 
of stall as expec'd. In addition, a small increase in lift slope k observed as Reynolds number is 
increased. Since the airfoil section for the 31) was constant from root to tq, the Re effects for the 
3D wing should be similar tothat brvedwi th the  2D airfiil. 
The experimental lift curves of the clean and iced wings are c o m p d  in figures €4-2 and H-5 
respedively. Each figure provides the 2D and 3D experimental lift curves and the linear part of 
the lift curve for the 3D Wing (line with diamond symbols) that was computed from simple wing 
sweep theory. The results indicate that the estimated 31) wing Srope is in good agreement with 
the expimental data of the 3D wing. 
Next, an estimate of the maximum lift coefficient for the 3 0  Wing is computed using simple 
Wing sweep theory. According to H m e r  [H-5], CL, for a swept wing can be predicted h m  
the maximum lift w.etXcient (cl-,~~) of a 2D wing usirig quation 13-2. Again, the formula 
provided is strictly app!icable to planar wings and assumes that the S o i l  sectioL1, in this case 
GLC-305, and the flow are normal to the wing leadug edge. 
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where ~Ls is the quarter-chord sweep angle, which w a  25' for the 3D GLC-305 swept wing. 
Ex- data presented in reference H-5 indicate that quati00 H-2 under- - C L  far 
sweep angles greaterthan about 20". 
Clean Wing 
2D Exp 0.0973 
Exp. 0.0765 
Calc." 0.0718 
2 0  Exp 1.0850 
Lifl curve slope 
(per dw4 3 0  
- 6 - 4  -2 0 2 4 6 8 1 0 1 2 1 4 1 6  -10 -5 0 5 10 ?5 20 25 
WOf&(dsg)  -d.tt.dr(d.B) 
Iced wins 
0.0977 
0.0775 
0.0720 
0.9702 
FIGURE H-4. EFFECT OF REYNOLDS FIGURE H-5. COMPARISON OF LIFT 
NUhaBER ON GLC-305 IJFT SLOPE CURVES FOR THE ICED 2D AND 
3D WINGS 
I 
Exy. 0.8738 
Calc . * 0.8912 3D I cL 
Lift slopes, maximum lift coefficients, and angles of stall for the 2D and 3D clean and iced wing 
models are summarized rn table H- 1 .  The stall angles ~ - ~ i d e d  in table H- 1 wtre obtained h m  
the experimental data. Due to s p w i s e  flow, l&g d g e  and tip vortex structures, washout, 
and downwash effects, the stall mechanism of finite swept wings is considerably different fipn 
that of stmght 2D whgs and in general the angle of stall for 3D Wings is h.q$er. 
J 
0.8955 
0.7969 
TAB33 €3-1. SUMMARY OF LlFT CURVE SLOPES AND C& 
1 1 I 
2G Hxp 10.54 13.23 
3D Exp 13.78 15.80 GtdI - 
Estimates €or 3D wingob&ined from the 21) e x p k n t a l d a t a o t ' h  H-1 and ample 
5weeQwinstheary. 
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To estimate the effective angle of at&& of the 3D wing, the geometric twist and downwash 
angle effects need to be estimated and the geometric angle of rrttriclr m t  be adjusted for these 
effects. These corrections will provide 811 equivalent geometric angle of attack for the 2D wing. 
Note that for the same lift, the geometric angle of attack of a fhte wing is greater tha;l that of 
infinite span wing. According to Hoemer m-51, the characteristic of pressure distribuuom in the 
vicinity of SO% semi-span of a swept wing is the same as that found in conventional irfdte span 
straight wing sections. Therefore, by matching pressure distributions at 50% semispan of the 
clean 3D wing madel to the coefficient pressure dismbutions of the clean 2D wing model, the 
relationship between the geometric angles of attack of the 2D and 3D wing models catl be 
estirmued. Note that this method assumes the R.e~~olds riubers of the 3D and 2D flows are the 
same, which is not the case here. However, as it was shown in frgure H-4, the effecc of Re over 
the linear por!ion of the liit curve was small. The results obtained by applyins the pressure 
m a t c h  method are presented in figure H d .  By fitting a least-squares straight Line to the data 
presented in figure H-2, the relationti$ between the 2D and 3D geometric angles of attack can 
be obtained. Note that the difference (a& - a3D) pmvides an edma.te ofthe average g d c  
twist and downwash angle at 50% semispa 
8 
FIGURE H-6. RELATIONSHIP OF GEOMETRIC ANGLES OF ATTACK OF THE TWO- 
DlMENSl0NA.L AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL CLEAN WING MODELS 
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